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ABSTRACT

Based on fieldwork with human rights organizations in New York City and Belize,
Central America, this dissertation explores—through the prism of ethics—how nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) represent violence against indigenous women—in
text, image, and action—as human rights “evidence.” By ethics I mean the deliberate use
of morals, stated or unstated, in the representation of human rights abuses. In New York,
my research focuses on the production, launch, and circulation of a United Nations
shadow report on violence against indigenous women. In Belize, I contextualize
indigenous women’s experiences of gender violence within an indigenous movement to
obtain collective land rights, a national women’s movement, and national rhetoric on
culture and gender.
In both locales, I consider and compare: 1) how the “ethical” stance of NGOs
shapes human rights activism; 2) how NGOs create visual and discursive “evidence” to
represent violence and indigenous women’s experiences; and 3) very real neoliberal state
repression that immobilizes social movements for human rights and social justice. My
concern is with the ways social movement NGOs struggle to maintain their feminist and
social justice objectives as they interface with the demands of a transnational human rights
system, and the strategies they use as they suffer from vilification, marginalization or
mainstreaming, and lack of resources. Far from protective, human rights claims, explored
here as “evidence,” often obscure both social inequalities and the response of state-level
policies to these inequalities, especially for marginalized women.
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CHAPTER 1
MEDIATING HUMAN RIGHTS: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DISSERTATION

Introduction

In 2006, a women’s international human rights agency in New York City, known
here as WIHRA, launched a shadow report at the United Nations in response to the UN
Secretary General’s Report on Violence against Women. This document is the first ever UN
report to specifically articulate experiences of violence in the lives of Indigenous women.
At the launch, Rudulph Stavenhagen, then U.N. Special Rapporteur on Indigenous
Peoples, acknowledged how long it has taken to “get violence against indigenous women
on the human rights agenda.” Despite the increased visibility of Indigenous women—and
Indigenous people in general—at the United Nations, the process of “translating”
Indigenous women’s experiences of violence into international human rights claims is rife
with controversy and contestation. In turn, applying such international discourse to
address the needs of social movements in different nation-states remains challenging at
best (Sierra 2001).
This dissertation, in effect, is about exactly this: what it takes to make “violence
against indigenous women” into a human rights claim. Based on fieldwork with human
rights organizations in New York City and Belize, Central America, this dissertation
explores—through the prism of ethics—how violence against indigenous women becomes
represented—in text, image, and action—as human rights “evidence.” By ethics I mean the
deliberate use of morals, stated or unstated, in the representation of human rights abuses.
In particular, I investigate how human rights ethical strategies evoke emotional responses.
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Broadly, I consider: 1) what Roy (2004: 41) calls the “NGO-ization of resistance,”
or how non-governmental organizations shape human rights activism; 2) the “spectacle” of
this resistance, or “evidence” based strategies now integral to NGO human rights claimmaking; and 3) very real neoliberal state repression that immobilizes social movements for
human rights and social justice. My concern is with the ways such movements struggle to
maintain feminist and social justice objectives as they interface with the demands of a
transnational human rights system, and the strategies they use as they suffer from
vilification, marginalization or mainstreaming, and lack of resources. Far from protective,
human rights representations, explored here as “evidence,” may obscure both social
inequalities and the response of state-level policies to these inequalities, especially for
marginalized women.

Violence and Morality: The Prism of Ethics

The human rights paradigm operates from the assumption that exposure of violence
and atrocities to an international community will induce government compliance with
human rights norms (Keenan 2004; McLagan 2003, 2005, 2006; Torchin 2005). Human
rights strategies articulate normative visions of a “just” society (Merry 2003a, 2003b) and
rely on moral values to “mobilize public shame” (Drinan 2002; Keenan 2004). The
rhetorical position of human rights, then, is one of intersubjectivity—of bearing witness.
Therefore, the overarching goal of human rights NGOs, in the most basic iteration, is to
generate and circulate claims for universal conditions. This goal, and the actions to
achieve this goal, position human rights claims as transparent, or as both recording and
reflecting otherwise silenced or hidden atrocities.
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In turn, human rights NGOs create “evidence” to authenticate suffering and create
“witnessing publics” (McLagan 2006; Gregory 2006; Torchin 2006), or “communities of
sentiment” (Appadurai 1990). These are ethical-political communities, or international
supporters who learn about local human rights violations through “evidence” including
written reports, film and audio clips, website photos and testimony, and other forums.
Human rights “evidence” prompts an emotive response from witnesses to the suffering it
represents. NGOs “stage” suffering for transnational audiences (Avni 2005). While NGOs
showcase “evidence” to support human rights claims, this “evidence” is often divorced
from the complicated actions that bring it to life.
This disconnection leads to a number of overlapping questions such as: How do
human rights NGOs use ethics to make “other” people’s problems “our” problem through
sentiments, or through emotional consensus? How do NGOs use “evidence” to invite
participation into a moral community? Does this “evidence” accurately represent lived
experiences? To what extent do NGOs shape “evidence” to fit transnational discourse, and
visa versa? To what extent does such commitment to emotions—be they moral, ethical,
feminist or otherwise—blind critical analysis of human rights claim making itself?
I address these and other questions in the following chapters, exploring and
contrasting feminist and indigenous ethical tactics. These chapters are linked through a
concern with representing gender violence as a human rights claim. They point to the
tensions between the product and process of human rights, tensions that indicate the
contradictions, discrepancies, and disjuncture of human rights themselves. In totality, the
chapters open up a space where action to improve the efficacy of human rights is possible.
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Ethnographic Contexts: The Chapters

New York City

In the first half of the dissertation, this analysis of “ethics” coalesces around the
discourses and practices of “women’s rights” as they pertain to indigenous women at the
international level. Specifically, I examine my participation as an activist researcher and
ethnographer in a women’s international human rights agency in New York City. I refer to
this non-governmental organization (NGO) as WIHRA. My research reveals a dramatic
tension between WIHRA’s feminist mission and public façade, and the values it engenders
through its claim-making processes. Ethnographic insights illustrate a profound
disconnection between the production of “evidence” and its intended consumption as
advocacy material by those who align themselves with the NGO.
In these two chapters, I consider WIHRA to be part of an emergent “rights-oriented
communications infrastructure” through which human rights claims are circulated and
“made public” (McLagan 2005: 224). As a global NGO, WIHRA works in “partnership”
with local women’s organizations throughout the world, or what they call “sister sites.” I
examine how WIHRA’s participation in this infrastructure, as well its historical emergence
as a feminist agency, shapes its actions. These chapters document how WIHRA has gained
its moral authority through grassroots feminists advocacy that, over time, has transformed
into powerful transnational “witnessing public,” and how this transformation impacts the
day to day construction of human rights within the agency itself.
In particular, I trace the conception, production, and circulation of a human right’s
shadow report, a report that I helped to both research and write. These chapters, therefore,
present a critique of a text that is, in part, mine. Here, I untangle the very public and very
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political goals of this report—which coalesced around advancing the human rights of
Indigenous women—and the “on the ground” politics of the NGO partnership that
produced the report.
This shadow report marks a contentious negotiation between the global women’s
movement and the indigenous rights movement at the international level, a process that
relied, in part, on moral rhetoric to advance its goals. A richly theoretical advocacy tool,
this report nonetheless embodies the tensions of translating locally diverse experiences of
violence, oppression, and abuse into human rights discourse. This “translation” involved
the strategic use of visual images, testimony, and analysis. Here, I discovered critical and
under-explored slippages between what can be understood as the “production of human
rights” and what some scholars describe as the “commodification of human suffering”
(Kleinman and Kleinman 1997).
This report also provides a productive jumping off point to discuss the historical
debates between Indigenous and women’s global women’s rights movements within the
United Nations, and, subsequently how these figure into the formation of transnational
social movements beyond the UN setting. This report helps me to consider research that
details challenges to the social activist efficacy of civil society and NGOs as they spar with
emergent forms of neoliberal governance, the increase of state violence and
“development,” and competing notions of rights within nationalist struggles.

Belize, Central America

I take up these concerns with “ethics” or “morals” again in the second part of my
dissertation—chapters 4 and 5—in the town of Punta Gorda, Belize, the site of an
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indigenous-led social movement to obtain collective human rights. Here, I conducted
fieldwork with a local human rights organization, know here as the Maya Rights Society, as
well as with the national women’s movement. This context allowed me to both broaden
and narrow my concerns at the same time: focusing on complex indigenous subjectpositions and experiences but within the larger contexts of a Belizean nationalist project
and women’s rights within this project (Marcus 1995).
As is often the case, I selected Belize as a second dissertation research site for a
number of reasons. While conducting preliminary research here in 2007, I became
committed to a two-year collaborative research project on access to health care in the
Cayo District of Belize (a project I carried out in tandem with my dissertation). This study
examines access to primary care in the midst of national neoliberal health sector reform. It
focuses largely on women’s participation in the health care system within larger frames of
gender, race, and nation. Through this research endeavor, I became acquainted and
started to work with national and local women activists. Also, somewhat coincidentally,
during the first phase of my fieldwork in NYC in 2006, the UN Senate was in process of
hearing proceedings for the Universal Declaration of Indigenous Rights. This declaration,
signed and later ratified in early 2007, played an instrumental part in the 2007 Belize court
case about Maya Land Rights.
In 2007 the Supreme Court of Belize ruled in favor of a Maya Land Rights claim in
the Toledo District of Southern Belize. The national court case affirmed the existence of
Maya customary land tenure in Toledo’s villages of Conejo and Santa Cruz, and the right
of Maya communities to collectively control their lands. This victory marks a culmination
of more than ten years’ struggle to promote indigenous culture and establish an indigenous
“moral community” in order to protect traditional lands from logging and, more recently,
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oil drilling. Toledo District is the poorest area of Belize, with 78% of the population
indigent (Belize Poverty Assessment 2002). The area is largely without infrastructure, paved
roads, public transportation and health care.
Ironically, despite civil unrest and increasing inequality, the government celebrates
Belize as a culturally pluralist, gender-equitable, and non-racist nation (Berendse and
Roessingh 2007; Haug 1998; Roessingh and Bras 2003; Medina 2003). In fact, in a recent
(June 2010) counter-claim, the government insisted that any “special” rights granted to
Indigenous claimants only compromise the rights of other groups in Belize. In a familiar
and often-used move, the government of Belize disagrees that Maya communities deserve
any “special” consideration based on their heritage and, in fact, has accused them of
“Balkanization,” or demanding privileges at the expense of other cultural groups in Belize.
Maya cultural activism here is considered an enemy of nation building. As the government
espouses, the Maya quest for human rights suppresses the human rights of other Belizeans.
But how do women’s rights broadly, and indigenous women’s rights in particular, figure
into these battles? Here, I again take up gender violence as a way to explore this
contention.
As research on social suffering and violence clearly indicate local experiences are
not as transparent as human rights claims may indicate (Green 1998, 1996; Jenkins 1998;
Olujic 1998). This incongruity also begs the question: what are indigenous Maya women
in Belize actually experiencing in their communities? Indigenous communities and
women in general are not spaces of harmony and consensus, nor are they isolated from
national dynamics (Sierra 2001). In these chapters, then, I compare how protection from
gender-based violence, within the country and within the movement to obtain indigenousbased protections, impacts local enactments of violence.
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Framing the Research Questions and Agenda
Malleability of Discourse and Image

Recent studies document that even though human rights claims may increase legal
recourse for local claimants, there remain alarming contradictions between what these
claims represent and what represented experiences mean locally (Hesford 2004). This
concern is especially salient as nation-states, corporations, and other bodies take up the
language and practice of human rights to meet their own needs, often in direct contestation
with local social movements that use the same discourse. Such practice is evident, for
example, in the former Bush Administration’s use of “women’s rights” and protection from
violence to justify U.S. military intervention in Afghanistan. “The world’s biggest criminals
and tyrants have learned the languages of democracy, dignity and rights” (Appadurai 2006:
41).
This appropriation of human rights language bears consequence, even when taken
up by those assumed to be “doing good,” such as NGOs and social movements. A range of
ethnographic research indicates that, as a transnational and cultural discourse, human
rights discourse can promote differing—and perhaps conflicting—agendas. As well, social
movements use human rights discourse to challenge deleterious state policies even when
this discourse may not reflect local conditions of all people (Sierra 2001; Stephen 2005).
In particular, as my dissertation indicates, women’s experiences of violence and abuse may
contrast sharply with what universal human rights discourse assumes (Adams 1998).
Recent research indicates the need to examine human rights claims within human
rights movements themselves, and to place these claims within national, regional, and
international discourses that vie to explain local lived experiences (Harvey 2005; Postero
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2005; Sierra 2001, 2005; Speed and Collier 2000; Stephen 2005). For many researchers,
the question is how communities challenge, rearticulate, and redeploy human rights
discourse in diverse settings (Goldstein 2005; Merry 2005) and concurrently with other
rights-based struggles (Sierra 2001; Stephen 2005). This includes the global and local
contexts where human rights “evidence,” such as that I discuss in the following chapters,
comes to life.
Transnational Translations

While human rights claims are based on local experiences and conditions, NGOs
have the power to represent experiences of violence in ways that best promote the
objectives of the social movement to which they ascribe. As a result, claims may mask
social suffering and lived experience of Indigenous women, and may misidentify the
reasons for this suffering in context of larger political goals. I suggest that to reveal any
fissures between these representations and women’s lived experiences is also to reveal the
complex structures that interface to influence human rights claim-making, such as national
policies and priorities of international movements.
It is now apparent that human rights can, simultaneously, serve a multiplicity of
purposes not just across nations and communities but within them. As human rights
discourse takes new meanings within these changing contexts, so do accompanying
academic and activist debates about the efficacy of human rights frameworks. As Schaffer
and Smith (2004: 3) state, “Within these global information flows, the very meaning of a
human right, and the foundational assumptions supporting it, have been challenged,
critiqued, and redefined. At the heart of these debates, voices of dissent have prompted
ongoing critiques of human rights discourse, frameworks, and mechanisms for
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implementation.” Particularly relevant to this discussion is how indigenous claimants use
“culture” to secure collective rights within specific nation-state and transnational contexts.
As I ask in later chapters, how do these indigenous-led collective rights campaigns
intersect with claims for gender rights? How, indeed, do they compete with state-level
claims of national rights?
Merry suggests that there remain “fissures between the global settings where human
rights are codified into documents and the local communities where the subjects of these
rights live and work” (2006: 2-3). While true, these fissures are apparent within global and
local settings as well as between them. Furthermore, she argues, we know very little about
how individuals come to see themselves in terms of human rights; this applies to those
who work in and with global arenas, not just those who become subject of human rights
claims.
Evidence

The global spread of electronic and new digital technologies over the past few
decades has radically transformed the way that social movements organize their
relationship to publicity (McLagan 2005). This change reverberates through every “level”
of human rights work, from those who gather testimony and “translate” this into a tangible
political strategy, to advocates and policy makers and lawyers who use these products to
pursue variant objectives, to people worldwide who witness and consume these products,
and, most crucially, to people who are subject of the claims themselves.
Contemporary human rights practices—and the NGO “networks” that make them
possible— raise several crucial questions: Do human rights claims illuminate or mask
social suffering? Do transnational “witnessing publics,” in pursuit of a justice ensconced in
Western law, contribute to the social suffering of local communities, or further the
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actualization of human rights? Recent studies that address these questions, in fact, reveal
that human rights claims may mask social suffering and the structures of power that create
this suffering. Further, as Feldman (2004) argues, global human rights media may create
“museums of suffering” in which international viewers, advocates, and workers witness
and thereby objectify the social suffering of others.
New representational strategies also influence how people represent themselves in
variant struggles to obtain human rights protections, as anthropologists have widely
explored and documented. The relationships between human rights and neoliberal
political economic formations are complex and contradictory. This study corroborates that
human rights provide both new neoliberal forms of citizenship, and new practices of
human rights within local spaces. As Stephen (1993: 286) sums, “Part of what is being
renegotiated now in the transformation of contemporary nation-states is their ability to
define and mediate divisions among groups, between processes of production and
consumption, and between the body as a physical object and its cultural representation.”
This statement recognizes the power of neoliberalism as a destructive global force,
as well as the power and variance of social movements that pit themselves against violence
and social suffering. These battles for human rights are messy as actors may collude with
power structures—by choice or in ignorance—in order to advance what may be seen as
the “bigger picture.” This revelation reiterates to me, as it has for numerous activists and
researchers, the crucial need to make explicit the ethics and morality embedded in human
rights actions. These practices need to be studied and questioned in conjunction with
what Merry (2006) describes as the “remaking human rights in the vernacular”. In other
words, and as many activists remind us, local strategies cannot be separated from global
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pressures; in this instance audiences (witnessing publics) cannot be separated from actors
(NGO workers) despite any distances, real or imagined.
What is at stake in determining the foundations of human rights is the very
legitimacy of human rights advocacy in the international arena:
If human rights rest on a moral or metaphysical foundation that is not in any
meaningful sense universal or publicly defensible in the international arena, if
human rights are based on exclusively Eurocentric ideas, as many critics have
(quite persistently) claimed, and these Eurocentric ideas are biased against nonWestern countries and cultures, then the political legitimacy of human rights talk,
human rights covenants, and human rights enforcement is called into question
(Gutmann 2001: xvii).

Purpose and Contribution: Considering Ethics

The revelation that human rights claims are not as transparent as perhaps
previously assumed has raised alarms within international activist and academic
communities, and has intensified the demand for research that investigates the ethics of
human rights work in general and its emergent representational practices specifically
(Hesford and Kozol 2005). For researchers, the question is no longer whether human rights
claims are universal (Grewal 1999), but how communities “mediate” human rights claims
to meet local needs. This dissertation is, in part, a response to this new and burgeoning
angle of inquiry.
While each stage of fieldwork addresses specific questions about the ethics of
claim making, the general purpose of these explorations is to ask: How do NGOs translate
gender violence and pain into visual and discursive products? Or, even more basically,
are NGOs undertaking this work? Is gender violence important in the midst of other
competing human rights violations? How are human rights products presented and
consumed, and do they differ from other representations of indigenous women’s
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experiences? Finally, it considers: Do human rights media strategies improve social
conditions for women, or contribute to the increasing commoditization of violence against
women?
The dissertation distills these larger questions into specific inquiries that consider
the experiences of activists navigating both gender violence and the mechanisms of
garnering human rights protections for such violence. The goal of the dissertation in its
entirety is to generate a discussion relevant for pressing concerns of human rights practice,
and the ethical parameters of human rights claim-making itself. As well, it can advance
scholarship that interrogates the assumed transparency of human rights discourse and
media, and the impact of human rights strategies in local spaces.
What remains most crucial, however, to my exploration, despite theoretical
debates about ethics and applicability, is how globalization—in this case the global use of
human rights—can work best for those who need it most (Appaduarai 2006). As this
dissertation attests, to this concern there is no easy answer. It is an important scholarly task
to tease out implications of strategies as they strive to represent and thus make real
women’s experiences, and to consider the ethical and practical implications when these
representations perhaps fall short. I believe, however, that this critique, as it were, cannot
be separated from what human rights can achieve “on the ground.”
As global forces reconfigure social movement actions, and as human rights
become globally powerful in new ways, it is imperative to investigate solutions and
reparations to local abuse and inequality. Far from protective, human rights may obscure
both social inequalities and the response of state-level policies to these inequalities. This is
strikingly apparent as indigenous rights movements struggle to establish and maintain
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autonomy in the face of state-sanctioned development aggression, and as international
companies vie to control mineral and other land-based resources.
Local abuse is tied to global structures, including structures intended to “do good”
such as human rights NGOs and networks. This research can contribute to the burgeoning
literature on NGOs that reveal and situate what they actually do (Hilhorst 2003; Fischer
1997; Lyon-Callo 2000). Results also shed light on theoretical debates about democratic
participation and civil society (Harvey 2005), and the often confusing and contradictory
roles that human rights play in heterogeneous nation-states. Finally, although human
rights, often represented through visual images, have gained immense political clout in
recent years, little research investigates human rights media and “evidence.”
For scholars and activists, a striking tension exists between the need to tell stories of
violence to garner political force, and the need to resist further objectification of human
suffering, which, in the end, leads to what Moeller (1999) calls “compassion fatigue”. This
research project uses ethnography to contribute to the question of how scholars and
activists can help to overcome this fatigue and find meaningful ways to represent human
rights abuses without a subsequent loss of humanity. While human rights often exist to
serve a larger goal, local experiences get lost within this political imperative. This
ethnographic study considers these experiences crucial to develop theoretical insight and
to make universal human rights discourse a more effective local intervention.

A Note on Anonyminity

The names of the agencies and all study participants in the following work have been
changed in order to protect their anonyminity as much as possible. For this reason, any
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material I discuss pertaining to the agencies remains uncited as a specific reference, while
the meaning and intent of the material—and my interpretation of it—remains important.
Often I paraphrase material instead of using direct quotes in keeping with the goal of
anonyminity.

Interwoven Methodology and Positionality
This is certainly not a dissertation about Maya people in Belize per se, nor of
gender violence and human rights alone, but rather an investigation of processes and fields
of meaning. Its aim is not to create a “group” or “community” representation of a certain
selection of actors (i.e. indigenous women or human rights workers), but rather to explore
relationships that individuals and NGOs have to local and global processes of human
rights claim-making. Its explicit purpose is to document relationships and products that are
mediated. It discusses the tensions, or “slippages,” between what human rights claims
purport to represent and what actually is happening in local spaces. It discusses the
applicability of discourse to address experiences of violence and the consequences when
this discourse falls short.
As widely documented across academic fields and within activist circles, violence,
gender, and culture are all hugely problematic and contested terms, especially when
applied to human rights research. While an enormous body of literature about human
rights informs the questions and subsequent analysis of this dissertation, the often cited
anthropological debates between cultural relativity and universality are only briefly
included these pages. Rather than reiterate these debates I build on their foundation to
consider other pressing concerns. These debates, however, remain crucial as “culture”
remains a lens through which activists, and indigenous activists in particular, articulate a
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human rights stance. And, as this dissertation documents, “culture” remains a crucial point
of contestation and conversion between the global women’s and international indigenous
rights movements.
For this reason, I use “culture” as a referent to explore mediated practices, in
particular those around human rights claims regarding gender violence. Mediated
practices are best revealed through embodied experiences, my own and others involved in
this study, as I discuss further in the dissertation. My emphasis on “mediation” is
deliberate, as is the equal weight given to both processes and products as sources of data.
The fieldwork process and method of data collection structures the analysis in the
dissertation, and the shifting roles of myself as a researcher are included in this process and
explanation.
The dissertation, in fact, grew from my long-term involvement in both domestic
violence and human rights work in the United States and abroad. I am a trained domestic
violence counselor and worked in this capacity for years before pursuing graduate studies.
My early graduate work focused primarily on disentangling NGO politics and neoliberal
formations, the ethics of humanitarian impulses, and embodied violence for those who
experience, portray, and provide domestic violence services. Representations of gender
violence never resonated with what I heard and witnessed from women suffering,
surviving, and dying from violence; worse, most women were indifferent to any such
representations of their experiences.
I am also a practicing artist and have worked with women to create—through
painting, drawing, text and other mediums—personal responses to violence and suffering.
This dissertation is a product of my larger concern with how to represent violence, as well
as what such representations may reveal about the political and social constraints on lived
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experiences. Personal experiences reveal structural violence, and, in turn, how structural
violence impacts intimate violence. In other words, I am motivated by the potential of
representation to elucidate lived experiences, a potential largely absent from the structures
and processes of human rights at the UN level.
At the same time, I remain passionately convinced, as an activist, that both feminist
analysis and legal protections are crucial to any advocacy strategy to reduce or eliminate
gender violence. Disconnections between lived experiences and policy, academia and
activism, all underlie this dissertation and my position as a researcher (and the
shortcomings of this project in general). I was “positioned” throughout the dissertation
experience not as an ethnographer alone, but as an advocate, activist, and domestic
violence counselor among other things; these shifting positions were crucial both to my
access (and lack thereof) to data collection, as well as my analysis as a whole. My position
as a researcher often prevented my direct activism, just as my concern with advocacy
curtailed my critical analysis.
Throughout the dissertation, I collected data from many different social groups,
histories, and cultural ideas (Kahn 2006; Nelson 1999), and from formal settings as well as
settings such as bars in New York, Punta Gorda, and Belize City. These informal
conversations, part of the mélange of participant observation, were as informative as more
formal interviews. My interpretation of ethnographic data came from embodied
experiential participation itself and my emotional response to this participation. As Behar
(1996: 16) asked so did I: “Does an emotional response lessen or enhance intellectual
understanding?” My emotions helped to reveal a deeper understanding of what I was
investigating. In both sites my participation in feminist and activist work decidedly
determined my ethnographic experiences. As Doug (2006: 381) states about his research
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with violence and war “although I stayed loyal to the basic goals of my research, my work
became more of the ethnography of an unfolding process rather than that of a particular
place.”

Anthropology of the Senses

Although complicated, my “positionality” drove my research questions as I
experienced, and in fact embodied, many of the very tensions I sought to elicit (Csordas
1990). As I “wove” together data from differing ethnographic sites, my emotions revealed
tensions in the research and subsequently informed the development of my questions and
hypothesis. As Geertz (1974) attests, there exists a long-standing tension within
ethnography over the visibility of researchers within texts; a tension that can often produce
a kind of split personality within texts as writers struggle to create a sense of authorial ethos
while maintaining some semblance of scientific objectivity and detachment. As Michael
Taussig declares, we have “spent virtually all of the twentieth century chasing European
nineteenth-century realism dressed up as science” (2004: 314). Phenomenology, and the
anthropology of the senses, however, places us where we can again identify emotions as
forerunners of our sensate bodily experience (Classen 1993; Guerts 2002; Jackson 1989;
1998; Howes 1991, 2003; Pink 2006; Stoller 1989, 1997). Phenomenology argues that
bodies are sentient and perceptive (Merleau-Ponty 1968) and that sensory perception and
memory is both cultural and historical (Seremetakis 1994; Feldman 1994, 1999, 2003,
2004; Kleinman and Kleinman 1994; Marks 2002; Stoller 1994a, 1994b).
As a study of experience, phenomenology “is an attempt to describe human
consciousness in its lived immediacy before it is subject to theoretical elaboration or
conceptual systemizing” (Jackson 1989: 2). For this reason, as Geurts helpfully indicates,
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“cultural phenomenology focuses on how embodied experience, thought, feeling and
psychological orientations all interrelate. Embodiment and orientation are central themes
within phenomenological anthropology” (2002: 15, emphasis mine).
Phenomenology recognizes and evokes ways we live and create meaning in
relationship with what is around us (Merleau-Ponty 1964). Such “being in the world” is
bodily being (Jackson 1989). Jackson (1989) constructs a grounded analytic mode that
emphasizes bodily praxis in the social and material world and outlines how this resonates
both with anthropological methodology (through what he calls “practical mimesis”) and
anthropological research objectives. He thus brings the body—specifically embodiment
and its relation to cultural/sensuous experiences such as memory—into ethnographic
consideration.
The anthropology of the senses unites inquiry on phenomenology and
embodiment, and actively acknowledges the body as a site where collective and personal
pain is acted and reenacted (Daniel 1994; 2000). Sensuous anthropology encourages
scholars to fuse our own sensibilities, or what Taussig (2005) calls “showing showing,”
with intellectual pursuit: “The fusion of the intelligible and the sensible can be applied to
scholarly practices and representations. In anthropology, for example, it is especially
important to incorporate into ethnographic works the sensuous body—its smells, tastes,
textures, and sensations” (Stoller 1997: xv).
Images and actions, representations and environmental context, all have the
potential to embody phenomenon and evoke deep sensory responses (Marks 2002, Pink
2006; Pink et al 2004). Our senses and perceptions connect our bodies and our subjective
experience - both our own and others. Seremetakis states (1994: 6): “There is a corporate
communication between the body and things, the person and the world, which points to
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the perceptual construction of truth as the involuntary disclosure of meaning through the
senses... [t]ruth therefore is extra-linguistic and revealed through expression, performance,
material culture and conditions of embodiment.”
Taussig argues, “what is anthropology but a series of translations made all the more
honest, and all the more interesting by showing showing - i.e., showing the means of its
production?” (2004: 313). As my committee member Paul Stoller reminded me on more
than one occasion, there is a beauty to achieving the “in-between,” or what he inhabits in
his own work as the place of discomfort inherent to fieldwork. For him, there are three
ways a researcher can deal with the in-between: 1) move to one side or the other, 2) be
incapacitated, or 3) use the tension creatively, as a way to weave together a process of
knowledge-making with exploration. This dissertation is my attempt at his third option.
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CHAPTER 2
MEDIATING ACTIVISM, PERFORMING FEMINISM

Introduction

I lug several boxes of reports from WIHRA’s office into a waiting taxicab; today we
will launch the shadow report at the United Nations. This report, created in response to the
UN Secretary General’s Report on Violence Against Women, discusses the particulars of
violence in the lives of indigenous women. I join three of my coworkers in the cab; as it
pulls from the curb to negotiate midtown traffic, we begin to discuss the upcoming launch.
Soon, however, we lapse into talking about the proceeding weeks and months of preparing
the report. For the prior six months, I was actively involved in the research, writing, and
editing of this report. My coworkers designed the report and promoted its launch to
WIHRA’s “witnessing public.” WIHRA produced this report for one of its partner
organizations, a network of global indigenous women leaders, known here as IIN.
An international human rights organization in New York City, WIHRA partners
with local women’s organizations throughout the world to “Turn Outrage into Action.”
Since its grassroots feminist inception more than 20 years ago, WIHRA has transformed
into an agency with a powerful and wide-ranging support system. WIHRA now has NGO
consultancy status at the United Nations and thus access to global juridical advocacy
channels. As such, WIHRA strives to increase partner agencies’ knowledge and use of the
UN human rights framework, and increase the visibility of these partners, such as IIN,
within the transnational human rights system.
I was hired to help “translate” local and diverse experiences of violence,
oppression, and abuse into human rights discourse or “evidence,” and to assist with
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creating new analytical frameworks to explain the particulars of violence against
Indigenous women. As both researcher and ethnographer at WIHRA, however, I embodied
the dramatic contradictions between the very public and political goals of the abovementioned report, and the “on the ground” politics of the NGO itself. My participation
was only a small part of an ongoing collaborative process between the global women’s
and indigenous women’s movements. This process—which was full of both negotiation
and contention—is not apparent in the release or promotion of this collaborative report. At
the presentation of the report at the United Nations, it was unclear both how the report
came to be and its relationship with WIHRA, and subsequently to each of us in the taxi.
Employee “self-governing” in compliance with WIHRA’s feminist façade
contributed to this lack of clarity, as I explain below. WIHRA creates its feminist façade to
garner financial support and protect the political integrity its work. The highly politicized
processes to create this façade, however, generate their own normative enactments of fear
within the NGO. WIHRA’s façade produces profoundly contradictory elements where it is
difficult to distinguish coercion from compromise, and impacts day-to-day NGO actions in
messy, contradictory, and multilayered ways. Rather than see this façade as a deliberate
deception, however, it reflects the complicated situations WIHRA maneuvers in order to
sustain legitimacy and moral authority within the UN and within differing global
movements. What, however, are the consequences of such negotiations?

Fear and Feminism

At WIHRA, NGO workers are included through discursive practices in the arena of
human rights claim making but marginalized through enactments of invisibility. WIHRA—
through its own internal power dynamics and its relationship to transnational structures—
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supports “professionalized” or corporate-style practices that demean, and certainly do not
protect, their US-based staff. In the fissures between the rhetoric and the reality of the
agency arises an “embodiment of fear” – or an NGO environment of workers who are
ideologically committed to women’s human rights but, because of this commitment, do no
openly refute their own mistreatment. This agency cultivates fear that to speak up against
mismanagement and mistreatment—from the top down—is to compromise the feminist
underpinning of the agency and its work in other countries, as well as jeopardize future
employment options.
This double standard creates, as I elaborate below, an embodied fear for staff that
both their work and investment will be “disappeared.” The management not only does not
correct this pattern, but feeds upon it to increase both visibility and power in leadership
positions that rely on the work of submissive supporters. This powered relationship (one in
which workers are self-disciplined and self-censored) transcends the agency itself and—
through embodied discursive and visual means—enters the world of international claim
making. Below, I discuss this “embodiment of fear” as a way to consider how transnational
human rights discourse and practice function as a form of control—explained as
“transnational” or “neoliberal governmentality” (Ferguson and Gupta 2002)—within the
NGO and within its relationship to larger human rights structures.
While I unfold how structures outside the agency impact actions on the inside, I
also detail WIHRA grassroots feminist history and its current position as a global human
rights entity. I explore how gender rights are reconciled in indigenously articulated feminist
claims and how the historical development of feminist and indigenous transnational
movements impact these claims. I discuss how the transnational system of human rights
compromises the social justices capacities of this organization as it pursues human rights
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protection for women worldwide. The current agency-wide division between management
and other staff members replaces feminist consensus building with hierarchies. Power
pools in the hands of a few, while the professionalization of human rights encourages a
disposable and rotating staff. I consider, then, what these changes reveal about the process
of human rights claims-making so as to expand these considerations in the following
chapter about “evidence.”
Together, the following two chapters reveal that the moral politicization and
making visible of violence against women at WIHRA relies not only on the embodied
violence of representation (Feldman 1994, 2000, 2003) but also the embodied violence of
production, including my involvement as an activist researcher. Concerns of “witnessing”
human rights abuses, in this ethnographic example, are linked through political economic
formations to structures of fear and control. While social justice remains at the heart of the
WIHRA’s claim-making goals, situated action within WIHRA reveals how structures of
governmentality—within and outside the agency—influence these goals.

Transnational Governmentality

Based broadly on Foucault’s foundation (1991), I use “governmentality” in this
chapter to loosely reference the control techniques, including self-discipline, that together
shape actions inside and outside of WIHRA. Governmentality asserts that capitalist power
relations are constantly asserted and contested in daily interactions. In advanced neoliberal
formations, we play an active role in our own self-governance, or discipline to structures of
power.
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Governmentality, in practice, is a deeply compromised game. As Ghosh (2006)
suggests, researchers need to rethink governmentality as a contingent, contested, and
fragmented form of power, especially as the global neoliberal project advances (and fails)
on multiple levels. Using this insight as a guide, I argue that WIHRA’s visible and political
negotiations, however necessary to establish its legitimacy, undermine its feminist and
activist agenda. This governmentatlity is a result of the neoliberlization of human rights at
the global level. I further assert that governmentality at the UN level and at the NGO level
cannot be understood without looking at how they inform each other. In response to this
assertion, I unravel some of the practices WIHRA utilizes in order to function within the
UN and global human rights arenas.
A political economic doctrine originating from the late 1970s, neoliberalism now
dominates policy and practice at national and international levels. Although widely
variant in consequence, the guiding principals of the neoliberal economic model are free
trade, liberated markets, and privatization of state services. Under this model, the state
minimizes intervention in the economy and reduces prior obligations to provide services
for the welfare of its citizens. The state transfers the provision of public services to private
entities, both profit generating and non-profit. Simultaneously, neoliberal discourse and
policy emphasis citizen responsibility to fill the roles the state abandons (Jameson 1991;
Ong 1999). This model structures how agencies and entities operate and make sense of
their participation in larger economic structures (Gill 2000). It also structures how people
discipline themselves to meet the changes and requirements of neoliberal policy as it is
enacted in everyday life (Comaroff and Comaroff 2001; Postero 2001).
Structures of neoliberal governmentality increasingly regulate WIHRA’s feminist
and activist stance. As neoliberal reforms prioritize the market, new forms of power and
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rule have emerged, including the state divesting its former role of mediating social
relations. This former responsibility, to a large degree, has fallen to NGOs and civil
society. In turn, within NGOs new forms of power—specifically managerialism,
entrepreneurship, and forms of citizenship that emphasize self-regulation and
responsibility—have emerged. NGOs like WIHRA propagate conceptions of rational, selfmanaging citizens (Hyatt 2001; Lyon-Callo 2001). In this case, workers and partners who
respond to the discipline and structure of the NGO itself as it attempts to meet the
demands of “outside” structures such as human rights discourse and the pursuit of
international legal protections.
Anthropologists have brought attention to the depoliticizing consequences of
neoliberal changes with NGOs; this includes the professionalization of staff and the
formalization of hierarchical relationships between staff, which, in the case of WIHRA,
compromise the feminist integrity of its mission. This situation creates a pool of power at
the top, with little to no voice for those in the middle or lower levels. Hierarchies breed
competition, antithetical to feminist organizing and the “cooperation” WIHRA encourages
in other places of the world.
As an organization that struggles to maintain funding and legitimacy in a wider
context that is largely hostile to women’s rights, there is little room to recognize the
multiplicity of meanings and struggles outside WIHRA’s immediate purview. In this
deadline-driven, crisis-response atmosphere, WIHRA struggles to sustain social justice
capacities and origins. The disconnection between the feminist and human rights rhetoric
of the NGO and its actions is not surprising. What becomes important, then, is how the
NGO operates given this disconnection, and how actors within WIHRA reconcile their
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positions within this disconnection, including my own unstable position as a researcher,
ethnographer, and feminist activist.
Discourse and power within and outside of the agency shape NGOs and their
dynamic and open-ended processes (Hilhorst 2003). To understand these processes, I take
into account what Hillhorst (2005) calls “everyday factors.” Everyday politics reveal how
WIHRA’s gains legitimacy as a transnational entity vis-à-vis the global structure of human
rights. In particular, below I assess historical factors and contemporary actions from which
WIHRA derives its moral authority, as well as how these factors inform how WIHRA makes
human rights claims.
Researchers need to ask and observe how the claims and performances of NGOs
acquire meaning and legitimacy in practice (Hudson 2001). But what happens when these
ethnographic revelations are seen to undermine the political intent of the NGO itself and
of its feminist-informed activist agenda (Hilhorst 2003)? And what happens when
ethnographic revelations, and my emotional response to them, threaten my participation
within the agency?
My experience at WIHRA was not unique, although it differed in significant ways
from my prior tenure at other feminist NGOs and social service agencies. At WIHRA, the
heightened external pressures to meet deadlines, in turn, dramatized internal pressures.
However, WIHRA follows the general NGO pattern of employee burn out and lack of
support in tandem with exploitation of employee commitment to the mission and goals of
the agency itself. As with other such agencies, WIHRA management maintains
tremendous expectations of employees, provides little to no staff support, and assumes that
an employee’s ideological commitment supersedes this lack of support. Leadership and
management often dismiss burnout and subsequent staff turnover as either inevitable or
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expected, especially in ideologically based NGO work where staff members “care too
much.” In contrast, I argue that neoliberal structures produce burnout and, in turn, fracture
social movements. Dismissing employee burn out, and in this case employee fear, masks
what is really happening within the NGO itself.

Positioning the NGO: WIHRA’s Feminist History

WIHRA’s office is in midtown Manhattan, tucked on a relatively quiet street in a
small, anonymous building. Despite its current self-proclaimed radical stance, WIHRA’s
origin was, in part, humanitarian and this “rescue” ideology is still prevalent in how it
attracts donors and board members and maintains engagement with larger human rights
structures. These humanitarian strategies are bread and butter for the organization (framed
as providing immediate material relief in crisis situations), and a foundation for its more
radical scaffolding of analysis. WIHRA still struggles to engage a largely disinterested and
uninformed public, especially in regard to how US government actions impact the lives of
women worldwide.
WIHRA emerged as a human rights NGO during the 1980s as part of the then
Western feminist ideology that “sisterhood is global” (Basu 2000). Its intention was to build
an organization that would respond to the needs of women and families threatened by US
foreign policy and to demand alternatives to unjust government policies. Its carefully
crafted history and mission statements speak to its activist origins and the good intentions
of “sisters” (i.e. feminist activists) in the United States concerned with the well-being of
women outside US borders, especially those in countries impacted by US imperialism and
military intervention. The global women’s human rights movement was emerging at this
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time, as were challenges to notions of cultural relativity that surrounded concerns about
gender and multiculturalism in global contexts (Basu 2000; Grewal 1999; Shohat 1998).
In the United States, as in other countries, new priorities for international solidarity
with “other” women were further actualized through campaigns such as Amnesty
International’s “women’s rights are human rights” in the 1990s. This US-based feminist
political action was necessary and successful in engaging a disengaged American public in
the actions of its own government in supporting oppressive regimes. Academics, artists,
and activists, among others, engaged in multiple social movements and with exiled
activists and artists from various (particularly Latin American) countries to bring both
attention and action to human rights atrocities, and to shape the emerging global women’s
rights movement.
Although materially focused in the fact that “intervention” was necessary to relieve
immediate suffering and oppression of women worldwide, the global women’s rights
movement’s inception was steeped in moralistic assumptions, collapsing local conditions
into a emerging “universal” global feminist human rights discourse (Grewal 1998). These
shifts stemmed from US feminist’s desire to use resources and networks to help women in
other countries. And it relied on witnessing, and thus being responsible to alleviate, the
suffering of other women. From the beginning, this movement gained momentum from the
assumption that testimony and stories and images have the power to sway public opinion
and government action. In keeping with this assumption, WIHRA strove to bring the
stories of women and children to the attention of the US public and mobilize people to
demand a change in US government policies.
As WIHRA sums on its webpage, its initial goal as an agency was to bring more US
women to see for themselves what the government was doing to their country. WIHRA
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wanted women to look into the eyes of mothers whose children had been killed and to
turn that feeling into action. At this time (and still today) witnessing the suffering of other
women, under the guise of “sisterhood” was part of radicalizing process for western
feminists and their participation as activists in a global “civil society.” As Farrell and
McDermott (2005 47) state “emphasis on victim status of women of Third World women
were central to very construction of American feminism in the late twentieth century.
Protecting Third World women formed these understandings of American womanhood and
feminist struggle.”
As Farrell and McDermott (2005) also point out, feminists and agencies that
position themselves as “saviors” for “women in need” have implications both inside and
outside of transnational feminist relationships. Femininst have raised concerns about the
authority needed to “speak for” women’s concerns as feminists can not control the ways
that the rhetoric of women’s rights is appropriated. These rhetorical devices, for example,
can be wielded by conservative forces to legitimate policies such as the US government
using women’s rights rhetoric to justify intervention in Afghanistan, thereby “saving”
Muslim women from oppressive regimes. Also, as explicated below, the “frames” of
modernity—including social science itself—introduce ethical concerns about how
violence is “translated,” especially when claims are made on behalf of tradition or human
rights (Das 2002).
The emergence of a global feminist movement coincided with “identity politics” as
an organizing principle of social movement action throughout the world. Western feminists
began to create and substantiate an international female identity defined in the juridical
context of international law rather than exclusively by the nation-state (Hesford 2004:
127). The emergence of new social actors (here women as global bearers of rights),
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however, cannot be subsumed in “identity struggles” without addressing the institutional
and economic systems that define and constitute their existence (Basu 2000; Grewal
1999). Human rights claims are created and sustained through systems of authentification,
in this case the transnationalization of discourse and the “global explosion” of NGOs that
use this discourse to make legal claims.

Sister Sites

WIHRA’s authority to speak on behalf of women worldwide originated and still
rests on its “partnerships” with “sister sites” throughout the world, such as its relationship
with the International Indigenous Network, or IIN. These “partnerships” provide both
validation of WIHRA’s international status in eyes of its “witnessing public” as well as the
fodder—in terms of testimony and visual images—for its evidence-based claim-making
processes. WIHRA culls evidence and “promising practices” from sister organizations
which share WIHRA’s commitment to addressing the needs of individual survivors of
gender-based violence while working to change social norms and policies that construct
and reinforce women’s subordination, which is the root cause of violence against women.
Unlike other international NGOs, WHRA does not set up offices in other countries,
a decision they use to differentiate themselves from other “aid” or “humanitarian” women’s
rights agencies. It claims that by partnering with organizations at various levels across the
world, it can achieve a broader range of goals than most organizations. This claim,
showcased in publicity material on the web and in media coverage of its actions, serves a
strategic function: “Mainstream U.S. feminist organizations could use these causes to
mobilize their constituencies, attract new and younger members, gather resources, and,
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perhaps, most importantly, legitimate their existence in the United States with a ‘postfeminist’ era.” (Farrell and McDermott 2005: 47).
In fact, rather than bringing in “outside experts,” WIHRA’s mission is to support
existing women’s organizations. Through such partnerships, WIHRA’s sister organizations
are able to build programs based on their own initiatives and perspectives while benefiting
from the resources, training and technical support that a leading international women's
human rights organization can provide.
WIHRA’s partnership with IIN, for example, works to increase the role of
Indigenous women in international decision-making processes and to ensure that the
perspectives of Indigenous women are included in human rights discussions, by 1)
facilitating Indigenous women’s participation at regional meetings and UN conferences;
and 2) promoting Indigenous women’s work through advocacy and media initiatives. IIN
also works to build alliances between the Indigenous women’s movement and the global
women’s movement.
Several times a year, WIHRA sponsors visits to “sister sites,” in which participants,
largely members of its witnessing public, pay substantial fees to attend a structured tour of
one or several partnered organizations. These trips, while generating funds and awareness
of local conditions, retain a distinct flavor of “consciousness raising” for US feminists as
much as they might doubly function as “fact finding missions.” They are, in fact, a
manifestation of visual realism, in which participants pay to become first-hand “witnesses”
to other women’s lives. Women’s daily lives and everyday situations, in turn, substantiate
the authenticity of WIHRA’s claims.
These “partnerships” with “sister sites” are still predicated on Western conceptions
of participation in development, in this case the attainment of modernity through the
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acquisition of human rights norms. As to their half of the partnership bargain, WIHRA
ensures that “community-based” women are not merely present in international
policymaking arenas, but that they are equipped with proficiency in the language of the
United Nations and if international law. WIHRA asserts that leadership trainings and
human rights education workshops can provide sister organizations with skills to advocate
effectively in the international arena and, once they have returned home, to hold their
governments accountable to the commitments they have made at global conferences.
The assumption here is that, with the aid of WIHRA’s feminist partnership, “sister
sites” can gain autonomy to pursue local human rights protections. This partnership is a
reciprocal relationship. WIHRA needs these “sister organizations” in order to exist at all,
and in order to justify broader political aims and goals. While sister organizations must
“translate” international human rights discourse to meet local needs, so must WIHRA make
the experiences of sister organizations fit the paradigm of western humanism and feminism
on which WIHRA was founded.
WIHRA’s partnerships underpin its feminist and ethical values and provide it the
moral authority to represent women’s experiences. This moral authority does not depend
on particular politics of place to generate support for its claims, but on WIHRA’s
positioning in relation to these “sister sites.” WIHRA’s legitimacy at the United Nations, in
turn, rests this moral authority. In practice, any critique of WIHRA and its operations is
seen as a threat to the “good” it can achieve through such partnerships.
Researchers tend to suspend criticism of such “partnerships” and the actions they
engender when they are seen to promote or advance a “liberal” agenda—in this case
women’s participation in the transnational human rights system. “Participation,” as the
cornerstone of the current global model of development, has brought the process of
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constructing identity, and its political, social, and economic implications, to the fore in
social movement activism. “Participation” has been the primary rhetorical and practical
construct guiding local people to take part in the course of their own “development”. The
concept has been used by social movements as well as co-opted by neoliberal institutions
to which social movements are responding. While human rights movements and NGOs
may open participatory spaces to contest oppressive policies, they are also deeply
informed by the logic of neoliberal governance.

Transnational NGO Networks: Considering Power

As Paley (2001: 145) cautions, while the ideals of “grassroots participatory
democracy” are seductive, ideas of “good governance,” “empowerment,” and
“partnerships,” are not transparent and need investigation, even when taken up by NGOs
and human rights organizations. The uneven development of globalization and its
subsequent inequalities and power differentials shape transnational movements, their
actions and products. This happens both within their circuits of operation, as well as
within their own walls. NGOs may collude with neoliberal policies that are reconfiguring
relationships between states and citizenry (Gill 2000; Paley 2001; Postero 2005).
While human rights NGOs may incorporate people into systems of transnational
justice, these NGOs may also accommodate systems of control. NGOs are expected to “do
good” untainted by politics of governance and greed of the market. They are idealized as
sites where people help other people for reasons other than profit. This is evident not only
in generalized perceptions of NGOs, but within NGOs themselves. As my research and
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participation with WIHRA demonstrates, this assumption may preclude active reflection
and critical engagement with how the agency (and its staff) negotiates with structures of
power. What I consider WIHRA’s “moral authority” is assured in part because of its
assumed do-gooder role as a NGO.
Nominally NGOs like WIHRA operate in response to both the withdrawal (or lack)
of state-level protections and the increase in state (and corporate) sponsored violence—as
a corrective to these conditions. As shrinking government spending and large-scale
economic restructuring produce historic changes in the role of the state, anthropologists
investigate implications of state transformations on its most vulnerable populations
(Kingfisher 2002; Goode 2001, 2002; Hyatt 2001, 2004; Lyon-Callo 2000; Susser 1998).
While it is true that disenfranchised populations often find themselves in the “margins of
the state” (Das and Poole 2005), state action and discourse are neither homogeneous nor
consistent. Scholars identify fissures in the categorization of “state” and “institution”
themselves, with the goal of understanding the multiplicity of state action, and the wide
variety of responses to state policies as they are implemented, received and acted upon
(Das and Poole 2005).
Anthropologists and other researchers have long challenged assumptions that
NGOs are inherently “good” by situating NGO goals in a historic and political context
(Escobar 1992, 1995) and examining what they actually do (Ferguson 1990, Watts 1993).
Gill (2000) for example, examines how the rise of NGOs in Bolivia is changing the
relationship between poor urban constituencies, the state, and dominant groups. She
concludes that NGOs are aggravating patterns of social and economic differentiation and
providing cover for withdrawal of state agencies. They have corporatized their structure to
meet demands of the neoliberal market and the expectations of funders.
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Harvey (2005) suggests that the trajectory of neoliberalism corresponds to the rise
of post-1980s human rights and that, in fact, the two are deeply intertwined. “Any political
movement that holds individual freedoms to be sacrosanct is vulnerable to incorporation
into the neoliberal fold” (Harvey 2005: 41). This is because human rights focus on
individual rights rather than on the creation or recreation of open democratic governance
structures. “Neoliberal concern for the individual trumps any social democratic concern
for equality, democracy and social solidarity,” including NGOs.
As the state, under demands of neoliberalism, has abandoned its traditional
provider role, NGOs move in. Civil society and the state are produced through discourses
of power (Foucault 1991) and produced in local encounters at the everyday level (Aretexga
2003). The sites of everyday life, such as NGOs, in turn, are places for the production and
reproduction of the state. NGOs in other countries often receive (as is the case with
WIHRA) both funding and support from North America or Europe, maintaining common
perceptions that “partnerships” reinforce neocolonial relationships. Because these projects
are funded by entities in the developed world, Gill (2000) argues that there is no
accountability to the developing state in the way that these organizations deliver services
or support local NGOs.
This is not a new conjecture. Gupta and Ferguson (1992) coined the term
“transnational governmentality” to describe new forms of global governance like the World
Trade Organization and its structural adjustment policies, but also to describe transnational
alliances of activists and grassroots organizations supported by complex networks of
international and transnational funding and personnel. Many grassroots agencies that
emerged out of a social movement—such as WIHRA—are, in actually, no longer
grassroots. However, as Harvey sums, “I think it unfortunate to abandon the field of rights
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to neoliberal hegemony. There is a battle to be fought, not only over which universals and
what rights should be invoked in particular settings but also over how universal principles
and conceptions of rights should be constructed” (2005: 179).
This battle is indeed being waged all over the world, with widely variant and often
conflicting results. The above is not to say that the particular campaigns that WIHRA
initiates in conjunction with its “sister sites” are not locally driven nor necessary. “Local
campaigns, particularly those that involve stories of violence against women, have been
most successful when local activism is harnessed to an international rights movement”
(Schaffer and Smith 2004: 5). This is also not to say that these partnerships do not
engender meaningful and critical discourse and consensus building between leaders of
differing agencies or campaigns, not to mention visibility in human rights arenas.
However, the enactment of these partnerships inevitably reflects a form of governmentality
across transnational spaces (Ferguson and Gupta 2002).
Transnational mobilizations allow NGOs to circumvent state level repression (and
media control) to “give voice” to violence and expose injustice to a perhaps otherwise
indifferent international constituency, or to represent itself in advocacy strategies. But
these processes are also imbued with shifting power relationships and rest both on specific
subject positions and relations between “first” and “third” world women. The very same
positive campaign mobilizations can have adverse effects. They can create fear and
mistreatment, and can also fragment and layer experiences of violence in the pursuit of
“evidence,” as I discuss further in the following chapters.
WIHRA’s ability to mobilize outrage and turn it into social action is now curtailed
by the very system from which it seeks legitimacy. The irony is that the more powerful
WIHRA has become—and thus the more compromised—the more able it is to raise funds
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and effect change with its “sister sites.” This contraction sets up a powerful situation of
negotiation with serious ethic considerations. The concept of “civil society” comes to both
symbolize—and through discourse actualize—a political space in which WIHRA’s façade
of moral authority becomes more important to achieve legal advances than the actuality of
how it operates. In reality, those who are subsumed within this “civil society” do not have
equal access to power or to representation. WIHRA’s discourse of “sisterhood” does not
reveal that human rights claims are, in fact, negotiations of power.

Positioning and Presenting the Report

As I step from the cab and join the security queue at the UN, I reflect on the
months and years that lead up to this moment. This report is the first UN document to
develop and analyze how different manifestations of violence—intimate, structural,
economic, and spiritual among others—impact indigenous women differently than other
women. As an effort to create and expand existing discourse, the report posits that UN
frameworks about women are inadequate to pursue human rights protections for
indigenous women.
In 2003, the UN General Assembly requested that the Secretary-General prepare
an in-depth study on all forms and manifestations of violence against women. In response,
the General Assembly convened two expert group meetings to provide input for the
Secretary-General’s study, as well as a Task Force made up 36 representatives of United
Nations entities. IIN participated in this Task Force and, as preparations for the Secretary
General’s study continued throughout 2005, became increasingly concerned that the
needs, rights, and perspectives of indigenous women would not be adequately reflected in
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the Secretary General’s study. IIN decided to write their own report, or, more accurately,
call on the resources and power of their “partner organization,” WIHRA, to produce this
shadow report.
The shadow report, in fact, reflects long-term contestations between the global
women’s and indigenous rights movements while simultaneously attempting to appear
both reconciled and collaborative in its effort to eradicate violence against women. The
report states that it situates itself at the crossroads of three interrelated fields: indigenous
Peoples’ rights, human rights, and women’s human rights. In particular, the report
emphasizes that the legal recognition of indigenous people’s collective human rights is
intrinsic to combating violence against indigenous women. It asserts that the systematic
violation of their collective rights as Indigenous Peoples is the single greatest risk factor for
gender-based violence—including violence perpetuated within their communities.
Indigenous women’s anti-violence strategies are therefore rooted in defending the
collective rights of their Peoples.
The report thus links the efforts to eradicate violence to the larger goal of attaining
collective legal protections for indigenous people worldwide (it is important to remember
that at this point, the UN had not ratified the Universal Declaration of Indigenous Rights,
which happened in 2007 and plays a role in later discussions about Belize). In doing so, it
positions itself as part of “indigenous place making at the United Nations” (Muehlebach
2001).
The report interrogates the ways that mainstream human rights paradigms conceive
gender-based violence—in particular the Secretary-General’s Study on Violence Against
Women—which categorizes such violence as occurring in the family, the community, or
State. The report states that these designations need to be interrogated. For example, the
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commonly accepted notion of “community” may be different for indigenous communities
that incorporate ancestors and yet-to-be-born generations as part of their communities. It
insists, however, that the problems is not with human rights paradigm itself; rather, it is the
conventional interpretation of the human rights framework that must be adjusted to
accommodate Indigenous women’s conception of community.
The shadow report uses indigenous women’s experiences of suffering in an effort to
expand definitions of gender violence. In particular, it seeks to further the understanding
within the UN system and among civil society organizations that various aspects of identity
and their interactions mediate violence against women. In doing so, the report attempts to
expand notions of violence that rest on the corporal body, to put forth notions of spiritual
and economic violence, and violence in the name of tradition. These discursive assertions
are part of a broader effort to establish an indigenous moral authority at the United
Nations.

Positioning Culture

As writing the report progressed, I was charged with explicating the historical use
of culture in both feminist and indigenous human rights, and the use of culture in general.
As an anthropologist, I was assumed to have some degree of “expertise” on the concept of
culture, or at least the background to untangle the complexity of its use in relation to
women’s human rights. This assumption allowed me to infuse to report with “plastic”
notions of culture as well as to provide a somewhat critical look at the historic
development of the concept of “culture” and is uneasy and malleable relationships to
human rights. Despite this, the report presents culture as an inalienable part of indigenous
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women’s lives in general, and, in doing so, continues the trajectory of using culture as part
of strategic “place making” at the United Nations.
With the signature of the Charter of the United Nations in 1945, the Nuremberg
and Tokyo war crimes trials in 1945-1946 and 1946-1948 respectively, and the ratification
by the United Nations of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948, human rights
established a presence in the post WWII political landscape. For more than 50 years (and
over 60 treaties, declarations and Conventions later) differences in philosophical
perspectives and disagreements about appropriate human rights interventions have
occurred at local, national and international venues. “Within these global information
flows, the very meaning of a human right, and the foundational assumptions supporting it,
have been challenged, critiqued, and redefined. At the heart of these debates, voices of
dissent have prompted ongoing critiques of human rights discourse, frameworks, and
mechanisms for implementation” (Schaffer and Smith 2004: 3).
Since the inception of the UDHR, anthropologists have expressed (and continue to
express) strong and variant opinions about human rights, especially in the often-discussed
debates of “cultural relativism.” Contentious debates in anthropology have focused on
whether it is appropriate for anthropologists to impose universal definitions on particular
cultures and what the consequences are of accepting culturally relevant criteria as a basis
for defining human rights (Messer 1993, 1997).
Cowan and Dembour, in their 2001-edited volume Culture and Rights:
Anthropological Perspectives, explicate three iterations of the these debates of the
relationship between culture and rights: 1) rights versus culture, 2) rights to culture, and 3)
rights as culture. In the first, rights versus culture, culture was seen to prohibit universal
human rights. The second suggests that human rights discourse has stretched enough to
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allow culture to become an object of rights claims. The third formulation proposes rights
discourse embodies certain features anthropologists recognize as constituting culture.
The statement prepared by the Executive Board of the American Anthropological
Association in 1947 objecting to the proposed UDHR. The AAA stated that human rights
discourse is an “ethnocentric extension of European concepts of individualistic rights to
societies with more communistic political traditions” (Wilson 1997). Since,
anthropologists have tried to bridge this dichotomy of “rights versus culture” by seeking to
ground universal principles within all human societies (Messer 1993) or by interpreting
human rights as another global cultural process (Merry 1997, Wilson 1997). As such,
much ethnographic research on human rights tends to focus on the assertion of cultural
difference by indigenous groups and how human rights figure in post-conflict settings
(McLagan 2003). While Messer (1997) suggests that over the past 50 years UN human
rights framework has shifted from protecting individuals within states to protecting
emerging nations (peoples) from the effects of international political economy including
indigenous people, this has happened, in part, through the appropriation and reification of
culture by claimants, or “rights to culture.”
Ironically, as anthropologists have moved away from static notions of culture to
more plastic and contested ideas of what constitutes cultural forms, the reified and
bounded definition of culture has increasing tenacity in human rights discourse (and law).
This is especially apparent in indigenous claimants articulations for the right to practice
“traditional” beliefs, or in land claim cases (it is important to note that this use of ‘culture’
by claimants may be deliberate in order to meet nation-state legal requirements, as
Povinelli (2002) makes clear in the case of Aboriginal land claims.
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During the 1990s, conflicts between human rights and culture accelerated, as
nation-states attempted to negotiate two pressures “the pressure to open up their markets to
foreign investment, commodities, and images and the pressure to manage the capacity of
their own cultural minorities to use the globalized language of human rights to argue for
their own claims for cultural dignity and recognition” (Appadurai 2006: 67). Appadurai
suggests in the case of India (and as I demonstrate again in the case of Belize later in this
dissertation) that the rights of minorities are directly connected to larger arguments about
the role of the state (2006). Although he doesn’t mention this, this argument includes
whether “culture” is a useful way to articulate gender concerns within broader human
rights struggles for minorities, in particular indigenous communities.
As Turner has argued and my research in Belize also demonstrates, culture has in
this context become a means for groups to mobilize themselves in quests for equality and
social justice (1993: 423). Clearly, indigenous delegates have voiced their claims with the
awareness that culture "has become a source of values that can be converted into political
assets, both internally as bases of group solidarity and mobilization, and externally as
claims on the support of other social groups, governments, and public opinion all over the
globe" (Turner 1993: 424). In international law and politics, the political possibilities
emerging from affirmations of culture must increasingly be taken seriously in that “those
who can make the strongest claims to possessing a culture are more internationally
empowered to protest local injustices” (Coombe 1999:16).
As the shadow report also notes, the same time, this concept of “culture” is now
often invoked, along with religion and tradition, to defend human rights abuses.
Government and religious officials who invoke “culture” to justify human rights abuses first
reify culture and then confound it with peoples, nations and states without clarifying what
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is meant by “culture” itself (Nagengast 1997). Further, this outmoded understanding of
culture, rooted in western colonial conquest, suggests “culture” is found only in “primitive”
or backward places, not in western civilization. The representation of women as
oppressed by “backward cultures,” for example, reinforces the idea that women are
“victims” in need of saving.
The report claims that Indigenous women challenge the binary between rights and
culture by demanding an end to human rights abuses against women within a struggle for
the rights of Indigenous People as a whole. Furthermore, indigenous women navigate the
tension that has been constructed between rights and culture by negotiating between
traditional law and custom, and new forms of legal protection gained through international
advocacy (Nagengast 1997).
In suggesting the above, the report positions itself in opposition to mainstream
human rights and to mainstream women’s rights. This position, premised on a moral
economy of a particularized indigenous feminism, in turn, shapes how the report was
produced and presented at the United Nations. WIHRA situates the report between
multiple arenas and/or political movements. In particular, and with the aim of combating
violence against Indigenous women, the report seeks to further communication and
cooperation between the global woman’s movement and women in the international
indigenous movement.
This claim is somewhat ironic considering that most of the data collection and
analysis were hidden within the bureaucratic practices of transnational partnerships.
Leaders of the indigenous women’s movement used this report, in part, to level a critique
at the existing mainstream women’s movement’s limited conceptions of gender violence.
In doing so, they relied on the resources and skills of workers within this movement—
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including myself—to research, write, edit, and produce this report. Furthermore, it was
expected that this relationship, through necessity, should be subsumed within the larger
and more visible goals of the report itself. Why was this accepted as both normal and
expected? How did NGO maintain this authority over its workers to facilitate this process?

Performing the Launch

Representatives from various non-governmental and UN bodies crowd the launch
room. As those on the launch panel speak, those who researched, wrote, and produced the
report, including myself, sit silent in the audience. Our silence, in fact, is part of our
solidarity with the indigenous women’s movement. To acknowledge that we—as workers
at WIHRA rather than IIN members themselves—wrote the report would undermine both
the authority of the report as well as the legitimate and long-standing work of indigenous
leaders that created a space for the report in the first place.
Far from an isolated critique, the report was a consequence of larger contentions
between these movements and the assumptions that operate in the global women’s
movement. According to the report, one source of discord between the indigenous
women and the global women’s movement in that the global women’s movement
continues to be dominated by a conception of feminism that is rooted in the same liberal
European intellectual traditions that inform the conventional interpretation of human rights.
As a result, when feminism is conceived of in liberal European terms as merely an
extension of individual rights to women, collective rights—which are a priority of
Indigenous women—are erased.
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The global women’s human rights movement emerged officially from the United
Nations World Conference on Human Rights in Vienna in 1993, reflecting decades of
mobilization and capacity building on multiple levels. Only since the passage of the
Beijing Platform for Action in 1995 has a legal instrument backed women’s rights as
human rights. The Beijing Platform cites violence as one of twelve critical areas of
concern. Yet, from the perspective of Indigenous women human rights activists, this
platform was flawed. At the conference itself, 110 Indigenous women from 26 countries
developed a critique of the platform entitled “The Beijing Declaration of Indigenous
Women.”
The 1995 Beijing conference, in fact, was one of the first times that indigenous
women were able to come together at the international level to articulate their needs as
Indigenous women, distinct from those of Indigenous Peoples as a whole. At the end of the
conference, Indigenous women issued a declaration that asserts a shared identity struggle
as indigenous women.
Five years later, many of the participants in the Beijing conference gathered in New
York for follow-up meetings, known as Beijing +5. This time, before returning to their
homes around the world, indigenous women decided to create an organization that could
continue the international advocacy and organizing work that began there. The result was
the International Indigenous Network, or IIN, which became partner to WIHRA.

Positioning Indigenous Morality

The shadow report asserts that the larger human rights paradigm does not
recognize that indigenous women commonly experience human rights violations at the
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intersection of their individual and collective rights. In her discussion of trends of
Indigenous activism and the Working Group on Indigenous People (WGIP) at the United
Nations, Muhlenbach (2001) conceptualizes the UN as a transnational locality where
notions of indigenous identity and cultural difference are discursively “spatialized.”
Through this spatialization, Indigenous delegates discursively produce “indigenous place,”
(their specific way of being-in-the-world, and of having a particular place in it) as a
conceptual tool in transnational political practice.
Furthermore, Indigenous place is effective as a form of evidence because it
“functions as a category that is open enough to encompass differing indigenous views on
where they come from and who they are, while at the same time being made up of
recognizable, fundamental tenets that bind international indigenous delegates together in
one fairly unitary argumentative thrust (Muhlenbach 2001: 413).
The shadow report, in keeping with this trend, iterates a conception of economic
violence as specific to Indigenous women. The report asserts that Indigenous territories
constitute some of the last remaining pristine places on Earth precisely because of the
traditional role played by Indigenous women who have sustained cultures, economic
practices and worldviews that have protected the Earth’s natural resources and
biodiversity. Moreover, as traditional stewards of the natural environment, indigenous
women are particularly threatened by neoliberal policies that deregulate corporate
conduct, destroy agricultural subsistence and other traditional ways of life, deplete nonrenewable resources and threaten biodiversity. The report introduces the term spiritual
violence to encapsulate the harm that women may experience in their roles as spiritual
practitioners that is beyond their physical form.
Muhlenbach (2001) suggests that international indigenous activism is always about
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articulating an “indigenous morality,” one that emphasizes indigenous persons unique and
sacred relationship to land and territory. By implication, all indigenous struggles for and
about land are always also struggles about identity and culture. Importantly, the
relationship to territory is represented not only as meaningful, but also as moral. At the UN
level, indigenous delegates use this relationship to territory to delineate indigenous
moralities and philosophies, and to evoke the notion of an indigenous “moral community”
(Wilmer 1993:67). Delegates claim that land, and the right to self-determination on and
over land, is a moral right.
Ghosh (2006) suggests, “With what has been called the ‘mobilization of shame’
Indigenous politics of morality has fed directly into the current ambivalence and fluidity of
Western epistemologies dominated by notions of modernity and development, progress,
and profit.” In other words, this discourse of “indigenous morality,” also evident in the
shadow report, is one of an authentic indigenous culture, innocent and pure, that must be
saved and liberated from exploitation. In Ghosh’s view, this discourse gains its power from
tropes of “primitivism” and institutions of the United Nations (which embody modernity).
As Speed and Sierra (2005: 3) suggests, human rights provided a new moral language and
legal framework for pursuing indigenous claims. Ghosh (2006) critiques: “This moral
authority is pitched in the name of democracy via civil society, but its configurations are
such that it does not need to engage with the specific histories and politics of the particular
populations involved.”
Indigenous morality, as it operates at the United Nations, is deterritorialized: it
depends not on a particular place, but on an assumed and essentialized relationship
territory in general. As part of this, the indigenous women movement asserts that women’s
rights—in general—depend on legal recognition of collective ancestral territories;
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indigenous women “do not see our cultures as the source of gender oppression”
(Cunningham 2006: 57). This politics of morality needs “token” indigenous persons who
operate within these spheres. As Ghosh (2006) suggests, there are many consequence of
the deterritorialization of discourse, including the formation of the indigenous delegate as
“a new global, multicultural citizen-subject of late modernity.” These persons agree with
the global project of obtaining modernity through human rights norms, and, at the United
Nations, “stand in” for the indigenous populations concerned.
Ghosh (2006) asserts that as indigenous representatives to the United Nations, said
persons no longer need to be involved with the everyday struggles of land and territory but
are continually “encouraged” to perform and fit the paradigms of a transnational
“indigenous” subjectivity that has little resonance in the localities occupied by such
populations. This demand, for “authentic” persons able to represent and embody
indigenous interests at the United Nations has created a “nucleus of new political leaders”
who often work within spaces of transnational advocacy.
As an “authenticating façade” these “transnational elite” are viewed less as
speaking for national place as for the transnational culture of indigenous women that
circulate at the United Nations (Ghosh 2006). WIHRA’s “authenticating façade,” both
visually and politically, legitimized the shadow report at the United Nations as well as its
moral authority and authenticity in general.
As the following chapter discusses, the report positions indigenous women as
members of a global, or transnational community. On one hand, this strategy supplies the
common conditions that afflict indigenous women in communities the world over, such as
neoliberal economic development policies. On the other hand, the confining space of the
report and the framework it demands creates new categories that do not rely on particulars
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of experience in context. Instead, discourse can “operate in empty homogeneous time to
guarantee the protection of an abstract, noncontextual culture of indigenousness” (Ghosh
2006: 521).
In other words, what it means to be indigenous today can no longer be understood
in terms of the local context and particular places. Rather, it is the other way around: we
have to look at how a global, deterritorialized “imagination of indigenousness” attempts to
step in and describe local conditions (Ghosh 2006). In this instance, this de-territorialized
discourse, based on presenting indigenous morality at UN, masks the production of human
rights claims. This divorce between production and presentation produces a multiplicity of
contradictions both within the WIHRA, and between the NGO and the communities it was
representing. As a result, we need, as Ghosh (2006: 521) insists, to “subject this apparently
descriptive project to serious critique and ethical query.”

Transnational Translations

While WIHRA attempts to expand conceptions of indigenous women’s experiences
with violence, they still utilize existing global frameworks to position women’s experiences
as deserving justice. To affect “good,” these NGOs operate through structures that
legitimize their transnational authority, in particular the United Nations. Policy and
governmental institutions such as the United Nations inscribe and naturalize certain
discourses. While they create certain possibilities for ameliorating suffering, for example,
they simultaneously preclude others.
Institutions, in fact, often obstruct meaningful change through endless negotiation,
legalistic evasion, compromise among constituencies, and the creation of unwieldy
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projects. It is in this context that these NGOs struggle to make human rights claims, and to
weigh the benefits and challenges of obtaining universal legal protections that may or may
not be implemented (or even practical) in certain nation state locales.
As well, institutions such as the UN often infantilize NGOs and, through evasion
and lack of accountability, downplay NGO contributions to process and policy
development. NGOs must struggle to maintain both expertise and authority as they
interface with institutions and policy-generating bodies. Lengthy exchanges, proceedings,
and negotiations are swept under the carpet, including the tremendous amount of work
activists undertake to have concerns heard and considered outside of the walls of the NGO
in the first place. The severe amount of control necessary to operate on the “outside,”
however, lends itself to enactments of control on “inside.” In fact, without critical analysis
and reflection, the discipline necessary for “outside” success goes hand-in-hand with
discipline on the inside.
Merry (2005) suggests that transnational human rights networks, and those who
work for them, generate resources and create visibility for local communities in policy
arenas such as the United Nations. NGOs—and in particular human rights networks—
have become conduits for disenfranchised populations to access transnational justice
systems and for women to seek redress in instances of gender-based violence. It is given, in
this view, that international law and human rights frameworks provide redress and
recourse for violence in “local” contexts.
It is implicit that the assumed “local” will benefit from contact and connections to a
global framework. In order to be effective, however, human rights (as a global concept)
need to be “remade in the vernacular,” (Merry 2006) or translated into local terms and
situated within local context of power and meaning. While such “translating” allows
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“local” agencies to use global human rights discourse, it also allows “global” agencies like
WIHRA to gain authority and clout. Furthermore, what Merry (2006) calls “transnational
consensus building,” intends to reference negotiation between NGOs and other structures
across geographical terrain, but this transnational negotiation can happen within NGOs as
well.
Merry (2006) also reveals that there are fissures between places of production—
where human rights are developed—and places where “subjects” of these rights live and
work. While true, activists also run as intermediaries between disparate human rights
worlds within the same sites or NGOs. This situation, as I both experienced and
witnessed, engenders overlapping and contested negotiations within NGOs as positions of
power and priorities shift on the ground, and then shift again before you can pin them
down. This negotiation applies not only between people in the same agency or
partnership but within the same person. Actors within NGOS are multiply constituted and
shape-shift to meet both the internal and external demands of their jobs.
Merry (2006) further suggests that those who work in internationally based human
rights NGOs function as “transnational cultural brokers,” or people who negotiate the
production of human rights knowledge and assist with interpreting the world of modernity
for claimants. The assumption here is that the “international arena” (here WIHRA) is
removed from the places where violations happen, or local sites. In an extension of this
insight, I also consider that there are a multiplicity of stakes and positions within NGOs
that operate at the global or U.N. level. Doing so, I also consider this “international arena”
NGO to be itself a “local” site of production and interpretation. In other words, modernity
is being negotiated and reinvented at this “global” site as well. Organizational policies
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work through people; they become effective only through the mediation of interpreting
actors (Hilhorst 2003).
On the one hand the shadow report generates a sophisticated analysis that critiques
neoliberalism; the actual content, however, remains caught in the transnational production
and circulation of human rights.

Producing the Report

As our cab turns onto 2nd Avenue on the way to the United Nations, my coworker
Carmita says to me: “I have a piece of advice for you! Run! Get out! Don’t look back! I
wish someone had told me.” Aida agrees with Carmita: “I never got to do what I was hired
to do. They treat you like shit here, but don’t say I told you so.” Ileene chimes in: “Don’t
trust anyone. Don’t ask questions or gossip unless you are out of the office with us.” All of
my coworkers have worked at WIHRA longer than me. They are all young, self-described
feminists that are ideologically committed to human rights and women’s rights in
particular. Despite this, they are all looking for other jobs. “I am sick of it,” Aida
continues, “and I hate taking all the abuse.” “Well,” Carmita sighs, “when I first started
here they told me it was the same thing over and over. Apparently some former staff
members had joined together in an attempt to overthrow the board and were fired. If we
do the same, we will probably get fired too. I guess the board already knows what
happens here. They don’t care, and we will just get the boot. Then some other suckers will
come on board.”

Apex of Power
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WIHRA’s twelve staff members are all women. Although small, the staff is now
decidedly hierarchical. As Fisher (1997: 18) surmises, “NGOs are vulnerable to all the
problems that befall other kinds of institutions, including the dangers of routinization and
the gradual conversion of democratic to oligarchic rule.” At WIHRA, this “oligarchic rule”
understood here to be “management,” forms an apex of power within the agency.
Through its operative structure, WIHRA privileges certain actors and marginalizes
others. Its hierarchal structure creates “elite” leadership, or persons who represent the
agency within influential spheres. WIHRA affords the most power and prestige to those
who embody or act out its façade in interactions with the press, or in interactions with
other human rights organizations, committees, and funding bodies, or at the United
Nations and other transnational entities. Simply, WIHRA values and affords greater power
to “management” because of their visibility in “outside” human rights worlds.
Those who work under management build WIHRA’s façade, whether by creating
text, images, or analysis for UN reports, press releases, web communication, campaign
material, talking points, editorials, or grant material for fundraising. The “behind the
scenes” operatives in the NGO function to maintain and promote both its participation and
its representation in these larger spheres. As a consequence, and as is normal in
corporatized hierarchical structures, staff members with the most “transferable” skills are
the least valued within the agency and given the least amount of visibility outside the
agency. There is a distinct divide between the elite management, and the “underlings”
who are, to an overwhelming degree, consumed by the agency and then disposed.
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Filling the Neoliberal Void

A rotating cadre of interns from prestigious local universities buffers WIHRA’s small
paid staff. Interns are expected to carry the hours and workload of full time staff without
pay. One has to apply to be an intern, and these positions are highly competitive. Many
paid staff start as interns and earn a paid position only after many months of free labor.
This practice is considered a rite of passage: a potential staff member must demonstrate
commitment and self-sacrifice before she is awarded monetary compensation.
Hyatt (2001) explores the reinvigoration of civil society in terms of a call to
“volunteerism and service,” in which citizens are encouraged (or forced) to take on
responsibilities formerly those of the state. Central to neoliberal projects is a redefintion of
citizenship as an active exercise of personal responsibility. Neoliberal states deploy a
concept of “active citizenship” in which citizens are autonomous, individual bearers of
rights. Thus, under “active citizenship,” boundaries between state and civil society
become blurred (Mendez 2002). This civil society volunteer is a new type of political
subject better suited to accommodate current neoliberal governance, as part of new
technologies that reconfigure relationships between citizens and the state (Hyatt 2001).
Importantly, the current emphasis on active citizenship or volunteerism obscures the role
that state action continues to play in creating violence and social inequality (Lyon Callo
2000).
In other words, part of WIHRA’s internship “rite of passage” is economic: it simply
does not have a large enough budget to pay adequate staff due to withdrawal of funding
(due, of course, to neoliberal economic restructuring at large). Volunteers and interns are
necessary, therefore, to run the organization. This situation, however, is glossed as
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ideological: those who truly care will “volunteer” based on true commitment to the
mission and goals of the agency.
Also, as “human rights” have become “professionalized,” as a field of study within
institutions of higher learning, there has been a steady increase in candidates who are
specially trained in human rights law, or peace and conflict resolution (such programs are
plentiful in NYC). In turn, there has been an increase in qualified job candidates with
higher degrees, and an increase in competition for scant paying jobs in what has become a
“field.” This fierce competition, due to professionalization of grassroots activism,
contributes to fear in the agency: there is always another person willing to take a staff
member’s place should she complain or not comply. Paid staff members often expressed
that they felt disposable. Also, it is difficult for staff to leave a job after such extensive
investment that is based, at least to some degree, on ideological commitment.

Exploitation of Feminist Ideology

This agency—like other feminist and social justice agencies I have worked for—
expects a great deal of employee self-sacrifice with little to no remuneration. Only a few
staff members have ever visited a “sister site” or worked directly with communities who
have experienced human rights abuses. It is, in other words, a quintessential transnational
NGO that both activated and sustained through ideological commitment, in this case the
belief in the human rights of women. WIHRA expects staff members to work under the
assumption that the agency’s actions are intrinsic to the lives of distant women.
Beyond the built-in aspect that the work at the agency is ideological driven,
questioning insufficient pay or mistreatment is seen to invalidate worker commitment to
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feminism and human rights. Staff members and other workers do resent mistreatment but
are often unable to unwilling to voice their resentment due to genuine commitment to the
larger issues they feel their job addresses, and the excellent work they achieve in this
capacity. One of my coworkers at WIHRA often spoke to me about how she disliked her
job while simultaneously telling me how her feelings were unimportant when she knew
that women’s oppression on a global scale continued.
For many researchers in arenas of transnational feminist human rights practice it is
impossible to separate the roles of scholar and activist. The concerns of the feminist
overlap and inform the concerns of the activist, and both roles are underpinned by
ideological commitment to the agency. I found that, while this is true, in my experience at
WIHRA, these roles of applied researcher and activist also contradict each other, and
create ethnographic spaces that are both painful and revelatory.
WIHRA uses ideology to impart the feeling that true service comes from a
commitment to social justice. The ideological underpinnings that both entice and keep
workers involved in social movement NGOs, therefore, easily lend themselves to “selfgoverning.” Furthermore, many such organizations covertly reward staff for not taking
leave, coming to work while ill, working long hours and through weekends. An aroundthe-clock expectation of commitment, in fact, masks how much the agency struggles with
lack of adequate funding and a lack of support in general. WIHRA is unable to
compensate staff financially for expertise, dedication, or even education (despite the fact
that higher education degrees are expected, even from the most “entry level” employee).
While expected to work long hours, most staff also had a second job in order to pay for
extremely expensive New York rent and living expenses. Despite their qualifications and
commitment to the agency, most staff felt that they were, in a word, disposable. This is not
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unique to WIHRA but a result of a necessary tightening of budgets and discipline in
response to economic restrictions and vilification.
WIHRA staff rarely expressed discontent about lack of pay. They did, however,
express resentment when they felt their work was not appreciated or credited. WIHRA
staff members, and the transnational structures they operate within, pursue a particular
vision of the society they wish to develop (Fisher 1997): a world with human rights
protections for all women. Although NGOs may present their internal practices as neutral,
natural, or expected, they are in fact ethical or moral compacts with staff to serve the larger
agency goals before their own self-needs. In this case, WIHRA and its workers espouse
and embody a feminist commitment that may mask agency mistreatment and fear. This
ideological commitment, in fact, contributes to fear.

Fracturing a Feminist Movement

From the outset, I was curious about how other staff members reacted to what was,
to me, an obviously negative and fearful environment at WIHRA. Over time, I discovered
that my hiring had displaced another worker who was later fired. Aida was a young
American woman who moved to NYC to pursue graduate studies in the field of human
rights, and joined WIHRA as staff after an extended unpaid internship. When I assumed
my job responsibilities, I was not informed that many of these were, in fact, taken from her
against her will. There was not discussion or negotiation: it was an executive, or
corporate-style decision to reassign these duties.
From day one, I was largely isolated from other staff. Most staff worked
individually on whatever tasks they were assigned with little to no interaction,
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collaboration, or discussion except with management supervisors. I understood from hints
and understated comments that my “success” at the agency depended on my ability to
negotiate with management. Coworkers further warned me that there was no recourse to
mistreatment except my own choice to leave the agency.
I sought solidarity, insight, and information from my coworkers not just out of an
invested interest in understanding the workings of claim making, but because of my own
isolation within our shared work structures. As it became obvious that other staff members
were not treated well, I could not understand why my coworkers did not speak out. Why
were my co-workers, instead of enraged at this treatment, resigned? In other words, why
were these immensely talented women “taking it”? Why, indeed, was I taking it?
I often commiserated with my coworkers over a shared sense of mistreatment.
Together we attempted to puzzle out why this mistreatment was allowed to continue.
Over time, I established trust with my coworkers, in part because they witnessed my own
mistreatment. I was considered, because of this mistreatment, to be “one of them.” Had I
operated in a management or consultancy position, I would not have developed the type
of relationships with coworkers that my shared positionality afforded. As a researcher, I
would not have embodied the very tensions I was eliciting.
Each of my coworkers balanced a commitment to the work, and seething
resentment. Many of the feelings they shared with me, I also experienced and struggled to
reconcile. As I asked questions and engaged in exchanging the latest stories, I was also
motivated by genuine response to my situation. My “data” was in fact generated because
of my emotional response to management and the agency at large.
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Self-Governing

Daily interactions revealed a huge disconnection between the sophistication of
WHIRA’s human rights claims, the analysis and solidarity it puts forth, and the whispered
complaints of workers who believed whole-heartedly in the words of the agency, but were
living a very different reality. Many employees were afraid of the power held by the
management; they were afraid that if they were to speak up they would not receive a good
reference. I watched those less experienced with this type of NGO work fall into the “mill
of disillusionment.” And I spoke with more experienced staff who accepted uneven and
sometimes abusive treatment as par for the course. In either “camp” existed a lack of
ability to change or challenge internal structures and power dimensions.
Some staff reconciled their positions with overarching commitment to feminism
and women’s rights. Others, in their attempt to reconcile daily bad feelings, were ready to
abandon such commitment and give up on the “field” altogether. Many intended to leave
human rights and social justice work once they left the agency. Instead of cultivating a
mentoring environment in which these young women move on to careers as leaders and
global activists, most felt depressed, uncertain, and scared to take up other human rights or
feminist positions. In either case, workers were obsessed with what their “feelings” about
their job meant about their identities as feminists and as activists. As long as they could still
work and perform, they remained at the job; once they were unable to self govern it was
not long before they quit or were fired.
Accountability alone is not to the feminist underpinning of WIHRA’s social
movement origins, its Mission, nor to its workers, but to transnational practices and
discourse. As (Hilhorst 2003: 126) suggests, “accountability can be defined as a process in
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which different actors negotiate the meaning and legitimacy of NGO activities.” WIHRA is
accountable, then, to its own facade through mechanisms of legitimization and
performance. Another way to think about this is that WIHRA is accountable to its
“witnessing public.”

Fear, Burnout, and Turnover

One morning after the launch of the shadow report, Aida came to me, red-faced
from crying, to tell me that she was quitting. She confessed that she was terrified to tell the
management that she was leaving; she felt she would be berated and blamed. “I can’t do
this anymore, I am miserable. I am miserable. I wanted to turn around and go home this
morning. I can’t do this anymore and I don’t even have another job lined up. And I feel
guilty!” she exclaimed. She was afraid, she explained, that she would never get another
job that she ideologically believed in.
Management was unwilling to teach Aida, to mentor and support her. She was
offered no additional training despite the fact that they required her to take on duties
outside of her job description when she was hired. Despite her inability to reach her goals,
she felt her failure was more a result of intimidation than a lack of adequate skills. This
intimidation escalated to the point where she felt she needed to quit, mimicking corporate
structure and productivity. It turns out that she did not need to quit, but was fired that
afternoon and told to leave the agency immediately.
Before she was fired, Aida expressed to me that she felt “tortured” out of her job by
constant and demeaning comments that undermined her job performance and her
confidence. When I approached the management about the potential of job-sharing and
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working together with Aida on certain projects, this proposal was dismissed. I was told that
my coworker would have to “pull her weight alone.”
Outside a feminist or ideological commitment to staff growth and social movement
continuity, there is little economic incentive to provide training and support when the
agency can reassign these duties to new staff, or to an intern. Management is well aware
that prospective applicants vie for positions at this agency. As a result, WIHRA privileges
immediate results and solutions, rather than investments that may not be cost or time
effective.
After Aida’s departure, another coworker, Laura, revealed to me that more than half
the 12 staff, all of the “underlings,” planned to quit at the same time. Together, they
wanted to leave the agency without the necessary support to fulfill its daily functions. I
expressed surprise about one of our coworkers quitting and asked, “I thought Ileene was
happy?” Laura emphatically disagreed, laughed loudly, and stated, “She hates them
[management]. Ileene hates them worse than anyone else, she is just the best at hiding it.”
The consensus was that, after three years at the agency, Ileene had stayed too long
at her job. In fact, she had stayed long enough to “play the game,” of hiding
disillusionment and fear. When I asked her how things had changed during her tenure at
the agency, Ileene expressed the most disgust with herself: she felt that she compromised
her own integrity to stay at a job she cared about. In the end, all of these women—Aida,
Laura, Ileene, Carmita and others—left the agency within weeks of each other; a classic
case of burnout and turnover.
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Displacing Blame: Self-Responsibility

When Aida was fired, management response centered on her “not being able to
hack” such difficult work. Management couched her “failure” in personal inability to
balance commitment with the “reality” of such work. In sum, she was blamed for her
inability to navigate her own mistreatment and her subsequent burnout.
There are certainly individual aspects to burnout, however the wider context either
mitigates or amplifies these individual experiences. Organizations have considerable
ability to create working environments that mitigate difficulties and personal challenges,
and that allow individuals to thrive. As John Fawcett, INGO Staff Care Specialist, states
“The greatest puzzle that I have is the reasons why strongly ethical organizations dedicated
to the care and wellbeing of people subject to the most abject conditions are, at the same
time, unable and/or unwilling to provide the same degree of support to their own staff. It is
a great mystery to me” (Fawcett N.d).
Tolerance of poor working conditions legitimizes structures that perpetuate burnout
and turnover by naturalizing them, and indeed, expecting them. The reality is that
turnover perpetuates a lack of accountability for management’s actions. This lack of
accountability allows those who thrive in such environments to remain in positions of
power. In this situation, WIHRA’s feminist façade in fact leads to burnout; this is not an
inevitable process. People experience burnout due to demoralization and subsequent
feelings of defeat and futility.
Furthermore, the action of management is a key in whether or not organizations
support staff. The single most important factor that negatively impacts health and wellbeing
in organizational contexts is the organization itself, or the ways in which the agency works,
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how leadership relates to staff, existing systems of accountability and power-sharing, and
whether the context and culture of the organization supports staff growth and
development. In advanced neoliberal formations, these factors are not rewarded. In fact,
opposite values—in particular privileging market rationality and individuality—are
insidious and become part of what Comaroff and Comaroff (2001) deem, the “culture of
neoliberalism.”
As a result, people participate in their own self-governance as a logical means to an
end, often without realizing how this participation contributes to exploitation, even selfexploitation. This is evident in Aida’s “guilt” and self-blame for leaving a situation that was
unhealthy and exploitative. Self-governance, in action, find fault in the individual rather
than structures that produce mistreatment in the first place. In some instances, human
rights workers are charged with not only remaining committed to challenging and often
violent work, but with insuring self-care despite these challenges.
Such expectations are apparent within organizations such as WIHRA, but also in
wider dialogues about human rights work. For example, an online human rights
discussion board on “new tactics for self care” states:
Human rights work is a powerful and fulfilling vocation. And it is equally hugely
challenging for human rights practitioners. These practitioners are often exposed to
distressing situations directly and indirectly. From those working directly with
survivors of human rights abuses to those working indirectly on human rights abuse
issues, the need for taking care of one’s self is extremely important. We all know
that the work is precious and valuable, and yes, we need to be strong, healthy and
balanced to do it well -- but we take care of ourselves first and foremost because
we are valuable (http://www.newtactics.org/en/blog/new-tactics/self-care).
Neoliberal discourse designates human needs as personal, market-driven choices.
This discourse of individual responsibility masks structural inequality in local, national and
global contexts, and also masks the roles of key decision-makers in reproducing
inequalities. At WIHRA, this is seen in a disjuncture between staff and management
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explanations of how WIHRA operates. This focus on individual blame also shifts analysis
away from collaborative or feminist dialogue between these seemingly disparate entities.
Narrow explanations of NGO actions based merely on individual behavior result in
actions, such as staff burnout and turnover that reproduce inequalities again and again.

Compromise or Coercion?

Part of self-governing is taking on responsibility for structures largely outside of
personal control, and to internalize “failures” as personal as opposed to structural. Again,
this process serves to make workers feel that any shortcoming, negativity, or mismatch
between ideology and reality is indeed their fault, or responsibility.
As the report neared the end of production, I was accused of losing a set of
editorial changes during a meeting with management. Management claimed that I had
“lost” these changes although I had never received them. I denied the accusation that I
had lost the changes and was then accused of lying. Later, I came to realize that my
attempt to defend myself was seen not as such, but rather as a rebellion against the
established and entrenched power structures of the agency. Whether or not I was
“innocent” was not the point.
After the meeting, management advised me to “take it.” I was told that they knew I
hadn’t lost the editorial changes, but that to be submissive to management was part of my
job. I was told: “I know it upsets you but if you are going to make it here, or anywhere
else, you have to learn to take it. Let [management] criticize you, we all know that
[management] is covering its own mistake, just take it. For the sake of the report, you have
to take it.” I was then asked if I had a personality conflict with one of the management [a
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direct supervisor]. When I countered that my concerns were really a lack of dialogue,
collaboration, and accountability in general, I was told that these were not valid concerns.
Although this particular manager’s personality was, admittedly, difficult to deal
with, it is vital to recognize that it was her skills, and her ability to translate WIHRA’s
activist agenda into human rights evidence at the UN that awarded her power as
management. However, neoliberal corporate tropes do select those individuals who can
carry out objectives for various personal or biographical reasons. Her personal
characteristics thrived in this environment and were rewarded with tolerance and
collusion. On the flip side of burnout is the retention of individuals who thrive on the
instability of institutions as they struggle to maintain themselves. These are often people
who are able to meet the demands of work, such as deadlines, without a conflict of self as
to what it takes to meet these demands.
The following day, this manager admitted to me privately that she had “misplaced”
the changes, handed them to me, and instructed me to input them into the latest draft of
the shadow report. “I guess we will just keep this between ourselves, won’t we?” she
stated. Management knew that this manager had failed to make the editorial changes. My
job, however, was to “take the hit.” Each management person goaded me to comply with
power, while admitting that this compliance was a façade: they understood what had
“really happened.” For me to remain committed to WIHRA and to the report, however, I
was to remain silent about mistreatment.
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Performing Feminist Solidarity

Despite staff isolation and a lack of dialogue and true collaboration, despite a
miasma of negativity linked to real mistreatment, staff members were, quite literally,
expected to sing through their fear. As days grew close to the launch of the shadow report,
and as tension became more palatable, management decided to “rally the troops.” We
were given Xeroxed papers and prodded to sing:
The Women’s Human Rights Song (sung to the tune of “I will survive”)
First I was afraid
I was petrified
To walk the halls of the U.N.
Without you by my side
CEDAW was confusing to me
What the hell was a treaty body
And all those fights
About the framework for our rights
But then I built
Capacity
The women’s movement trained me
In their unique strategy
The movement pushed at the
Mainstream
It was much smaller than it seemed
It caused a buzz
Though no one quite knew what it was
So now I’m part
Of a network
I gave up sleep, I gave up income
But there are some perks
With all the talking that I do
To promote our point of view
My jaw is strong
And I know how to get along
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So now go
Walk out the door
Don’t turn around now
I don’t need you any more
I’ve got girls with whom to fly
I don’t need some suited guy
When there’s a meeting
I get my own observer seating
So now go
Walk out the door
Don’t turn around now
I don’t need you anymore
I’ve got human rights to live
I’ve got human rights to give
And I’ll survive
I will survive
Hey, Hey

This song, in fact, sums it up: as long as staff have women’s human rights as an
ideological benchmark, the opinions of anyone outside this perspective matter less. In
actually, this song was a performance of moral authority; indeed, it was moment of power
struggle between management and other staff. Self-governing won: we sung along, half–
hearted and resentful, the fear of retribution for lack of compliance palpable.
Even in this instance our “morale booster” was predicated on our (superior)
positions as human rights defenders and the moral authority that underpins the agency’s
work. In other words, we were to remember why we were there and the fact we were
“special” as human rights workers. In another context, this song might have provided
exactly this: a chance to regroup and to find collaborative strength in shared values. As it
was, this attempt proved both facile and pretentious.
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Feminist Activism: A Place for Feminist Methodologies of Research?

Hilhorst’s (2003) ethnography details the constructed, contingent, and day-to-day
actions of a NGO and social movement in the Philippines. When she finalized her
research findings, the NGO criticized her work for its “constructivist” approach and its use
of ethnography. The NGO considered her use of personal details in her research to be a
breach of confidence that also distorted reality: Hilhorst, they claimed, emphasized
“informal, and trivial interactions” rather than what the agency stood for, what is achieved,
its programs and its goals. These “trivial” details devalued the agency. Furthermore, the
NGO questioned the ethics of her research as they considered it damaging to the
organization. The NGO’s feedback led Hilhorst (2993: 229) to question: “should
anthropologists always agree with their subjects, especially when these subjects represent
social movements involved in struggles against oppression?”
Although I did not conduct research at WIHRA with the explicit intent of looking at
internal NGO dynamics, these were not surprising and echoed conditions of other such
agencies where I have worked. My intention was to examine the transnational processes
of how experiences of gender violence become human rights claims. These processes,
however, are inseparable from NGO dynamics and, in this case, interdependent. Feminist
mobilizations to create visibility and policy action around very real violence in other
places in the world are the very same mobilizations that keep NGO workers in positions of
exploitation.
My own position raised many questions: As NGO ethnographers, how much do we
reveal? What are the ethics of revealing too much, or revealing too little? I was not hired
as an outside consultant to assess management style, staff wellbeing, or the overall health
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of WIHRA’s operating ethos. Once inside the agency, however, it was impossible to
separate external processes from internal NGO dynamics. I was looking at differences
between representations of violence, as evidence, and how women actually experience
violence. I discovered a further disconnection between the production and consumption
of these representations. These disconnections became more apparent to me as I
internalized the stress and fear around me. Over time I realized that I was attempting to
separate what I was feeling in my capacity as an applied researcher from the knowledge I
was attempting to obtain about my “larger” research questions.
On one hand, my own commitment to the goals of the agency made me hesitant
(and still does in this writing) to reveal the extent of staff mistreatment. The reality is that,
in its current iteration, WIHRA relies on its façade for its board, its legitimacy within
human rights circles, funding, and credibility. In accommodating this, I was, in fact,
submitting to the overall belief at the agency that ideology overrides reality; in this case my
feminist activism should override the ethics of feminist research. As an activist, I should
remain silent about anything that might damage the social movement.
My own divided subjectivity was also part of how the agency, in the end, dismissed
my “findings.” They positioned their dismissal in terms of refuting any “academic” analysis
of activist work. Any “academic” analysis would naturally not understand the real work of
NGOs. Abuse and fear was naturalized and accepted as necessary and productive in this
“real” work. If workers could not function in this environment, or if such work was in fact
antithetical to consensus building and collaboration, that was an unfortunate but necessary
sacrifice to the wider goals. The management did not espouse the “soft” feminism of
power sharing power, building trust, and mentoring growth with younger feminists.
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More than dismissal, however, I discovered that, in this politicized environment, to
question WIHRA practices was seen as questioning the feminist imperative of such work,
as well as my ideological commitment to it. As my coworkers expressed many times when
I asked how they coped with fear, questioning mistreatment risks ostracization not only
within the agency but within its larger civil society or “witnessing public” of both feminist
and indigenous rights at the “global” arena of New York City.
In this case, the personal (my and other staff members’ experiences) was certainly
not seen as political (revelatory of power structures or important to feminist action). The
irony is that WIHRA uses both biography and testimony to capture women’s experiences
with violence and to authenticate suffering. Valuing lived experiences, however, seems
only appropriate for “other” women: women who are subject to human rights violations,
not women who work in “collaboration” with these women. Women on both sides are
expected, in this formulation, to perform in accordance with the assumptions of modernity.
Feelings, based on lived experiences, are dismissed as inconsequential and inconclusive
for activists in New York City because what they reveal may be potentially damaging to
“other” women.
Anthropologists, either intentionally or because it is largely unavoidable, are often
concerned with violence and social suffering of the socially vulnerable. By and large,
those that work for WIHRA in New York City are not persons that would be considered
socially vulnerable. However, this is an incomplete assessment. While perhaps not
experiencing direct political or state-sponsored violence as “other” women (and a
comparison is both pointless and irrelevant), workers are subject to neoliberal formations
of structural violence that marginalize and render them vulnerable to economic models of
action and value.
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I have watched and experienced a dizzying and repetitive cycle of staff burnout
and turnover in every agency I have worked or consulted. There is a huge tension
between people drawn to NGO work and structures that make "doing good" virtually
impossible. Work in these organizations is often demoralizing, especially when workers
are committed to the larger issue. Disillusionment often means an abandonment of hope,
but also loss of capacity for real social change. More, it displaces blame and hides
structures that suffocate social activism.
It feels risky as an activist researcher or ethnographer to critique systems that may
provide the only viable alternative or redress to violence. And yet it also feels risky to
ignore the increasingly strong strangulation of these “helping” systems from structures of
control and manipulation. For me, to remain silent about these contradictions is to ignore
exactly what feminist ethnography attempts to reveal – power relations and the politics of
cultural production. As Harrison (2007) points out, researchers using feminist
methodologies have debated the best ways to use established methodologies to reach the
goals of research and advocacy. Some feminist researchers, in turn, “embrace an
egalitarian ethic of care that promotes face-to-face, hands-on, reciprocal relations between
researchers and those being researched” (Harrison 2007: 24). Of course, and as Harrison
points out, feminist ethnographic methodologies do not automatically equalize uneven
power relationships. Feminist researchers (again as Harrison points out) already wrangle
with the best way to adjust and adapt methodologies and to look critically at how these are
embedded in broader enactments of power. I suggest that, in this context, the ways that
feminist research methodologies struggle and fail can be indicative of these “wider
matrices of inequality” (2007: 25). In this case, my struggle with ethics and feminist
research reveals the true ethnographic context of how this human rights report was
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produced and opens up spaces where we can look critically at power structures within
transnational NGOs, as well as how gender and human rights claims are made and
“performed” across transnational spaces (Pessar 2001; Goldring 2001). These spaces were
revealed, in part, through my own embodied experience in uneven and ever-shifting
negotiations of power.
Agencies can retain activist actions, but need critical self-evaluation, collaborative
leadership, and power sharing to do so. More importantly, agencies need a critical and
ongoing awareness of how neoliberalism threatens these very characteristics. When there
is not a groundwork for dialogue within the social movement or agency itself, feminist
activist research can articulate how these transnational spaces may in fact compromise the
social justice or feminist capacity of specific NGOs.

Closing Thoughts

On the one hand, WIHRA’s history reflects a sophisticated employment of the
foundational assumptions of global feminism and the humanitarianism from which it took
shape to deploy much-needed resources to various communities worldwide. To its
“witnessing public” WIHRA appears as agency meeting its moral obligations as a feminist
human rights organization. Inside, these obligations operate as control. While social
justice remains at the heart of the WIHRA’s claim-making goals, situated action within
WIHRA reveals how structures of governmentality—within and outside the agency—
influence these goals.
As the following chapter expands, WIHRA produces an aesthetic of emotion to
produce social action. The problem arises when awareness of this negotiation is lost—
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when the production of human right claims is considered both transparent and given, and
when the actions of the NGO are considered the same. This NGO is not a place of active
self-reflection but one that believes it must operate this way to protect both its own
political efficacy and its funding. Here, its moral rhetoric hides violence of the agency
claim-making process.
The day-to-day functioning of this NGO reveals how it assumes moral authority
and highlights the extent to which power is unstable and ever changing and yet crucial in
how the NGO interfaces with transnational structures and systems. In effect, to discuss
this NGO’s “everyday politics” is to both to reveal the construction of a façade and what
operates in tandem with the facade.
The danger is that, without transparency and reflection, this NGO becomes the
moral authority on processes of authenticating violence for indigenous communities who
access its transnational system. This creates a failure of leadership within the agency but
more importantly deploys transnational discourse without attending to how this discourse
plays out in local settings.
This situation disappears the work of staff, masks production, and as the following
chapter expounds, creates human rights “evidence” that is divorced both from what and
who it represents, as well as how it is made. The irony is that WIHRA, in this shadow
report, critiques how neoliberalism impacts indigenous women without attending to how it
impacts its own operations. A lack of critical self-reflection at the transnational level limits
the creation of effective local social movement strategies. Instead, WIHRA puts its energies
into defending its transnational moral authority: a perfect form of governmentality.
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CHAPTER 3
MEDIATING VIOLENCE: PRODUCING AND CONSUMING EVIDENCE
Introduction
At the WIHRA office in Manhattan, Carmita sits at her desk in front of her
computer. She uploads a digital image and beneath it embeds a hyperlink. Viewers who
hit the website can click on this link and hear a woman speaking about her experiences of
violence. The “tag” provides a one line contextual sentence to prepare viewers for the
testimony they will hear. Carmita uploads a file that is long enough to satiate the need for
testimony to substantiate the image, but short enough that the potential viewer can listen
during a short work break, or in between reading the longer accompanying textual
explanation that details the testimonial experience.
Websites such as WIHRA’s post “fact sheets” with embedded video and audio
clips, photo slideshows, and written blogs that detail human rights violations. When
viewers access WIHRA’s website, for example, a slideshow occupies most of the screen
(this is constantly changing). At the time of this writing, a headline states: “Colombia: You
can offer a second chance to girls and boys who were exploited as child soldiers and
prevent more children from being recruited into armed groups.” Immediately, this
statement generates a plea to sympathetic emotions, and moral accountability to help
alleviate human suffering.
Website viewers can then click on photographs beneath the headline to read or
hear streaming audio tracks about this “local” situation of human rights violation. Each of
these “blurbs” also discusses the actions WIHRA takes to “tackle” these abuses. WIHRA
links experiences of violence to campaign agendas, or the overall mission of the agency.
WIHRA uses such sensual tactics to substantiate its moral claims, as “materials of
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persuasion” to activate and engage its “witnessing public,” and as part of its strategy to
incite social movement participation. By “sensual” I mean strategies, such as testimony,
audio, images, or text, that create, in some way, a sensory response in witnesses. In sum,
viewers of such sites participate in sensuous relationships of witnessing social suffering and
social action to alleviate such suffering (bearing witness).
In this chapter I consider how WIHRA uses “evidence” to substantiate its claim
making practices and its moral authority at the United Nations. These strategies shape how
human rights NGOs find meaning and operate, and set up the contradictions in which they
navigate. As in the previous chapter, I assert that the increasing governmentality of human
rights, in turn, impacts how NGOs employ evidence and representational strategies. While
NGOs showcase “evidence” to support human rights claims, this “evidence” is often
divorced from the complicated actions that bring it to life. I am interested not only in how
“evidence” appeals to the senses and emotions but ethical questions in which those who
produce, manipulate, and witness such evidence are implicated in complicated
relationships.
Human rights “documentation” strategies privilege legal rationality and visual
realism (and their reliance on “evidence” to corroborate “truth”), as much as they may be
“remade in the vernacular” (Merry 2006a, 2006b). Below, I consider specifically: 1) the
assumptions of “realism” on which NGOs base their moral authority to represent violence
(in image, text, and discourse) to witnessing publics; 2) how “evidence” creates universal
subject positions to accommodate gendered and indigenous rights discourses at the UN
level; and 2) how “evidence” of Indigenous women’s experiences functions as “cultural
markers” against which to place modernity and the nation-state, and against which to
place “gender rights” as social progress. Here, I work from several premises: I consider the
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production as well as the consumption of suffering to be political and socially embedded
activities; as well, I assert that human rights images, text, and action emerge from networks
of meaning and power.

Experience into Evidence

As part of my experience in both New York City and Belize, I helped “translate”
local and diverse experiences of violence, oppression, and abuse into human rights text
and images, and created new analytical frameworks to explain the particulars of violence
against indigenous women. I came to understand such translation as part of the rhetorical
production of human rights “evidence.” As the prior chapter attests, my success at these
endeavors in New York relied on writing and research, but also on navigating power
relationships within and beyond the NGO, including the priorities of other NGOs and the
transnational human rights system itself.
These processes of conversion (from experience to evidence) were part of a larger
goal or a specific aspect of a human rights campaign. While such “documentation for
witnessing” is not unique to human rights organizations, what interests me is how NGOs
mobilize “evidence” around accounts of suffering, and to substantiate human rights claims
to UN and funding bodies. What do these practices have to say both about the ethical
implications of using suffering to advance rights, as well as the theoretical implications for
representing and remembering violence, especially for those represented in human rights
claims themselves?
The simple reason that NGOs use “evidence” is because it is assumed to have the
capacity to change thoughts and incite a response. NGOs create “evidence” to foster
critical social engagement through an emotional aesthetic: empathy, solidarity, horror, or
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anger (Schonberg and Bourgois 2003; Gregory 2006; Torchin 2006). The supposed
impartiality and truth of human rights modalities and the morality of witnessing publics
may mask that representations are ethical choices with consequences. Evidence appeals to
emotions but may make more difficult true social action, both for those within NGOs and
members of its larger civil society.
For example, WIHRA’s shadow report fuses testimony, images, and discourse about
indigenous women’s experiences of suffering in an effort to expand definitions of gender
violence. The report attempts to expand notions of violence that rest on the corporal body
and to put forth notions of spiritual violence, economic violence, and violence in the name
of tradition. These discursive assertions are part of a broader effort to develop new
concepts and language that reflect Indigenous women’s realities and defend Indigenous
women’s rights.
However, “evidence,” while a potential vehicle to express social injustice and,
consequently, invoke a sensory response in witnesses, operates as structures and artifacts
of power. In the ethnographic contexts under discussion in this dissertation, both the
framework of global human rights and local politics circumscribe the production and
circulation of such “evidence.” In the case of indigenous women’s rights around abuses of
violence, claims rest on assumptions of existing discourse (both feminist and indigenous)
that position indigenous women within the same tropes of modernity as the human rights
system itself.
Tension exists therefore between necessary political action against oppressions and
the way these very counter-actions must negotiate and compromise with structures of
control. The confluence of humanitarian and human rights impulses need to be
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questioned, especially given the moral authority many NGOs assume (whether defensive
or not) that have little to no structures of accountability.
Overall, I am concerned with the dangers of collapsing experiences of violence or
suffering into textual and visual iconography, especially in representing Indigenous
women, and, in turn, the ways in which activists and anthropologists struggle to represent
such experiences. As Feldman (2000:54) points out, the processes through which
individual biographies are converted into social texts are inherently violent. Saidiya
Hartman (1997) calls this the “violence of visibility” (McLagan 2006: 191).
Simply, “evidence” is representation. As Ignatieff asserts:
Because human rights activists take it for granted that they represent universal
values and universal interests, they have not always taken as much care as they
might about the question of whether they truly represent the human interests they
purport to defend. They are not elected by the victim groups they represent, and in
the nature of things, they cannot be. But this leaves unresolved their right to speak
for and on behalf of the people whose rights they defend (2001: 55).

This situation, then, leaves us with a paradox.

Media and Social Movement Mobilization

Documentary photographer Susan Meiselas, introspective about photographs she
took of the revolution in Nicaragua during the 1970s, suggests that making a revolution is
more important than making a story about a revolution (2008). It now seems, however,
that the making of a story, including images, is, at least in part, the making of a revolution.
Imagine here Subcomandante Marcos, leader of the Zapatista movement in Chiapas,
emailing communiqués from the Mexican jungle. Imagine him again, posing with his
submachine gun and incognito behind his now iconic bandana, for a highly publicized
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spread in Vogue magazine. In fact, Meiselas’s work has evolved from traditional
documentary photography to multimedia websites that combine still images with testimony
and video. What do these transformations and the response they garner from international
as well as national viewers, have to say about media and social mobilization?
Recent research situates how NGOs like WIHRA use media such as the Internet to
make and influence human rights claims (Avni 2006; Feldman 2000; Gregory 2006;
McLagan 2003, 2005, 2006). Digital media has become intrinsic to transnational identity
formation (Appadurai 1996; Bernal 2005; Gupta and Ferguson 1992; Ong 1999, Yang
1997) and social activism across geographic space (Abu-Lughod, Ginsburg, Larkin 2003,
Collier 1994, Nash 2005, Ginsburg, Keck and Sikkunk 1998, Gregory 2005; McLagan
2003). This research documents how activists, with the use rhetoric imbedded in media
technology, may transgress national boundaries. Digital media has radically transformed
how human rights NGOs gather and represent “evidence,” with what McLagan (2003)
calls “image politics” increasingly central to this process.
On WIHRA’s website it is possible to combine media, especially media that are
incompatible in other means of distribution, like synchronous or time-dependent media
(audio and video) and asynchronous media (text and still images). The term “multimedia,”
used largely in the field of digital humanities, emphasizes the combination of traditional
media into rhetorical units (Schreibman, Siemens, and Unsworth 2004). A multimedia
work is a computer-based “rhetorical artifact” in which multiple media are integrated into
an interactive whole. As a rhetorical artifact, a multimedia work is designed to convince,
delight, or instruct in the classical sense of rhetoric and through the sensuous properties
that such media evokes.
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In keeping with the general goal of rhetoric (to persuade a particular view or
action), human rights “evidence” intends viewers or readers to respond ethically to the
violations inflicted upon others, and to respond to the moral authority of international,
national, and local institutions charged with promoting justice.
Multimedia has the capacity to evoke deep sensory responses and visceral
reactions in viewers. Persuasion is the key to the art of rhetoric; human rights evidence
invites witnessing and thus participation in claim-making and universal schemes of justice.
But multimedia practices also demand viewer participation in historical embedded
relationships of power, and assumptions of “truth” and “evidence” that underpin human
rights norms in general.
What is important here is that with the rise of new digital technologies and
multimedia platforms emerge new forms of activism (Bennett 2003) around humanitarian
and human rights concerns and, in turn, the possibility for the formation of new political
publics. Political publics are historically tied to particular media forms. There is a
dialectical relationship between what multimedia is available and the creation of new
platforms for action, understood here as a “witnessing public.” For example, the nascent
development of innovative strategies of “witnessing” human rights violations via the
Internet depend on the widespread use of technology.
Appardurai, (1996) suggested nearly 15 years ago that electronic media was
subverting and transforming existing modes of communication such a print or auditory
mediation. Media is not new to social mobilization; community publishing, for example,
has played a central role in many movements and revolutions. Newspapers, posters, and
broadsides have all played key roles in social movements throughout the world. What is
clear, and more so since the accelerated development of the Internet and other related
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digital multimedia technologies, is how media-production is a process, a key site in the
making of publics (McLagan 2005). Appadurai’s (1996) concept of “global ethnoscapes”
highlights the significance of television, video and photography throughout the world, and
of “mediascapes,” or the ways in which satellite, video and electronic technologies can
transcend nation-state boundaries. Media, as it transgresses borders, opens new ways for
people to relate the media itself, and to express divergent interpretations of its meaning
and intent (Wardlow 1996).
Multimedia is sometimes considered to be a “remediated” form of existing genres
of expression (Bolter and Grusin 1999). Human rights evidence still relies on testimony
and biography as stalwarts to represent violations; now, however, this text can interact,
entice or compel in relationship with other media. The limitations and capabilities of the
computer transform how these traditional expressions are created, distributed, and
consumed. As I discuss more below, we need to consider the near instant availability of
digital media and its “viral” capacity (as well as its potential use to terrorize or humiliate)
when discussing human rights media platforms.
As well, the merging of multiple media into interactive digital multimedia
challenges prevailing notions of the “documentary tradition.” For example, media can
allow activists to “enter into larger movements for social transformation for the recognition
and redress of human and cultural rights, processes in which media play an increasingly
important role” (Ginsburg, Abu-Lughod, Larkin 2003:11). What Mahoon (2000) calls
“cultural producers” (and here I include NGOs here as they become media producers)
have disrupted the cycle of image, image-maker, subject, and object in new and
revolutionary ways.
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A considerable body of literature discusses the ways in which people may use
media as tool to upend and challenge notions of “agency.” For example, some scholars
(Abu-Lughod 2005; Askew 2002; Banks and Morphy 1997; Spitulnik 1993) recognize
media as sites of negotiation and struggle, as people creatively rework representations in
new and often politically provocative ways (including researchers), including as part of
human rights campaigns (Juhasz 1995; Levine 2003; Kuttab 1993; Mahon 2000b; McLagan
1997; Pink 2006). Much research on “indigenous media,” for example, reveals the ways in
which people attempt to become producers (rather than just consumers) of media images
and representations of themselves (Marcus 1996; Michaels 1986), in an effort to define the
terms according to which they wish to be represented and understood (Asch 1991;
Aufderheide, 1995; Ginsburg 1991, 2002; Goldstein 2002; Turner 1990; 1992; 1995).
Some of this research suggests that “cultural production” and indigenous media
offers a possible means to transform identities of people who have experienced oppression
or disruption (Ginsburg 1991). This is especially salient as producers now create evidence
to support human rights claims in a variety of contexts. Researchers agree that media has
made more complex the ways in which social movements mobilize and enact campaigns,
and who in fact is authoring and authenticating such campaigns (Avni 2005; Ginsburg
1997; 2002; Gregory 2005; McLagan 2002; 2005; ; Prins 2002; Torchin 2005). As
McLagan states, “The production of a global digital platform and the subsequent profusion
of media forms and structures have created enormous new possibilities, upending the
categories that organize our lives as activists, audiences, citizens and producers in the
process” (2005: 234).
In many instances, researchers and activists celebrate the “positive” potential uses
of media to advance liberal causes. Images and video introduce “a greater capacity of
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creating sensory-enriched stories of people practicing and perceiving within their
dimensional fields of action” (Kahn 2006: 137). While perhaps true, this research, to me,
also holds the danger of mimicking the early naiveté of political documentary photography
(which was subject, of course, to major critique): that visual exposure to atrocity (or, in
many cases now, triumph or agency over social ills) was sufficient to change oppressive
social conditions. Over time, photo journalists and documentarians realized that viewers
or members of the mass public may not want to know what is happening elsewhere in the
world (or even next door), and that images of suffering can produce what is now clichéd as
“compassion fatigue” (Moeller 1999).
The use of images and videos to promote human rights retains a celebratory cast
with less thought to how we make sense, and act, on the images themselves. The
production of their meaning, as well as the reception of images and multimedia, is not
merely a visual or intellectual act, it is an embodied process (Marks 2000). Furthermore, it
is too easy to assume that access to digital media equalizes power dimensions without
considering the act of image consumption, as well as scripts embedded in images
themselves. We need to situate human rights media in the saturation of media violence on
a global scale, as well the larger photographic record of modernity. (In particular here,
when discussing human rights claims we also cannot ignore the mainstream media
depiction of violence against women.)
Researchers cannot examine use of human rights “evidence” without considering
the rapid and slippery means by which “evidence” as multimedia can now be produced,
platformed, digested and reinvented simultaneously, making more complex the temporality
and “events” that this “evidence” represents. How do we as witnesses react to human
rights evidence as participants—as some suggest “global citizens”(Guidry, Kennedy, and
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Zald 2003)—in a “global public sphere”? (Buck-Morss 2002). The practices of media are
filled with questions and paradoxes; these practices are nonetheless vital to grasp the
contemporary climate of human rights claim-making, even as these practices constantly
evolve, bringing new ethical considerations to the foray.

Representing Violence

Transnational Witnessing Publics

International human rights NGOs like WIHRA now operate, in part, from their
ability to transcend the nation-state through discourse and images, as well as through
transnational structures and practices. In fact, as human rights media and text stretches
beyond the institutional setting of the United Nations, researchers suggest that such NGOs
engender new forms of social movement participation that operate “beyond borders” (Keck
and Sikkink 1998), or across geographic terrain. In this theorizing, transnational agencies
are largely understood as networks that link individuals or communities to broader
institutional structures, and collapse the global with the local (Appadurai 1990, 1996;
Gupta and Ferguson 1992; Stephens 1997, 1998; Nash 2005). Kearney (1995), for
example, suggests that such networks have no centers and that transnational power reveals
itself through interaction, rather than originating in one place.
Many researchers laud global or transnational civil society as a signal of emergent
democracy (see Paley’s 2003 review). In fact, Nash (2005: 3) further suggests that, “new
forms of governance are emerging which may enable the human species to survive in a
globally integrated world that permits alternative ways of survival and coexistence.” Even
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more transformative is the fact that civil society now “spills over national boundaries,
energizing collective aims endorsed by human rights advocates in transnational,
nongovernmental organizations” (Nash 2005: 160). The “flow” of activism is
multidirectional, creating varied sites where ideas of justice are refashioned (Desai 2002).
Gupta and Ferguson (1992: 9) state, “something like a transnational public sphere
has certainly rendered any strictly bounded sense of community or locality obsolete. At
the same time, it has enabled the creation of forms of solidarity and identity that do not rest
on an appropriation of space where contiguity and face-to-face contact are paramount.”
According to Appadurai (1996), such solidarity can engender a “community of sentiment,”
or a group of persons that begins to imagine and feel things together. Furthermore,
collective experiences of the mass media (or Internet) may create solidarities that may
move from a shared imagining (Wardlow 1996) to one of collective action (Appadurai
1996; Harvey 1989; Rouse 1991). In other words human rights NGOs and advocacy
networks can integrate people into a community of assumed values, or a “witnessing
public,” including those who work as advocates for NGOs.
As new forms of global integration, transnational networks disrupt old bases for
collective action while creating new modes of organization. Researchers suggest that for
any NGO to operate transnationally, and to broaden its base of support, it must implement
strategies that connect with supports abroad (Keck and Sikkink 1998; McLagan 2006).
These strategies involve not only sophisticated applications of media technology, but
organizational structures and practices that highlight and exploit these applications. It
becomes necessary for NGOs like WIHRA, then, to employ staff members who have
capacities to engage these media applications.
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Activism and Moral Authority

Carmita is selecting images for the report. She has strewn printed photographs on
the table, in piles, and in mock-up layouts on her screen. Some images are printed photos,
archived in several drawers in the file cabinet. Others are digital, brought up on the
computer screen from CD or digital storage. She scrolls through them, uploads them in
design software, changes their size, crops them. She places quotes I have pulled from the
report itself in colorful boxes where they interact best with the photos. She frets over the
design, knowing that its professionalism will contribute to how seriously the report is taken
when presented at the United Nations, as well as to funders and other constituencies. She
expresses stress about the timeline; she has only a few days to create a dynamic error-free
visual text.
She grabs passers-by to ask their opinion: which one is a “better” image? As staff,
we have no “official” criteria in which to gauge the images, but this is not what Carmita
seeks. She wants to know which images “grab” us, compel us to take a closer look,
engage our curiosity, or make us feel a sense of solidarity. She is, in other words, asking us
to speak as activists and members of WIHRA’s “witnessing public” to determine what
images “work.” Do the images allow viewers to see themselves –as activists and those in
solidarity with women pictured—in comfortable way (Bhabha 1989)?
As Hesford (2004) points out, we need to consider what makes human rights claims
effective in a certain context. WIHRA derives its moral authority and power to use
“evidence” from its ability to represent women’s experience, as authors and translators. Its
human rights images and text come from interactions with “sister sites” and its relationship
with UN human rights systems. In turn, WIHRA’s “evidence” functions in relationship to its
social movement and to its “witnessing public.”
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Part of what makes WIHRA’s “moral authority” politically operative is its deliberate
emphasis on the similarities of women’s experiences through the politicization of
“women’s rights” as a legal and moral conception. This in turn places those who read or
view “evidence” (its “witnessing public”) in a specific relationship to the women this
evidence represents. This strategy functions best to generate juridical support for women,
and to make “witnesses” or supporters feel good. But what are the consequences of this
subject positioning, and the use of evidence to substantiate it?

Intersubjectivity: Bearing Witness

The human rights paradigm operates on strategy of “mobilizing public shame,” or
the belief that exposure of violence and atrocities to an international community will
induce government compliance with human rights norms (Keenan 2004; McLagan 2003,
2006). The rhetorical position of human rights NGOs is one of intersubjectivity—of bearing
witness. Therefore, the overarching goal of a human rights NGO, in its most simple
iteration, is to generate and ciruculate claims for universal conditions. WIHRA documents
oppression and suffering to validate its role as a feminist human rights NGO. This goal, and
the actions to achieve this goal, position its human rights claims as transparent, or as both
recording and reflecting otherwise silenced or hidden atrocities.
The literature of trauma in the West, exemplified by Holocaust narratives, has
become the dominant paradigm for understanding the processes of victimization,
remembering, witnessing, and recovery. In this paradigm, the moral imperative or the
ethical responsibility to know historical experiences underwrites practices of “truth”
(Feldman 2004; Schaffer and Smith 2004). “Bearing witness” is assumed to ensure that
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stories of violence and abuse are not lost to systematic erasure, and that atrocities become
public knowledge (Ross 2003). Written reports, tribunals, and first person accounts then
allow international bodies to pursue and prosecute perpetrators in line with international
juridical standards. Part of bearing witness is that this “public” will, through sensory
means, feel another’s experience, and then do something in response to these feelings.
Bearing witness is an emotive relationship of moral accountability.
Public testimony was, and is, a way to insert experiences into state agendas and
against what Feldman terms “structural forgetfulness” (2004: 172). Since WWII, testimony
has provided a powerful way for people to express experiences of state-sponsored violence
that was silenced or denied. Smith (2005), for example, argues that when Korean sex
prisoners belatedly told stories of past suffering, they entered a public sphere “in which the
international discourse on women’s rights as human rights could be mobilized to put the
past in a new framework” (128). Human rights discourse offered Korean women in
dispersed local communities a communal identity as “former comfort women” and a
framework through which to reconstitute past experiences.
Testimony, as a genre, is presumed to hold socially and morally transformative
properties (Avri 2005: 215). Testimony, as biography and storytelling, is an assumed
conduit for “subjects” to claim new identities and assert participation in a larger “public
sphere”: they are not simply forms of witnessing, but produce a community (McLagan
2003; 2006). Human rights frameworks and their reliance on testimony allow survivors of
violence to challenge their own governments, “effectively situating themselves as world
citizens in an international civic sphere” (Smith 2005: 130). As such, responses to human
rights testimony focus on ethical responsibility to this shared public sphere and the values
it is assumed to engender: those of universal human rights.
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Testimony has also been a means for indigenous people to maintain communal
identification in the face of loss and cultural degradation or for nation-states to effect
healing in the aftermath of state violence. Social movements may assert their cultural
difference and right to self-determination through testimony. Members of collective
movements deploy personal narrating to witness many forms of violence, including gender
violence.
Testimonial artifacts string throughout the shadow report that attest to experiences
of rape, genocide, development aggression, and survival liked to land. As mentioned in the
prior chapter, this type of testimony is part of indigenous “place making” at the United
Nations that relies on explicating a moral relationship to territory (Muhlenbach 2001). As
testimony, however, it does not stand on its own, but needs UN structures and expertise to
validate it as a human rights claim. This need for “expertise” to validate indigenous
experience is apparent again in the following chapter when US anthropologists testify as to
the continuity of indigenous communities in southern Belize. The testimony of Indigenous
people themselves is not enough to establish “Native status” in Belize; rather those with
expert knowledge, through the structure of a legal case, must establish juridical proof to
substantiate indigenous knowledge.

Emblematic Stories

As with images, WIHRA uses testimony as evidence of violence, but also to
establish their relationship to this violence as “saviors.” They create what Gregory (2006)
has called “emblematic stories” as rhetorical devices to situate themselves within the
transnational system of human rights. In her discussion of an Amnesty International report
on violence against women, Smith (2005: 130) asserts: “The authority of the report, its
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official status as a truth-telling document, depended at once on witness accounts that told
the same story and on the suppression of individual differences. Thus, the witnessing of
survivors cannot be disentangled from the agendas of activists working in various rights
organizations and the organizations through which their narratives have circulated.”
Schaffer and Smith (2004) suggest that human rights NGOs now must harness their
rights agendas to the market and its processes of commodification. The frames they
impose on stories are designed to capture the interest, empathy, and political
responsiveness of their “witnessing public.” As part of a larger trend of memoir and
biography, NGOs and activists enlist stories from victims as a way of alerting a broader
public to situations of human rights violations.
Rights claims are made through the idiom of suffering; NGOs reframe claims as
“sad, sentimental stories” (Rorty 1993:122). Often, such stories hinge on the presentation
of victim’s bodies, which elicits sympathy from the audience. Experience thus stands in as
sensual fodder (as “evidence”) to evoke and thus legitimize a relationship of “bearing
witness” to this subject position. Experience validates subject positions, but may also
naturalize categories and leave unquestioned the processes through which experiences are
explained (Scott 1991), and that constitutes people as particular subjects of rights.
Emblematic stories put a name and details to a situation of violence, but also
establish a relationship to human rights structures. For example, clips from WIHRA’s
website, while revealing a human rights abuse, also links this abuse into the “good” work
of the global human rights “rescue industry”, in particular to the work that WIHRA does
with its sister organizations. These clips showcase WIHRAs social justice actions and link
them to specific lived experiences of violence, presented as evidence. This type of
“testimony” reiterates Hesford’s (2004: 105) question: “To what degree are testimonial
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subjects romanticized as transnational artifacts (Kaplan 1994) and or turned into
opportunistic spectacles for self-positioning of for certain political agendas”?

Subject Positioning

Human rights frameworks use witnessed experiences to create a universal human
rights subject, one deserving of rights as a subject position, in this case as indigenous
women. Alain Tourraine (1988) coined the termed “subjectification” (page 171 in Feldman
2004), to reference the expansion, post WWII, of who or what was considered to be a
“political subject,” corresponding in part to the global spread of a universal scheme of
human rights. While research cautions against the unruly implications of using
universalizing subject positions, this is a particularly complicated critique, especially as the
success of the global women’s movement and various women’s movements throughout the
world are based on recognizing similarities of women’s experiences.
The shadow report, in keeping with broader campaign goals seeks to contribute to
the development of a human rights discourse capable of generating concrete, effective
strategies to combat violence against Indigenous women. Despite its intent to bring new
conceptions of violence into legal consideration the report still produces “indigenous
woman” within the “authorizing signature of Western humanist discourse” (Mahonty 2003:
19).
In other words, through “evidence,” Indigenous women are cast as post-colonial
subjects united in juridical categories of international law. Part of the goal of the shadow
report, and WIHRA’s campaign work around violence against women in general, then, is
to create a universal subject to seek juridical redress, despite WIHRA’s somewhat ironic
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simultaneous agitation against subsuming indigenous women’s experiences within
women’s experiences at large.
WIHRA’s shadow report is a collage of images, events, analysis, artifacts, and
testimony: it links together very different histories of violence and political engagement on
vastly different scales. It focuses on similarities of indigenous women’s experiences such
as territorial domination, colonialist exploitation and contemporary relations with the
nation-state as an entity. The report transcends differences between indigenous groups
through discourses and images, which in turn presents a unified subject position worthy of
international legal support and backing. Indigenous women are united through their
subject position across disparate geography, and linked though techniques of multimedia
into a “community of suffering.” Here, individual accounts of lived embodied experiences
of violence come to stand for the oppression of group.
In tandem with work that has provided nuances and exceptions to understanding
differences in women’s experiences based on any number of intersecting factors, the
claims for women’s rights nevertheless rely on commonalities to politicize subject
positions as women, in this case indigenous women, who obviously have disparate
experiences within various nation states and communities.
In Mahonty’s (2003) opinion, this universalizing subject positioning reflects the
construction of “women” and, through a western framework, “third world women” set in
contestation to other, more “developed” women (first world or western women). Such
definitions rely on western development discourses of modernity and on the racial, sexual,
class-based assumptions that such discourse engenders.
As Mahonty (2003) further argues, while feminist texts on “third world women” can
be both path-breaking and essential in finding a common ground in which to base legal
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claims, “universalizing” strategies may only use pieces of women’s lives or certain lives to
stress similarities. “This focus is not on uncovering the material and ideological specificities
that constitute a particular group of women as “powerless” in a particular context. It is,
rather, on finding a variety of cases of powerless groups of women to prove the general
point that women as a group are powerless.”
The mutability of narrative processes stand in stark contrast to the effects of
bureaucratizing practices that fix individuals within narrow subject positions.

Juridical Truth

The legitimacy of human rights rests on the assumption that experience is verifiable
and truth is objective and singular. Tellings of suffering become quantifiable specific,
especially in gendered claims that often focus on bodily transgression, specifically sexual
violation. As Ross explains about women’s testimony for the Truth and Reconciliation
Committee in South Africa,

An emphasis on the similarity of women’s bodily experience comes at the expense
of an historic understanding of the constitution of the subject. As a result, the
subject of violence is construed as naturally gendered, and the sociological
problem to be explained becomes women’s experiences with violence, rather than
violence and its links to gender and power (2003: 25).

Similarity elides the particular political subjectivity of women in relation to state
power and state violence. Human rights frameworks of trauma present such violence as an
episode to overcome, or to transcend through justice and legal means, healing both the
body of the victim and the national body politic in the process. Thus, testimony is an
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operative of state power, a mechanism of modernity that reestablishes a national agenda
and wipes the slate of past atrocities so reconciliation is possible.
The performance of human rights, as such, has a beginning, middle, and end. This
Western linearity of memory and experience is meant to culminate in a “break” with the
past, be it political recognition of past atrocities, or psychological healing (Feldman 1999).
It contains the act of violence within these frames, and therefore within modernity itself.
When memory presented as linear historic narratives it is often conflated with an absolute
“truth.”
This Western model for understanding trauma and processes of healing may have
little relevance to the ways in which people respond to and deal with a past of suffering,
and may silence other kinds of stories that do not unfold through the Western trope of
trauma. This is especially troubling with the central role that trauma and victimization play
within a politics of memory. Biography and memoir are now major idioms in the
construction of identity, both individual and collective, and a site of legal contestation.
Lambek and Antze (1996 vii) state, “we now have not only a politics but a forensics of
memory, in which conflicts over memory become matters for litigation and which talk
about memory is increasingly driven by the jural obsession with matters of fact.” Memory
is invoked to heal, to blame, and to legitimate suffering and reparation.
The creation of public memory and historical narrative may silence the memories
of individuals, especially those who have little or no social voice. It is not enough to
suggest that access to media as producers, or to public enactment of violence and memory
such as truth commissions, provide “equalizing” access to representation, or even presence
in what experiences are recorded, remembered or made legitimate in public record. It is
thus important to consider how representation may elide, marginalize or even efface
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experience as biography is made to fit other discursive arenas, especially transnational
human rights and media.
Detailing of lives is not merely a textual process but one that involves the
interweaving of sensual memory, social actions and historical narratives. The process of
writing and the transformation of memory into narrative accounts raise questions of
veracity and authenticity given the distortive mediation of text and event. Looking
critically at the production of biography and narrative demands acknowledging experience
as a negotiated process, and representation as another messy enactment of this negotiation.
As Feldman states, “We all participate in ethnocentrism when we configure the
individual testifying voice—whether in a truth commission forum from South African black
community, or from a Guatemalan Indian collective, or from many other post-colonies—
with the juridical monadic subject of the West” (2004: 179).
As Smith argues, testimonial “stories” come to be framed by “the imperatives of
specific contexts of telling and resolicted and reframed by activists working on their
behalf” (2005: 130). These stories, she suggests, more often than not frame bodily
experiences and order violence into repetitive narrative explanations that validate the
institutions themselves. In other words, these processes put experiences into frames and
discourse that the institutions, such as WIHRA, use. Stories and illustrations, removed from
contexts where they are racialized, gendered, and particular, stand in for universal
experiences. Such “decontextualization,” Feldman (2004: 169) argues, “is the first
movement in the universalization of the narrative of victimage.”
The purpose of creating a universal subject is to enable mass reception and
commodification of experience (Feldman 2004). Universal subject positions, however,
leave little room to conceive of Indigenous women as complex subjects, as claims place
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structures of victimization and agency in opposition to one another. Hesford (2004: 121),
citing Lugones, suggests that as American feminists engage representations of human rights
violations against women worldwide, they need to question complicity with how these
might function as new forms of appropriation and tourism, or reinforce what Kozol (2004)
calls “conventional icons of victimization.”
This is true in academic and activist circles including communities that are well
versed in concerns of appropriation and victimization. Recently, I attended an academic
conference where several human rights activists spoke. One presenter showed a video
from his organization that utilized many of the above-mentioned tropes: the video
followed an African woman as she walked around her village. Eventually she revealed (to
the camera and thus the film-maker) and detailed a dramatic experience of rape (to the
“audience”). After the video, this presenter spoke of the activist imperative of making and
viewing such videos and the authority to represent such violence because of the agency’s
human rights agenda. More, the agency was ethically compelled to do so.
The video was shot with the assumption that for there to be a human rights claim
made visual, the woman represented would have to present herself and her body while
explaining—in detail to an endless array of anonymous audiences—how her self and her
body were violated. The woman in the video began to cry at some point; audience
members shuffled uncomfortably in their seats, or looked away. Again, the presenter
spoke of the activist imperative, with such films, to make audience members
uncomfortable and therefore to feel responsible to support the agency. He also spoke of
the fact that this video was made with the help of locally trained video-makers and that this
was assumed to transgress the power of “representing others.” In fact, this agency “trains”
local community members in the very tropes I mentioned, with the goal of making videos
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that will be effective and “authentic” to the transnational human rights system (and broader
tropes of witnessing social suffering).
Despite who makes the videos, they still appeal to the same assumptions of visual
realism and reparation. As Ginsburg states,
Questions about the legitimacy of one’s presence in a foreign setting (especially in
which power relations are unequal) as an outsider with a camera should always be
raised, and generally have been in most successful projects. The fact that the
people one is dealing with also have cameras and choose to represent themselves
with them should not diminish that concern, nor does it make the act of take those
images by outsiders legitimate. Filming others and filming one’s own group are
related but distinct parts of a larger project of reflecting upon the particulars of the
human condition, and therefore each approach raises its own sets of issues
regarding ethics, social and power relations (1991: 103).

These images, as stills or video, rely on a particular relationship between audience
members and those represented via the medium of human rights. The largely academic
audience was given no space to respond to the horror of this video, not only its content,
but the systematic, rigid, and performative way that this gendered violence was made
visual and embodied. What concerned me the most after this presentation was how it
presented gender violence, and the “story” of a sexual assault unfolding, as normalized:
both the “event” of violence itself and the presumed reaction to it. And, much like
WIHRA, to lend a critical eye to this practice was presented as irrelevant to its larger
application as a tool for social justice.

Normalizing Gender Violence

The above tactic resonates with more general rhetorical devices in mainstream
media that posit America viewers and consumers as rescuers in troubled, worn-torn and
“backwards” places throughout the world. It also resonates with the oversaturation of daily
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television shows that posit women’s bodies as sites of assumed violence (nearly every
episode of Law and Order, CSI, Cops and countless other “reality” shows viewed nightly
on US television, one small example).
While human rights claims about gender violence may intend to shock, the
opposite may in fact happen. Azouley (2008) suggests that numerous visual and textual
expressions testify to violence against women while still allowing visible catastrophe to
remain unseen. This is because this type of media prevents information from being
transformed into “emergency claims” due to what she terms the special structure of the
“enocne of horror in the global era” (67).
In her conception, women (in general) belong to an injured population through a
system of citizenship that discriminates against them; as such women can be understood as
“flawed citizens” and are more exposed to hazard. When catastrophe strikes those
considered citizens, horror manufactured at the site testifies to its urgency, calling for
intervention, limiting the suffering it causes, and making it possible to remember it. On
the other hand, when a “disaster” overtakes “flawed citizens” (in this case women) an
emergency claim is unlikely to be produced – they are often retroactively made, without a
dimension of urgency, and without an “end.” Images of testimony of violence against
women are unlikely to interrupt the routine of well-protected images (ones that present this
violence as normal and expected). As a result, viewers are complicit with the routinzation,
the acceptance, of violence against women.
WIHRA is one of a plethora of organizations that emerged since the 1970s to
address the massive phenomenon of injury against women, a constant threat that has only
increased globally. Organizations like WIHRA have worked with the state over the
provision of legal protection against gender violence; despite drawing urgent attention to
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violence, violence has not ceased. Organizations don’t typically provide emergency relief
to sexual assault victims or identify it as a “disaster area” like other humanitarian efforts.
Since the 1970s, changes in lawmaking have reduced the range of women’s
abandonment by defining their injury as an object in the legal discourse that entails
punishment. Hence, a new series of topoi and concepts have appeared in the
discourse, including the rape of a woman by her husband and sexual harassment,
along with the establishment of various centers and associations that have
accorded these injuries discursive ‘visibility.’ But not only has the injury to women
not ceased, it had not even managed to create a clear field of visibility for itself.
Being vulnerable to injury on a sexual basis is still an experience common to all
women, and this is part of their status as flawed citizens, who have not yet
achieved their full rights and capacity to enjoy them. In some of the cases of
injury, the perpetrators might possibility be prosecuted, but this merely testifies that
without legal protection, women are still abandoned (Azouley 2008: 59).

This “lack of real visibility” is evident in recent New York Times article “Saving the
World’s Women.” The article begins: “In the 19th Century, the paramount moral challenge
was slavery. In the 20th century, it was totalitarianism. In this century, it is the brutality
inflicted on so many women and girls around the globe: sex trafficking, acid attacks, bride
burnings and mass rape.” In its entirety, the article explicates the common oppressive and
violent experiences of women in the developing world and suggests that women’s
empowerment through economic incentive (funded by development schemes, of course)
will alleviate this generalized and omnipotent suffering.
Here, images and text about women connect their subordination as women (and
thus as sexual categories vulnerable to violence, rape, and exploitation) to their economic
vulnerability. In other words, the experiences of human rights abuses detailed in the
article are not an aberration, deserving of the same type of media attention as an act
against “deserving citizens” (such as a tsunami) but part of the ongoing “condition” of
women worldwide, and in this view eradicated through the “empowerment” of
microeconomic enterprise:
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In a slum outside the grand old city of Lahore, a woman named Saima Muhammad
used to dissolve into tears every evening. A round-faced woman with thick black
hair tucked into a headscarf, Saima had barely a rupee, and her deadbeat husband
was unemployed and not particularly employable. He was frustrated and angry,
and he coped by beating Saima each afternoon. Their house was falling apart, and
Saima had to send her young daughter to live with an aunt, because there wasn’t
enough food to go around. It was at that point that Saima signed up with the Kashf
Foundation, a Pakistani microfinance organization that lends tiny amounts of
money to poor women to start businesses (Kristof 2009).
Magically, after this, Saima was “largely exempt” from beatings by her husband. In the
article, her mother-in-law is quoted: “A woman should know her limits, and if not, then it’s
her husband’s right to beat her. But if a woman earns more than her husband, it’s difficult
for him to discipline her.” Saima said, “We have a good relationship now. We don’t fight,
and he treats me well.”
This mainstream articulation of women’s rights is a nearly exact replica of WIHRA’s
media strategies. Images of women alongside the text illustrate the claims and reinforce
the “realism” of its claims, and its solution through women’s ability to help themselves as
self-managing members of a productive workforce. Violence will magically end once
women sign up with a World Bank initiative and start making money. If they fail to do so,
women simply allow themselves to be vulnerable to (male) violence.
Here, oppression is not an ongoing process that finds origins and continuity in
particular colonial, post-colonial and nation-state formations, but a situation that has an
end - if women can simply get it together, and take advantage of microfinance options of
self-empowerment. The article concludes: “There are many metaphors for the role of
foreign assistance. For our part, we like to think of aid as a kind of lubricant, a few drops of
oil in the crankcase of the developing world, […] a bit of help where and when it counts
most, which often means focusing on women.”
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The article text uses tropes of women’s rights to advance a capitalist agenda, one in
which gender oppression is solved when women begin to generate profits and help the
global economy (and in the process make lending institutions look humanitarian in intent):
“There’s a growing recognition among everyone from the World Bank to the U.S. military’s
Joint Chiefs of Staff to aid organizations like CARE that focusing on women and girls is the
most effective way to fight global poverty and extremism. That’s why foreign aid is
increasingly directed to women. The world is awakening to a powerful truth: Women and
girls aren’t the problem; they’re the solution.“ Visual and textual iconography provides the
“proof” of women’s suffering and its alleviation through a neoliberal agenda.

Visual Realism

The new human rights communications infrastructure, according to McLagan
(2005), emphasizes the realist insistence on the universal legibility of visual facts. Feldman
(2004), following John Tagg, uses the term “visual realism” to indicate this assumed
mimetic dimension of photography and its claim to stand in for “truth” and, in turn,
“evidence.” This new infrastructure, however, gained purchase in the longstanding
practices of photography, specifically: 1) documentary practices (that also have been part
of anthropological practice since its inception and thus subject to the “crisis of
representation” as any other ethnographic modality), and 2) witnessing through the visual
realism of modernity. The camera is inherently paradoxical: it can desensitize and freeze,
creating what Barthes (1981) famously called “flat death;” simultaneously it has the ability
to aesthetically recreate realities (Kahn 2006).
Photography has a long and complicated relationship with notions of “truth” and
authenticity. At its inception an enormous value was placed on photography’s ability to
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create both accurate and realistic images. Photography’s reputation is one of capturing
light, and thus capturing truth. The drive for photography to produce “authentic” visual
representations resonates with European Enlightenment thought and its embrace of
empiricism and scientific knowledge. This drive also fits hand-in-glove with the oft-cited
ocular-centrism of Western perception, or the privileging of visual information over other
sensory experiences (Jay 1994). The visual as not simply what appears in front of the eye,
but how relationships of perception change our experiences of the world (Foster 1994; Jay
1994).
The visual paradigm of western knowledge originates from a distant, objective, and
singular (white, male) point of view (Kahn 2006: 5). Anthropologists, for example,
traditionally used visual conventions to produce ethnographic realism, claiming to produce
total images of culture (Nichols 1994; Stoller 1989: 49). For this reason, cameras have
been considered “colonial agents,” or producers of passive objects for the pleasure of
active, hungry, consuming, viewers/voyeurs (Hartmann 1999; Mitchell 1998; Mulvey
1989; Piney 1992; Root 1996; Sontag 1973).
In the past as well as now, photographs snap, catalogue, collect, and consume
photographed persons. As such, photographs have been an agent of the knowledgebuilding project of “science.” This intractable legacy shapes how consumers of such
“knowledge” imagine and believe what is presented visually (Appadurai 1996). Viewers
are conditioned to assume that seeing does not exist outside the realist frame, and that
what is visible in this frame is somehow more real than what is not. What we view
visually with our assumed passive (or mimetic eye) is taken for granted as “truth” (BuckMorss 1994, Feldman 1994, 1999, 2000, 2004)
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Photographs began to mediate social relations and often perpetuated existing social
inequalities and relations of power. Photography was easily incorporated into colonialist
regimes and served the logic of its goals to classify, document and rule (Benedict 1983).
Representing “non-western” or indigenous women, long part of colonialist endeavors, was
also part of the knowledge-building project of anthropology. In turn, the representation of
“others” has long been concern of visual ethnographers. Historically, the gendered and
racialized representation of “natives” provided a critical foundation for justification of
colonial rule. For example, in the United States, images of Native Americans served to
justify government “Manifest Destiny” policies that displaced and exterminated indigenous
people. The documentation of people considered to be in danger of extinction also fueled
racist ideas.
Because of its assumed function as an agent of truth, photography annihilates moral
boundaries, allowing photographers to go anywhere with no responsibility to those they
capture in images (besides their own ethical codes). As Sontag so critically quipped in the
1970s, “The photographer is a super tourist, an extension of the anthropologist, visiting
natives and bringing back news of their exotic doing and strange gear” (1973: 42).
Representation is not merely about deployment and production of images, but part
of ideological practices that rely and rework colonial relationships (and thus practices of
modernity). From the photographing of vulnerable populations emerged the use of
photography to monitor the entire population through identity cards and other visual
documents. To this day, vulnerable populations remain more exposed to the kind of
photography that coerces them into passive and unprotected positions.
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Rhetoric of Gazes

A photograph takes up more than half of the cover of WIHRA’s shadow report on
violence against indigenous women, boldly accentuated with a background of orange and
green. In the photo, several women, assumed indigenous, stand with chins upturned,
wearing colorful beaded necklaces and shoulder wraps, bold earrings, and dramatic
headbands. Enhanced by professional design and glossy reproduction, the women appear
both triumphant and daring.
The cover photo is devoid of context or location but we assume on first glance—
based on circulating popular culture iconography from classic fieldwork images to
documentaries and reality TV shows—that the women are “tribal.” They are brownskinned. They are exotic. And a glance at the title, which contains the phrase “Indigenous
Women,” confirms this first impression. The stage is set.
According to Feldman (2004), in this short moment, the female, black body is
intimately displayed as a public object for mass enjoyment while the marking of this body
as the “Other” is achieved. This “Other” is both racialized and gendered. From this
perspective, which borrows from Lacan and Freud, colonial social relations are enacted,
and the photograph and all its intersections of gazes, becomes a site where a stereotyped
view of “difference” occurs. The gaze is understood here as a function of power, the eye
an organ that “can be socially appropriated to channel and materialize normative power in
everyday life” (Feldman 1997: 34).
One woman in the cover photo smiles into the camera lens, two other women look
to either side outside the photo’s frame. Perhaps this photo achieves both the intimacy (the
woman looking at the camera lens knows she is being photographed) and invisibility (the
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others glance at a scene outside the camera’s frame) that Collins and Lutz (1993) suggest is
part of such photographs. The photo strikes a balance between inviting participation in the
photograph and offering “truth.” According to Collins and Lutz (1993), a frontal gaze
allows scrutiny of feelings, a central technique of “documentary rhetoric in photography”
(Tagg 1988:189). From their investigation of representations in National Geographic, they
suggest that those who are actually or culturally defined as weak—“women, children,
people of color, the poor, the tribal rather than the modern, those without technology”—
are more likely to face the camera. The woman, despite a triumphant glance, is a person
inherently “in need.”
Despite what can be construed as an “empowered” photograph, this cover
resounds with both ethnographic iconography and touristic postcard imagery. While this
photograph may purport to function as a visual emblem of hope—one intended to spur
viewers to open the report (or, if the PDF version, scroll to the next page)—it nevertheless
embodies the historic and compulsive colonialist desire to collect, consume, and possess
images of “exotic others.” Here, this image coincides with the additional purpose to
document and “save” these “exotic” others. Primitivism functions here as an aesthetic to
both draw the reader’s eye and engage the imagination, and to engage an assumed
“difference” between the primitive person and the reader/viewer.
Feminist theorists have made us aware of violence of gaze itself, violence that
depends not simply on subject matter, but the power of objectification (de Laurentis 1987;
Mulvey 1989). The humanitarian “rescue” ideology is fully evident in the photo itself, in its
illustrative and evocative capacity. The story, the narrative, of the report begins with this
image. It directs our gaze as subjective vision to prescribed iconic structures, to thoughts
and images (and reactions) already part of our interpretations prior to our first glance at the
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photograph. Such “visual formations,” as Feldman (1998: 495), indicates, are “already
narratologically privileged and ordered—always already unfolding as story, as syllogistic
event history.”
Here, we can see the “romance” of the image itself, or the romanticized obsession
with viewing and consuming “exotic” difference (Minh-ha 1986/7) which reifies a cultural
and other hierarchies. Images engage the senses and the mimetic faculty and thus the
compulsion to become the Other (Taussig 1993).
What Hesford and Kozol 2005: 9) calls a “visual rhetoric of rights” refers to images
such as this one; images that evoke a “poetic” of resistance, strength, and courage. The
women stand close together in the crowded frame and evoke an impression of collective
agreement, of solidarity. However, Mahonty (2003) cautions against accepting such
framing devices, that, indeed, these subjects’ “agency” is represented through the narrative
frames of Western liberation and modernity. I suggest that this image, as yet another
iteration of the “noble savage,” helps to constitute a “global composite third world
woman.” It operates as a visual symbol of global indigenous women’s human rights, but in
relationship with tropes of modernity that inform the global human rights system itself, as
well as photography as an institution.
When we move from the cover to flip through the rest of the report, additional
images do not surprise us, and yet they keep us, as viewers, turning the pages. They are, in
Hariman and Lucaites’s (2007) words, photos of “no caption needed.” The book or
magazine layout of the report allows viewers to graze images in any order, restating their
purpose not to particular points in the text, but as illustrations to its overall purpose as a
human rights document. Images serve as aesthetic, and malleable, illustrations. Here,
visual information is mobilized to create truth-effects for the viewer; images circulate
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through the “visual logic” of cultural production and of modernity itself (Foucault 1980; Jay
1988; McDougall 1998; Poignant 1992).
We deduce, from sensory scripts, the position and experience of the women on the
cover. From the women’s poses, a viewer can sense movement; one can almost hear the
imagined drums to which these women sway. Women in the photograph are offered up to
our imagination. They are also offered up as symbol of resistance and revolution to those
working on behalf, or supporting, the human rights of women. And yet our curiosity as
viewers is aroused. The women’s “difference” as indigenous subjects (as subjects distant
and distanced from the presumed subjectivity of “witnessing public” viewers) is engaged.
While the women’s specific location is not important, that this location is not “our” own is
of supreme importance. These assumptions underpin WIHRA’s media practices.

Framing Modernity

The cover photo, as an object devoid of context, is also separated from the
narrative that made it, or its production. While a brief list indicates the copyright of the
images on the inside cover of the shadow, the photographers are not given context. When
and in what context where these images taken? Are the photographers indigenous women
themselves? Are they from the communities photographed? We assume that they are not
(as indeed they are not). We assume, in fact, that the photograph is our own eye, were we
there to “witness” the image first hand.
It is not, therefore, important who took the photos; evidence, as such, does not
need authorship in its presumed ability to stand in for “truth”. As ethnographic filmmakers
(and teachers of anthropology for that matter) can attest, representations of “others” often
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reinforce preconceived beliefs about these other people regardless of the intent of the
author, teacher, or filmmaker (Martinez 1995).
Here, images of indigenous women function as icons, as pure cultural markers.
Locating the subject in a particular nation-state or community context is less important
than her position as a universal indigenous subject. In other words, the production of these
photos was not for the report itself, but to illustrate its claims in general, to legitimize a
specific subject position (that of Indigenous women) and to strengthen the realism of
human rights claims.
In the report, the images are ahistorical, interacting with scripts to illustrate not
context but concept. In this way, the official report—and its inclusion of violence—
becomes archival and thus operates as “material culture.” The photo’s purpose as a
material object, as “evidence,” takes precedence. The image offers proof that “they”
(meaning those who authored the report) were “there,” while simultaneously erasing the
geographic location of the subjects.
Despite the seeming effortlessness of the cover image, how we can easily glance at
it and unconsciously understand its purpose, human rights images such as this must be
somehow prepared and presented to be effective. As an object, photos can be cropped,
colored, or zoomed (made into what Collins and Lutz (1993) call the “institutional gaze”).
They can take up an entire page, or half a page. They can be supplemented in any number
of contexts: reports, websites, or videos, and to illustrate any number of iterations. Despite
this potential illustrative interchange, the visual realist perception insists that the images are
passive reflections or naturalized mimesis. In other words, the images are considered “real”
no matter what, in the end, they illustrate, or from what “gaze” they are ascertained.
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These photos embed a presumption of “truth” despite the fact that that they are
interpretations. Systems (in this case human rights) still rely on the notion that photographs
are proof of “being and being there,” (Barthes 1981) both for the photographer and those
photographed. If anything, photographs and images have become more and more deeply
embedded in our collective psyche, as people with access to technology document and
represent their lives constantly and consume other people’s representations (as the current
obsession with www.Facebook.com demonstrates).
Researchers and theorists suggest that this situation reflects a contemporary “need
to know” through visual imperialism (Foucault 1980; Jay 1988; Macdougall 1998; Piney
1992; Poignant 1992), which in turn threatens to turn photographed people into
“evidence” that something “was there” (Barthes 1981). Furthermore, WIHRA’s “insider
status” does not absolve the ethical considerations of such visual imperialism. As
documentarians and photojournalists can attest, relationships with “subjects” do not
guarantee anything about the images produced. The willingness of the subject to be
photographed, for example, or thoughtful and deliberate positioning on the part of the
photographer, does not control the image, just as including indigenous narratives as
descriptors does not absolve the inherent power of photographs.
As Azouley (2008) suggests, even praxis that is focused on respectful partnership
with local civilian–citizen groups, conventional documentation strategies, used without
complementary strategies, are usually inadequate to alter the broader political situation. In
the case of WIHRA, despite any political partnerships with women represented in the
report, as an image these women still function in anonymous time as cultural markers.
Representation builds ideologies that inform activism and analysis practices.
Human rights produce an aesthetic that appeals to these historical meanings, especially in
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regard to indigenous women. The colonial imagination, as well as the assumed “truth” of
representation, still holds sway in production of rights claims and their ability to create a
relationship. As an instrument to document the past and save the future, photography is a
paradox:
Whoever seeks to use photography must exploit the photographed individual’s
vulnerability. In such situations, photography entails a particular kind of violence:
The photograph is liable to exploit the photographed individual, aggravate his or
her injury, publicly expose it, and rob the individual of intimacy. This threat of
violation always hangs over the photographic act, and this is the precise moment in
which the contract between photographer, photographed, and spectator is put to
the test (Azouley 2008: 119).
Fluidity of Images

WIHRA stores photographs in several file cabinets as well as, more recently, in
digital memory. Human rights media intentionally attempts to offer a politically engaged
view, to address or redress, state-level violence. However, photos are fluid and have
different cultural meanings in variable contexts. Human rights photographs and videos do
not always function in political landscape as anticipated; results and implications of this
situation are ever changing and long ranging.

“Photographs are cultural objects that are made for specific purposes, to project
certain meanings and elicit certain affects. In turn, these are framed by the cultural
circumstances which makes certain kinds of images thinkable at a given historical
moment, yet at the same time the should not be reduced simply to ideological
constructs, for both historical actors and photographs themselves are more
complicated” (Edwards 2008: 333).

Despite seeming interchangeability, however, photographs are integral to how
meaning is made in the report (Gell 1998). They impact and influence field of social
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action in ways that would not have happened were they not there (Edwards 2001). How
would indigenous women’s human rights be understood without these images?
Images are of course “partial truths” although they are assumed to depict a complete
“scene” or “truth.”
This assumption can serve, as Feldman explains, to layer and fragment violence. In
other words, human rights images do not necessary function to ascertain, document or
explain a “full” picture of violence or suffering, but what will best service a larger
campaign or claim-making strategy.
Photographs function “not merely as images or documents but material objects that
circulate, accrue meanings, change physical form, and carry the scars of their own
historical existence in an economy of images and information” (Edwards 2008: 330).
Images, and what they illustrate or represent, are taken up by differently positioned actors
and therefore obtain different meanings in various geographical contexts, spaces and time
(Sassoon 2004).
In other words, the reception and circulation of media depends not only on the
images themselves but how they interact with a specific historical moment, a movement,
or a strategy. The report becomes a site where images, analysis, and testimony interact.
Turning the pages, touching the document, flipping through text and image, viewer and
reader become part of process and meaning making of the report itself. Viewers project
meaning and stories over photographs and also elicit narrative impulses (Edwards 1999,
2003, 2004). Photos take on meaning in response to subjectivity. To some degree,
however, a photo—despite its intentionality as documentation or advocacy—retains a
degree of what Baer (2002) calls “ungovernability.”
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Photos, however, create an event; they select and still a specific incident, a
moment, or an expression. They are a small slice of a larger narrative (Edwards 2001).
Now, with digital technology, this larger narrative has the potential to subvert and change
its intent, and to serve a purpose to which it was not intended. We need, therefore, to
consider relationships between testimony and visual evidence that depends on use and
appropriation of images in local contexts as well as interplay of perception and use of
photos. Photos can be re-digested, re-platformed. As Sameer Padania, an activist from the
human rights organization WITENSS, states on the use of images in activism:

I’ve been tracking, analysing and curating human rights video online for the human
rights organisation WITNESS since the middle of 2006, initially via a blog aiming to
unearth examples of activists using new technologies to document, expose and
bring an end to human rights violations. A large number of stories were about
mobile phone video - from police cells in Egypt to the execution of Saddam
Hussein - and strikingly the most compelling, unvarnished and actionable footage
often came from the cameras of the human rights abusers themselves. Most of
these cases showed networked technologies could reinforce repression specifically taking mobile footage of humiliation, beatings, abuse, torture,
happening in secret places, to show it directly to those you want to intimidate, and
to circulate it more widely via Bluetooth "pour encourager les autres". But in a
certain number of instances case the videos found their way into the hands of
outraged activists who spread and publicised the abuses online, to often global
attention, with the long-term effect of focusing attention, activism, and advocacy to
the governments tolerating or sponsoring these abuses, or at the very least, to
undermine officially sanctioned or imposed narratives of law, order, justice
(Padania 2009).

Video and media platforms are structures of power and can be used to humiliate
and to made visual enactments of violence and power (think here of the recent 2010
filming by Rutgers’ undergraduate students of a private sexual act of another student—then
broadcast on the internet—which led to this student’s suicide). Images can reaffirm
previously held opinions, humiliate and torture, and through repetition, numb our senses
to horror and cruelty (Kleinman 1997; Sontag 2004). Photography and film can also shock
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and repulse, and fill us with titillating and/or disturbing emotions (Stoller 1994).
Furthermore, criticisms of photos that are used to “stimulate the moral impulse” are not
new. But the practice has become an industry, one that remains “ungovernable.”
This practice is an embodied relationship.

Embodiment of Violence

Sontag suggested decades ago that, through saturation, the “shock” of photographs
wears off and deadens consciousness. Our ongoing need to have reality confirmed with a
photograph or film is a form of aesthetic consumerism (Sontag 1973). In turn, our ability to
deal with images comes with a price: subtraction of the self, making us less likely to react
to these images in real life: “The limit of photographic knowledge of the world is that,
while it can goad conscience, it can, never be ethical or political knowledge.” (1973: 24)
This complaint influenced the 1970s critique of photojournalism.
One of the standard academic criticisms of photojournalism, in fact, is that it
“aestheticizes” its subject. Catastrophes and suffering are not only documented but
transformed into beautiful images, and any reaction to those images can’t avoid being
compromised by the pleasure of viewing them. In the same manner, the image world is
one in which the spectator should remain just that–someone who only looks at what
happens instead of trying to change it.
One must examine what is done to bodies to create these images, to enforce their
legitimacy and to substantiate their typicality (Feldman 1997). This is a question “not only
of how an iconography of poses is made to bear normative social codes but also of how
heterogeneous bodies are made to bear desired poses” (Feldman 1997). While viewers
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may have different responses or cultural referents to human rights images, they retain their
function as “evidence.” Their power as such power rests in part on the assumed realism
and authority of “evidence” itself.
While the “gaze”—through such projects that upend assumed authorship and
reception—may subvert the “gaze”, how do images produced by transnational NGOs such
as WIHRA still retain their function as evidence in relationship with UN human rights
structures? What legitimizes images in the context of their use as human rights
illustrations? How are images invested with power? Why do feminists and participants in
“witnessing public” respond to certain images? Who is, in fact, responding?
With the use of “evidence,” the body, in this case the bodies of indigenous women,
becomes a site of violence and abuse. Some scholars emphasize human rights “evidence”
as a way to express suffering and atrocities to activate social change (Gregory 2006). Other
researchers and activists, however, understand “evidence” as a way in which victimhood
can be both reified and fetishized (Avni 2006). Feldman (2004) suggests that human rights
frameworks and medicalized conceptions of trauma (both western creations) create
“museums of suffering” in which we all become witnesses and therefore distanced from
violent episodes.
While new technologies of course introduce new particulars to questions of
”evidence,” these questions do not rest entirely on the emergence of new media. These
concerns are not new to digital media or even the proliferation of technology that may, in
the hands of users, defy the sovereignty of nation-states. They rest, instead, in inherent
components of representation itself, an embodied relationship that is inherently
paradoxical.
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Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle (1983) begins with the statement that “The
spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social relation between people that is
mediated by images.” The tactics of human rights media hinge on visual presentation of
victim’s bodies tied to testimonial explanations of bodily harm. While these “images of
trauma” are part of our political economy (Kleinman 1997), and may produce moral
fatigue and political despair (Keenan 2004) they also activate an embodied “witnessing”
relationship.
As Yamin asserts:

As long as the misery of the poor in the global South is treated as an exotic
spectacle, disconnected from the policies and programs that create it, compassion
fatigue will seem inevitable; starving and suffering people will languish on
television screens forced to become ever more pathetic and dehumanized in order
to garner sympathy from those who flip through the world’s daily tragedies from
their sofas (2005: 1243).

Feldman (1994) suggests that through the visual prosthetic of witnessing bodies
become mass articles, especially when images of starving, diseased, dead and wounded
persons are pressed against the (television) screen. “With their bodies, which are present in
the territory but missing from its political representation, noncitizens manufacture new
conditions of visibility for impending catastrophe to be witnessed” (Azouley 2008: 67).
With the visual depiction of violence we are privy to electronically (technologically)
mediated images of suffering while simultaneously inured from the material consequences
of such suffering.

Pain and Complicity

As many scholars suggest, the camera lens that mediates between humans and the
world changes our ability to experience pain. The “realistic” capacity of photo and filmic
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technology made an easy marriage with the existent (Western) penchant to view pain,
suffering and violence. The camera and the audience de-humanize perception (especially
erotic perception) by reifying the human body (De Lauretis 1987). Be it hangings in the
public square, or war-side seats at the local battlefield, westerners have watched the death
and demise of fellow humans for centuries (Sontag 2004). This hobby transferred easily to
new visual technologies that make the suffering and death of human bodies all the more
accessible.
Photography and film introduced a type of spectatorship where we experience
bodies “not as they might daily be experienced, bodies as sensations of gravity, fatigue,
strength, pleasure, but bodies become weightless images, bodies dissected and
reconstructed by light and machine and fantasy” (Solnit 2004: 24; Buck Morss 2004). That
these practices are tied up in ideas of who deserves death or cruelty (or saving) and why is,
of course, crucial. In the pre-civil war American south, for example, photographs of
lynched black persons were popular (Sontag 1994). This iconography of suffering is not
new, and has long held sway in European art.
As Azouley (2008) points out, with the rise of the modern museum, simultaneous to
modern citizenship, the figure and image of Western women was sanctified (as well as the
bodies of non-western women objectified), while denied active political inclusion in the
larger nation state polity. Often, in nationalist and ethnic politics the feminine is permitted
to be an image, but women are not readily positioned as authors of national imagery, as
Partha Chatterjee (2001) elucidates in demonstrating the gendering of development/nationbuilding ideology. With photography, film, (and now the Internet,) bodies are displayed,
modified, scrutinized and objectified in new ways.
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Now war-like actions and reenactments (provided by television, toys and video
games to name a few) are such a part of our daily dramaturgy that to suggest potential
negative consequences of the over-saturation of violence is to declare oneself without a
sense of humor. These technological advances, like new visual experiences, have
insinuated themselves into daily life in such a way as to be virtually undetected.
With the visual depiction of violence, as Junger presaged in the 1930s, we are privy to
electronically (technologically) mediated images of suffering while simultaneously inured
from the material consequences of such suffering. Junger (1993a, 1993b) deftly connected
media to discipline, not simply in the potential propaganda of visual aesthetics, but in how
technology creates consent and is thus implicated in relationships of power. While we may
be absent from what we observe on the “screen,” we are nevertheless implicated in the
visual scene.
Buck Morss (2004) argues that many realties of modernity are not comprehended
as “raw experience.” Instead, reality is “seen” only with the help of the prosthetic organ of
the cinema. The visual determines what becomes historically “real” or “true” by creating
the “mass” audience as subject and witness. This process creates an anaesthetized body
complicit with what is projected on the screen. Thus the “cinematic prosthesis” does not
simply extend perception, but our participation with what is on the screen. This is
additionally disturbing when the visual subject matter is violent, and we are implicated in
a consensual relationship of witnessing and participating in the pain and suffering of other
people/other bodies.
Furthermore, the mass media with its universalizing capacities promotes sensory
stratification through the priority of visual realism and the afore-mentioned gendered and
racialized gaze (Feldman 1994). While we believe that the visual is transparent in its
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objective reflection of reality, it is actually “an apparatus of internal and external
perceptual colonization that disseminates and legitimizes particular sensory dispositions
over others within and beyond our public culture” (Feldman 1994). What he calls “visual
genealogy of witnessing ”places victims and witnesses into hierarchies of observation,
compulsory visibility and “non-reciprocal appropriation of the body in pain” (2004: 186).
The production of consent through mass-mediated technology raises critical
questions about viewers’ relationships to violence, especially in our current climate of
“global terrorism.” While many televisual and internet viewers are inured from the
corporeal realities of war and violence, photos and films are offered up as trophies of the
suffering of others—the photos of Abu Ghraib prisoners a potent example. In the United
States, this is exemplified by the creation of a Homeland Security apparatus that patrols
and delimits public space to rout out “terrorist” risk. This surveillance and policing
exacerbates a type of spectatorship in which the social suffering of “others” is commodified
(Kleinman 1997).
Feminist scholars of human rights dub this “cultures of security,” or textual and
visual strategies that the state and media use to promote fear of violence from the
“outside,” and protection from this violence as long as citizens comply with the
“ideological, political, and legal frames of regulation and control” (Hesford and Kozol
2005). These scholars urge for careful analysis of how “cultures of security” disrupt human
rights, and how human rights may work in tandem with state violence and surveillance.
As Hesford (2004) argues, the need to publicize violence and the costs of such
publicity create uneasy and uneven human rights advocacy. A crucial body of literature
examines the assumed transparency of human rights methodologies such as testimony
(Ross 2003, Feldman 1990, 1994, 2000, 2003, 2004) and media (McLagan 2003, 2005,
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Gregory 2005) and situates human rights within global structures of power (Harvey 2005,
Merry 2003, 2005, 2006). These scholars use the term “crisis of witnessing” to refer to
risks of representing trauma and violence and to question presuppositions of both legal and
dramatic realism that advocates to stand in for the “other” – that such identification risks
incorporating the “other” within the self. As Hesford asks:

To what extent do representations of human rights violations position viewers
rhetorically as ‘voyeurs of the suffering of others, tourists amid their landscapes of
anguish’ (Ignatieff 10)? To what extent does a flexible, mobile rhetoric of listening
reflect a generalizing of otherness, which depends, in Edward Said’s words, on a
‘flexible positional superiority’ (2004: 108)?

More than a question of the “authenticity” of “evidence”—whether it accurately
represents experiences of suffering—the presentation and reception of “evidence” is an
event in and of itself, or a process that evokes sensual response through the mutual
embodiment of violence. In other words, witnessing, be it visual or through other sensory
modalities, is an embodied relationship of intersubjectivity, one that relies on rhetorical
devices to fix subject positions (what Hesford (2004) calls, “rhetorical witnessing”).
Witnessing is not simply a question of spectatorship but one of embodiment, in
which a moral relationship is activated. Thus human rights “evidence” in and of itself need
not be violent, but speak in place of suffering and activate relationships to the structures
that they represent, in particular the transnational global human rights system and its
assumption of universal experience.

Closing Thoughts

It is apparent that the use of evidence in human rights varies, and is often a messy
and unclear process, one that togs between grounded reality and spectatorship. Ethical
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implications about these processes are under-explored and questions under-articulated.
NGOs, such as WIHRA, are caught between accountability to sister organizations and to
their witnessing public, which necessitates campaigns stories adapted to suit the needs of a
Northern media constituency. The challenges of internal accountability mount (Gregory
2005: 197). New audiovisual advocacy creates new scales of action in local, national, and
international contexts. In the case of WIHRA, their skillful deployment of images and
discourse draws from their position within transnational human right structures and in
relationship with the witnessing public they engender. The consequences of how they
represent Indigenous women are potentially vast and unknown. As Arvi (2005) points out,
the recording and dissemination of a human rights violation does not necessarily lead to
effective political or humanitarian action (Keenan 2001, Moeller 1999; Zelizer 1998).
While WIHRA is sophisticated enough to recognize its deliberate application of
such discourse so as to meet juridical and other needs, their processes of negotiation are
often obscured. As a result, “evidence” and the assessment of evidence do not present the
contradictions that are inherent in women’s location within various structures and from
which effective political action can be devised. The power of universal discourse operates
in the place of nation state particulars. This situation creates authority divorced from local
realities and creates a conflict in which the women WIHRA represents have little to no
authority over images or discourse that represent their lives. This happens despite the fact
that leaders and spokespersons may agree on using evidence to represent experiences
(even their own) knowing that such evidence may be selective or erroneous.
The success of human rights campaigns, however, still lie in the fact that evidence
is presumed to be “truth” and that the biography of experience, violent or otherwise, is
needed to corroborate universal human rights claims. As such, human rights evidence
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presents violence as an “episode” to overcome, to transcend through justice and legal
means.	
  Even if evidence is deemed successful in a humanitarian sense (and this alone
needs critical assessment) what are the consequences of this success? As Gregory suggests:
	
  
The immediate danger is that this reframed audiovisual imagery, testimony, and
accompanying messages can distort priorities, decontextualize complex local
situations, perpetuate stereotypes, and, in the cases of North–South relationships,
deform alliances. Ultimately, the risk is that responses generated by this material—
be it because of the saturation of the visual, the reframing of the material to fit an
agenda, or the emphasis on shame and guilt—can be counterproductive in
concrete ways on the ground, and neither sufficiently effective nor morally
palatable in the long term (2005 198).

Reframed evidence runs the risk of disconnection – of masking the larger
contextual conditions that give rise to human rights abuses in a particular location. In the
case of the following chapters on Belize, transnational indigenous “evidence” reveals little
about the context in which a local indigenous social movement struggles to address gender
violence. New research examines the tension that arises between the need to tell
transnational human rights stories—stories that are framed for international audiences with
little awareness of the local context and which function by inducing feelings of guilt or
shame—and the need to resist the “globalization of local images stripped of their meaning”
by keeping intact local voices in local contexts (Gregory 2005).
Frameworks of modernity, such as the global human rights system, permit certain
expression of embodied fear and violence while eliding, or silencing, others. They
frame—through images, actions, text, and discourse—particularized and specific
experiences into units that can be packaged and consumed within a modernist apparatus.
Conventional representational frames may deny access to gendered or otherwise silenced
experiences. The embodied character of violence is evaded, ignored, rewritten, reperformed for collective consumption (Feldman 1994). Prioritization of visual facts,
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juridical truth, and testimony supersede: “The event is not what happens. The event is that
which can be narrated.” (Feldman 1991: 14).
How evidence is produced and received is more than a question of moral fatigue
or objectifying violence, but one of sensual memory. The power of evidence comes from
need to document atrocities that otherwise remain hidden or are deliberately obscured or
covered up. Evidence, especially when used in advocacy, can change perceptions of local
conditions. When a transnational “witnessing public” consumes “exotic” images or
conceptions of indigenous women, for example, it may be more difficult for these
witnesses to understand indigenous women as persons with agency and a great deal of
variance within and between local contexts. And as the following chapters on Belize
reiterate, transnational “evidence,” in turn, shapes the kinds of identities that local
movements can claim in the international arena, in order to meet the expectations of this
“witnessing public.” Furthermore, while transnational human rights “evidence” may invoke
notions of “global citizenship” and universal equality, the entity that guarantees the
enforcement of human rights remains the nation-state.
Appadurai suggests technological phenomenon “confound theories that depend on
the continued salience of the nation-state as the key arbiter of social change” (1996: 174).
Held (1996) also asserts that while nation-state sovereignty still exists, it is compromised by
state participation in national, international, and transnational bodies, as well as
international laws that govern these bodies (outside of the nation-state). Furthermore,
state-sovereignty is challenged (or at least changed) by the enormous growth in
international non-governmental organizations (NGOs) that operate within nation-states
and, increasingly, form transnational relationships. This does not negate the importance of
the nation-state itself however, nor of local particulars (Mendez 2002).
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As I demonstrate in the following two chapters, rather than being rendered
irrelevant by globalization (Comaroff and Comaroff, 2001), the nation-state becomes a
critical site through which global economic and cultural flows are managed and deployed,
including human rights. In earlier years, Harvey (1989) and others suggested that financial
capital is now so powerful and mobile that it might seriously diminish the power of nations
and of nationalism as preeminent political forces. In fact, as nations enact global policies
within their borders, this shifts how nationalism is enacted. In the case of Belize, its
compliance with global structural adjustment policies, and thus to a required increase in
exports, has led to an increase of “development” (read resource extraction) on the lands
that Maya persons occupy in the southern part of the country. The local human rights
movement in southern Belize must mediate transnational partnerships to obtain human
rights protections as indigenous rights while simultaneously addressing how the nationstate uses human rights discourse itself to undermine the Maya movement (as explained in
the following chapters, the nation claims that the Maya Movement infringes on the human
rights of other Belizeans).
While globalization, with its transnational flows and networks, can weaken a sense
of national integrity, it can also lead to increased state-repression and violence in the name
of preserving national identity and cohesion (Mendez 2002; Ong 1999). In fact, the spread
of market ideologies has, in many instances like Belize, increased state level violence,
human rights abuses, and the use of human rights discourse to substantiate these actions.
When collective self-determination is pitted against national sovereignty, it may increases
risk of other rights violations and may even support them. Ong (1999) uses the term
“alternative modernities” to suggest a political re-envisioning of futures in Asia that
challenge Western domination. This term, I suggest, can also illuminate how human
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rights, both in discourse and practice, are imbued with imagining, meaning, and historical
significance much like that of the nation-state itself.
The transnationalization of human rights may create new avenues of advocacy for
social movements within nation-states. It also presents more work for local movements in
terms of “translation” as these local movements must make local experiences reflect this
discourse, or visa versa. However, as Sunder (2005) points out, non-Western feminists can
and do appropriate Western narratives of justice without being themselves merely tools of
Westernization. Women, and in this case non-governmental organizations, may choose to
strategically adopt universal claims of experience in order to gain international protections
while simultaneously articulating contrary ideas of suffering. What becomes important,
then, and the reason for the second half of this dissertation, is to understand how those
who use human rights discourse negotiate national, international and transnational
political and social contexts, and how both individuals and NGOs challenge and
accommodate the nation-state in the process.
This negotiation reiterates the crucial question: how do concerns for international
women’s human rights intersect, disrupt, or support national policies? Or, in Appadurai’s
(2006) query, what are the links between minorities (here indigenous women) within the
modern nation-state and the marginalization of the nation-state by the forces of
globalization? I argue, as he does, that indigenous women become a site for the nation
state to displace anxiety about its lack of potency in a larger globalized market context
and, in turn, the shame of failed nationalist project. This lack of nation-state potency plays
out on the bodies of indigenous women.
In these next two chapters, I examine indigenous rights in the context of the
development of national policies and politics in Belize, and indigenous gender rights
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within the construction of race, ethnicity, and conceptions of culture. In particular I
address the Maya Movement’s use of strategic cultural “essentialism” (Warren and Jackson
2003: 8) in the context of national policies and the national women’s movement. In doing
so, I continue to discuss how discourse produced at the global level elides the reality of
local situations, specifically women’s experiences with violence. This, again, raises
questions about efficacy and ethics of human rights in general.
Belize is also a productive context to consider how human rights may best serve
social justice capacities even as they may fall short fully representing women’s realities, as
well as the consequences as human rights are appropriated by the state asserting aggressive
national and international “development” actions. In the following chapters, I bring the
national rhetoric on indigenous people into a discussion of women’s rights; I dissect the
relationship between the political efficacy of transnational human rights discourses to
address violence against Indigenous women and nationalist framings of these same women
as symbolic markers. As in other chapters, I am interested in the consequence of using
human rights “evidence” to represent lived experiences.
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CHAPTER 4
MEDIATING THE NATION: BELIZE

Introduction: The Maya Rights Society, Punta Gorda, Belize

I hop off a mud-splattered and rickety bike and lean it against the wall of the Maya
Rights Society (MRS), an indigenous-led NGO in Punta Gorda, Belize. The Maya Rights
Society (a pseudonym) is one of several indigenous organizations that make up The Maya
Leaders Alliance (MLA) in Belize’s southern most Toledo District. The MLA was
constituted in 1999 from the former Toledo Maya Cultural Council “to defend Maya land
rights and promote development of the Maya people.”	
   Since the mid-1990s, a social
movement in the Toledo District—known as “the Maya Movement” in Belize—has
organized to obtain collective legal rights to land long held by indigenous Mopan and
Q’etchi’ communities.
The southern highway from Belize’s inland capital of Belmopan runs through the
Maya Mountains and citrus plantations to the largely Garifuna town of Dangriga, and from
here heads south for several hours through the tropical lowlands that run along the coast.
This road constructed within the last few decades and paved within the last year, ends,
finally, in Punta Gorda. The ride from Belize City through Belmopan and Dangriga and
south is dusty, bumpy, and exhausting and can take, on average, 6-8 hours. The Toledo
District, the most inaccessible to colonial administrators in Belize City, earned the
nickname “the forgotten district.” Punta Gorda’s relative inaccessibility contributes to its
continued perception as “far away” and “distant” to most Belizeans who live elsewhere in
the country. The southern highway, as it approaches Punta Gorda, makes a dramatic turn as
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the Caribbean Sea opens before it. The bus follows the coast and then turns into the few
streets that make up town. These main streets perch above the sea; below fishing boats dot
the wide vista of blue. Few tourists visit Punta Gorda, and if they do, their stop is a brief one
before they catch a boat to Guatemala, just visible across the Gulf of Honduras.
Southern Belize is home to 20,000 Q’eqchi’ and Mopan Maya people, many who
live in the 38 different villages that spread across the tropical forests of the Toledo District.
The area is largely without infrastructure, paved roads, public transportation, and health
care. Buses may run only once or twice a week from the town of Punta Gorda to these
villages, and many villagers only come into town on Saturday for the weekly market.
Other Belizeans, including Creole and Garifuna people, live in and around these villages
and in the larger “urban” area of Punta Gorda (known affectionately as “PG”). On the sea
and once largely a Garifuna fishing village, PG has grown in recent years to accommodate
Maya people who have moved in from the more remote villages, many into the
neighborhood known as “Indianville” where MRS is located. Many Maya people,
however, live in rural communities and farm, hunt, and fish in the forests; therefore access
to and ownership of land is a crucial concern to members of these communities.

The Court Case

In 2007 the Supreme Court of Belize affirmed the existence of Maya customary
land tenure in Toledo’s villages of Conejo and Santa Cruz, and the right of Maya
communities to collectively control their lands (Supreme Court of Belize, claim No. 366
2008). Chief Justice Conteh declared that residents of these two villages hold collective
and individual rights to the lands and resources that they have used and occupied, and this
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constitutes “property” as defined by the Belize Constitution. He ordered government to
officially demarcate Santa Cruz’s and Conejo’s title for those lands. This victory marked a
culmination of more than ten years’ struggle to promote indigenous culture and establish
an indigenous “moral community” in order to protect traditional lands from logging and,
more recently, oil drilling.
The decision was the first national level judgment rendered with reference to the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. According to Dr. S.
James Anaya, “This decision will be right away looked at internationally as an important
precedent. This is the first case in any domestic court, any court in the world, that’s gone
into the level of analysis on the international obligations of the country in regards to the
rights of indigenous people. And so it is a decision that will be looked at as an example of
how the international obligations of a country feed into its obligations under its own law.”
(News7 Belize). The attorney for the case, Antonette Moore, stated, “The government of
Belize will have to comply with what is both now domestic law and international law”
(News7 Belize).
This domestic case is firmly tethered to an international document and relies, in
part, on the transnational legal discourse of indigenous human rights to help substantiate
its ruling. While agreeing with the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People is nonbinding, Judge Conteh argued that the principles of general international law contained in
the declaration should be respected. Moreover, he noted, the Declaration was adopted by
an “overwhelming number” of states thus reflecting “the growing consensus and the
general principles of international law on indigenous peoples and their lands and
resources.” Conteh focused on Article 26-1 of the Declaration, which states: “Indigenous
peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally
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owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired” (UN Declaration on the Right of
Indigenous Peoples 2007).
This transnational tethering, however, produces its own set of local problems and
constraints for the Maya Movement, particularly evident in the contradictions between
indigenous rights and women’s rights in Belize, as it navigates national and global
neoliberal policies. Despite research that celebrates emergent transnational civil society
organizing, human rights do not easily or cleanly supplant the nation-state through global
reach and, like any discourse can be manipulated in the hands of variant users. And, as I
discuss below, human rights may operate as a way for state and local powers to reinforce
cultural and gender differentiation, and to reinforce what Hale (2005) calls “neoliberal
multiculturalism.” While globalization, with its transnational flows and networks, can
weaken a sense of national integrity, it can also lead to increased state-repression and
violence in the name of preserving national identity and cohesion (Ong 1999). As Gutman
(2001: xv) states, “Nationalism is the response to one human rights problem and the
creation of another because nations assume the authority to victimize individuals under the
guise of their right to self-determination.”
Belize does not have the ability to enact its own economic policy outside of global
requirements to its structural adjustment program (SAP); the compliance to these SAPs has
enacted new forms of nationalist repression and development aggression, further
documented below. As Appadurai (2006: 22) states, “Many states find themselves caught
between the need to perform dramas of national sovereignty and simultaneous feats of
openness calculated to invite the blessings of Western capital and the multilaterals.” The
state becomes a principal point of articulation between global forces and local actors, who
respond to the pressures and potentials of globalization, sometimes as willing
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collaborators, and other times in violent protest (Aretxaga 2003; Mendez 2002; Goldstein
2004).
When I arrived in PG and came to volunteer at the Maya Rights Society, I began to
examine how the local indigenous social movement, in which MRS is instrumental, deals
with gender violence in local communities. Coming from my experience in New York City,
I was interested in how women were involved in the land rights movement, and whether
addressing violence against women was part of the movement itself, or part of MRS
programming in general. Was the international discourse on indigenous women useful or
relevant to MRS? While at MRS, I explored how gender figures into MRS’s overall mission
to promote Maya culture and national level land rights. As well, I compared how the
indigenous movement’s conceptions of gender rights, and violence in indigenous
communities, compares with the perceptions and objectives of Belize’s national women’s
movement, and of the nation itself.
In the next chapter I expound the contradictions, tensions, and collaborations of
feminism and indigenous NGOs in Belize as they both interact with the transnational
system of human rights. These chapters, then, explore how conflated representations of
“culture” and “ethnicity” within Belize—as violence and oppression on one hand, as a
source of empowerment on the other—shape larger political and social human rights
agendas, particularly those of the women’s movement and the Maya movement.

Neoliberal Multiculturalism

The Maya movement, like other such movements, attempts to gain a foothold in
the tidal wave of aggressive development that nations are coerced into taking to comply
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with neoliberal economic stringencies. Like many others, this indigenous movement is in
response to the structural and symbolic violence endemic to the British colonial institution
and the post-colonial nationalist state. In other words, the Maya movement combats the
structures that marginalize indigenous people within the polity, as well as in response to
popular and internalized colonialist discourses that render the Maya as less developed, less
advanced, and bound in an infantile, timeless state.
The Maya Movement came out of indigenous mobilizations for human rights, land
reforms, education, and economic policies. Community land rights are given a
unanimously urgent and high priority in this agenda (Hale 2006). Yet, as in the case of
Belize and other countries, the only viable offer to support efforts toward demarcation and
titling of community lands usually comes from multilateral development organizations such
as the World Bank (Hale 2005)—the same organizations that are responsible, in structural
terms, for the economic devastation from which these communities suffer. As Hale (2006:
110) suggests and as discussed below, “The World Bank offers a Faustian bargain:
recognition of multicultural rights in return for endorsement, implicit or otherwise, of the
broader political project of neoliberalism.”
In her analysis of human rights and globalization, Brysck (2002: 3) defines human
rights as, “as set of universal claims to safeguard human dignity from illegitimate coercion,
typically enacted by state agents.” She classifies international dialogues on human rights
into three generations: 1) security rights; 2) social and economic rights; and 3) collective
rights. In Latin America, human rights have allowed Indigenous people to demand
collective rights and autonomy.
When the state adopts multicultural and indigenous rights discourses, however, this
may create subjects appropriate for the emerging neoliberal state (Hale 2005; Speed and
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Sierra 2005; Stephen 2005). Hale (2005) argues that collective rights, granted as
compensatory measures to “disadvantaged” cultural groups, may in fact integral part of
neoliberal ideology. Indigenous Self-Determination in Latin America (Warren and Jackson
2003) echoes similar concerns that the state has shifted from adversary to arbiter,
introducing a new set of problems for indigenous movements. Collective land rights
actually help advance the neoliberal model by rationalizing land tenure, reducing the
potential for chaos and conflict, and locking the community into a mindset that makes it
more difficult for expansive political alternatives to emerge. “Within different democratic
nation-states, the rise of the politics of multiculturalism and diaspora, and calls for
recognition of the claims of indigenous groups, have challenged conventional
understandings of the relationship of ethnicity and indigeneity to citizenship” (Schaffer and
Smith 2004: 6).
To the nation, “cultural difference” or the strategic cultural essentialism of the
Maya Movement threatens Belize’s identification as a safe-haven of cultural harmony and
democracy (and thus well primed for foreign investment). In a classic move, the
government has posited Indigenous rights to culture, and thus to collective land rights, as
inhibiting the human rights of other cultural groups in Belize. This idea of Belize, as
demonstrated below, finds roots in the colonial and post-colonial history of the nation.
History also impacts how the national women’s movement, which finds its origins in
activism against the colonial regime, identifies “culture” and its relationship to gender
violence. The national women’s movement, linked through transnational mobilization to
the global UN women’s movement, largely positions indigenous women as lacking in
modernity, and suggests that “culture” retards the progress of Maya women alongside other
ethnic groups in Belize.
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Perceptions of indigenous women in Belize are caught up in perceptions of
indigenous people in general, and in conceptions of race, culture, and ethnicity in the
population at large. The Maya Movement’s argument to assign political rights to
indigenous cultural difference is in part, ironic, because older notions of what it means to
be indigenous continue to circulate within the nation-state. These notions figure
predominantly in perceptions of the Maya Movement and the Supreme Court case, which
has caused, among other reactions, consternation throughout the country. As Shoman
(2010: 40) states,

The claim of the Toledo Maya to special rights as indigenous people and their
recent vindication in the courts has created a great deal of animosity among many
Belizeans, who still cling to what they have been taught involves being a nation,
where what is emphasized is individual rather than communal rights, and where no
distinction should be made as between ethnic groups: all are equal, all have equal
rights: one people, one nation. This policy has been adopted as part of a political
consensus of the state, and the Maya claims seem to directly violate it (2010: 40).

As discussed below, the government and some popular media represent the
movement to obtain rights to cultural difference as a threat to nationalism, including
Belize’s dispute with neighboring Guatemala over sovereignty. These responses are evident
in daily discourse, media, and social movement perceptions about “culture.” These
“cultures of security” (Hesford 2004) are, in turn, tied to the specific contours of the
Belizean nation-state, its development polices, and its colonial and post-colonial histories
of racial, ethnic, and gender exploitation. They also reflect interaction with post-colonial
paradigms of development and modernity, as well as more recent transnational feminist and
indigenous discourse.
The Maya Movement—and its efforts to address gender violence—negotiates all of
these conflicting perceptions. MRS, as a movement and an organization lead by a savvy
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Maya woman, must field differing perceptions of gender, culture, and nationalism (and
their very real consequences) in order to meet often-conflicting goals. In part, they do this
through creation of a “community of sentiment” comprised of local activists and
international supporters who support indigenous rights as an ethical or moral objective.
This involves the strategic and messy use of “culture” as a mobilizing technique, and shape
shifting, so to speak, as local organizing must address regional and international
representation of indigenous culture (Stephen 2005).
My research reveals how the Maya Movement projects itself into real time through
the production and performance of culture. And, how it struggles to address intimate
violence as part of structural violence, or as part of the conditions that shape local lives in
general. In contrast, I also discuss how the national women’s movement, loosely defined,
addresses domestic violence and the relationships between culture and women’s rights.
Women’s experiences reveal how gender relations render and distribute violence
unequally as well as how intimate violence is bound up in structures of survival . Research
documents an increase in intimate violence tied to structures of neoliberal violence
(Adelman 2000; Bourgois 2004; Davis 2006; Green 1995; Nagengast 1994; Salacio and
Adelman 2004). Large scale economic restructuring devastates the bodies of vulnerable
people. Structural violence, in this case, manifests in the marginalization of indigenous
women within Belize, and within their local communities. As Bourgois (2010: 39) sums,
“Neoliberalism is a pressure cooker for fomenting intimate violence.”
As prior chapters attest, Indigenous women—in general—often inhabit a
contradictory place in human rights discourse as embodiments of cultural or national
traditions and, simultaneously, as victims in need of saving. These framings need to be
understood in the context of efficacious and conflicted organizing of different global
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movements (such as New York City), as well organizing in local nation-state contexts (such
as Belize) In these chapters, I explore how this plays out in Belize, and in particular how
nationalist and feminist discourses in Belize shape human rights advocacy around
indigenous women. Here, again, I look at potential tensions between an indigenous-led
social movement and global women’s movement as negotiated by NGOs. These
negotiations, however, need to be understood in reference to changing notions of
race/ethnicity, gender, and culture in colonial and post-colonial contexts, and in our
current neoliberal era.

British Honduras: The Colonial Era

The ongoing struggle for indigenous land rights in the southern part of the country is
rooted in colonial political economy. This history reveals a complex picture of Maya
women, and of culture, race, and gender in general throughout the colonial and postcolonial eras. As Assad Shoman, nationalist and former government minister, states about
Belize:

Women, of course (and as a matter of course), were excluded both as members of
class and ethnic groupings and, systematically, as women…The conquest, the
genocide of the peoples of the Americas and the pillage of their resources carried
out by the Europeans was eminently a male enterprise…encouraged the European
men to view indigenous women as objects to be used not only for their own
gratification but also as vital objects for carrying out their project of domination
(1994: 10).

A Central American nation nestled on the Caribbean Sea, Belize shares a northern
border with Mexico while its western and southern regions border Guatemala. East from its
shores lies the largest barrier reef in the Western Hemisphere, and beyond the Caribbean.
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Belize is divided into six administrative districts: Corozal and Orange Walk Districts in the
north, Stann Creek and Toledo Districts in the south, the Belize District centrally located at
the eastern shore, and the Cayo District in the west.
As the former colony of British Honduras, Belize remains the only English-speaking
nation in Central America. Like many other countries, social inequality ravages Belize. An
estimated one third of the population lives in poverty (Belize Ministry of Health 2006).
Belize is a member of the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) and has received
monetary support from UNICEF, the Global Fund, and the United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPM) among other international agencies. As one of the 34 member countries of the
Organization of American States (OAS), Belize has ratified numerous international human
right instruments. In 2000, Belize signed the International Covenant on Economic, Social
and Cultural Rights, but has yet to formally ratify it (Moore 2007).
Since its political independence from Great Britain in 1981 major demographic
changes have challenged Belize’s former identity as an Afro-Caribbean (or Creole) country
(Moberg 1996). An economic crisis at the time of independence added to the already heavy
Creole migration to the United States (Straughan 2007). An influx of Spanish-speaking
“Mestizo” communities from other Central American countries, coupled with this Creole
emigration, is shifting the cultural, linguistic, and political landscape of the country. Now
with a total population of nearly 300,000, Belize has one of the lowest population densities
in the world, with an “extraordinarily rich ethnic and linguistic mix” (Price and Price 1995).
However, some historians suggest that these immigration shifts, rather than simply a recent
phenomenon, are ongoing and reflect the larger colonial history of the area (Stone 1994).
Within this context of an extremely diverse and fluid mosaic of ethnic groups in
Belize, there remains a popular image of Belize as a multicultural or pluralistic society. In
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an attempt to mitigate perceived dangers posed by ethnic differences, Belizean national
discourse on democracy emphasizes a love of peace and a high regard for democracy as
key values that characterize all true Belizeans and unify them across racial-ethnic lines.
(Medina 1997: 152). This discourse, necessary for foreign investment, fits well with its
increasing global identity as an eco-tourist destination— a tropical paradise with a
contented multi-ethnic population ripe for tourist dollars. However, this paradise image is
far from accurate (Moberg 1996).
As a member state of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) as well as the Central
American Integration System (SICA), Belize is integrated into both Caribbean and Central
American political and economic systems. Its unique position as both a Caribbean and
Central America entity reflects the tensions of both its colonial history as well as its
contemporary national identity. Belize lies within the perimeter of a pre-Columbian Maya
settlement area (Mesoamerica) that includes Mexico, Guatemala, and western portions of El
Salvador and Honduras. While both Spanish and British contingences vied for control of the
area, the British established dominance by the late 1700s in pursuit of mahogany. Stone
(1994: 44) suggests that British skirmishes with Spanish forces, indigenous Maya, and
enslaved African people conditioned the social ideology of Belize’s elite population that
continues to present-day. The imperial task was to civilize and control these subordinated
populations while simultaneously ascribing a public façade of racial harmony.

Conflating Ethnicity and Race

Prior to and during the colonial period, colonizers entertained the myth that land
was “empty” of indigenous communities (Bolland 1977). Spanish colonial records indicate
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a Maya presence during the colonization period, while the British recorded no contact
with Maya during the first century of colonization (Medina 1999). According to the Maya
Movement, a large population of Indigenous Maya, both Mopan and Q’etchi’, lived and
continue to live throughout the southern regions of Belize. Some historical accounts
contend that infectious diseases from Spanish colonizers decimated local Maya
populations, while other suggest that the Spanish forcibly removed Maya Chols from
southern Belize to the Guatemala highlands in response to their rejection of missionizing
efforts (Wilk 1991). Other evidence, however, indicates a continued Maya presence
(Bolland 1988; Shoman 1994; Stone 1994). All of these conflicting historical
interpretations play a hand in the land rights case.
As British mahogany extraction led colonists further into Belize’s interior, Maya
populations both resisted colonization and withdrew further inland away from colonial
incursion. Despite efforts to resist colonization, Maya people were increasingly
incorporated into the colonial state. The British established the Alcalde Jurisdiction Act in
1858 as a system of indirect rule. Under this system, people could seek permits to use
land through their village alcaldes, or leaders. Alcaldes already existed but changed in
accordance to colonialist policies, and, in turn, to the “needs” of land-holding timber
companies (Wainright 2008: 53).
The Crown Lands Ordinance of 1872 soon followed this Act, which created a
system of reservations for Maya and Garifuna communities, while simultaneously denying
them title to such land (Wainright 2008: 206). Garifuna people are descended from Carib
and Arawak people from the Lesser Antilles and Africans who escaped slavery. According
to the National Garifuna Council of Belize, around 1635 two Spanish ships carrying
Africans destined for slavery to the West Indies shipwrecked near St. Vincent. Survivors
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escaped and swam ashore where they settled and lived among indigenous Carib
communities. By 1750 the “Black Caribs” or Garifuna were the dominant population of St.
Vincent. In 1763 the British invaded the island trying to take over the land to plant
sugarcane. After resisting both French and British attempts at colonization, the British
forcibly removed Garifuna people from the island of St. Vincent and abandoned them on
the Bay Islands in the Gulf of Honduras. As a result of a series of migrations, there is now a
diaspora of Garifuna people along the Caribbean coast in Belize, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Honduras, and the island of Roatán (http://www.ngcbelize.org/index.php).
Colonialism meant extraction of wealth from the colony, which in Belize meant a
demand for low paid timber, chicle, citrus, and other agricultural workers. British colonists
originally brought enslaved African people to the area from Jamaica to harvest logwood,
and, later, mahogany, establishing a political economic institution with a prevailing
ideological legacy (Stone 1994; Moberg 1996). The institution of slavery in Belize reflects
the imperial struggle between Spain and Great Britain for authority in the region, which has
subsequently fed ongoing anti-Guatemalan sentiment (Britain’s imperial mission was
imbued with anti-Latin ideology rooted in 16th century conflict with Spain). Belize and
Guatemala still remain embroiled in an unresolved territorial dispute (Guatemala claims
that Belize is part of its territory) dating from colonial struggles for hegemony.
The slave trade was abolished in 1807 with legal emancipation following in 1838.
According to Stone (1994) Belize history is rife with individual and collective resistance to
slavery (including practicing obeah, drumming and dancing “gombay,” and escape into
maroon communities). The British hired mercenaries (African conscripts from West Indian
Regiments) to control the enslaved populace (with local enslaved women assigned to these
regiments as domestics and prostitutes). After emancipation, British authorities suppressed
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education in an effort to maintain a submissive labor force. Churches, however, began to
provide education thus establishing the dual system of church and state education still in
practice. Land ownership concentrated in hands of very few (the British Honduras
Company, Ltd and its successor Belize Estate and Produce Company is still a major
landholder). Colonial law explicitly inhibited the proliferation of small-scale independent
farmers and denied farmers title to land they occupied, cultivated, or developed.
In their ongoing need for human labor to serve the needs of capital, colonists also
brought East Indians to Belize as indentured laborers during the 1870s and 1880s, after their
contracts expired elsewhere in the Caribbean. East Indian people originally settled in
Orange Walk to work on sugar plantations owned by Belize Estate and Produce Company.
People from different parts of China first began to come to Belize at this same time and
often took highly exploited positions in the nascent sugar industry. Lebanese also
immigrated to the area often taking positions as chicle contractors (Shoman 1994).
When coastal logwood extraction declined due to the invention of synthetic dyes,
the more expensive and labor-intensive mahogany cutting opened up the forest interior to
laborers, including workers migrating from neighboring Latin America and Caribbean
countries. Creole communities from Belize City began to establish themselves along the
rivers, and later, along the Western highway. Mid-19th century, Yucatec Maya and mestizos
fleeing the Caste War in Mexico more than doubled the national population. At this time,
Orange Walk, begun as a logging camp, swelled with persons who, as Belizeans, are now
considered Mestizos. Maya refugees from the Caste Wars settled in the Yalbec Hills and
were under siege by the British until they were “incorporated,” often as Mestizos, into the
plantation economy (Bolland 1986).
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These migrations reinforced established a power dichotomy between Creole and
what become known as Maya-Mestizo populations, ostensively centered on the
contestation between African/British and Latin/Spanish influences and power (Moberg
1996). Despite significant numbers of different “cultural” groups, social and political power
largely concentrated in Creole communities in Belize City, as the epicenter of the colonial
elite. This helped to form the founding mythology of Belize as a nation-state of immigrant
groups that, over time, assimilate to the dominant Creole culture—as distinct from the
Mestizo dominance of Belize’s Central American neighbors (Medina 1999; Moberg 1996).
The official census category Mestizo refers to “mixed” indigenous American and
European ancestry. This characterization in Belize usually refers to anyone who speaks
Spanish or originates from a Spanish-speaking country, and therefore can indicate many
people with different histories. For example, the Mexican caste wars of the 1850s brought a
large Spanish speaking population from the Yucatan into northern Belize and onto the
island cayes. Now, Mestizo includes all persons who have immigrated from various nationstates in the past few decades, making Mestizo the dominant ethnic categorization
according the latest census.
As well, in the 1950s a group of Mennonite farmers immigrated to Belize from
Mexico and established various communities in Belize, including Spanish Lookout and
Barton Creek in Cayo. They brought cooperative agriculture and have their own schools,
churches, financial institutions, and health clinic. People from Hong Kong as well as
Taiwanese communities began to immigrate to Belize through the UDP economic
Citizenship Program. Long established East Indian, Lebanese, and Asian families live in
Toledo along with immigrants from the United States and Britain, among others.
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Throughout its history, race has been fundamental to social conflict and debate. As
Stone demonstrates, justification for slavery, labor, rules of property ownership, political
privilege and cultural status are all tied to ideologies of racial difference and hierarchy: “for
Belizeans, ethnicity and race are interpellated abstractions” (1994: 7). The result is that
“Popular ethnic categories designate essential racial features (skin shade, hair, facial form,
eye color) whose particular combinations constitute ideal physical types associated with
stereotyped material and behavioral (ethnic or cultural) referents” (1994: 7).
These racial stereotypes also play in out the gendered dichotomy of social activism.
Explained further below, many of the women activists that played a strategic part in anticolonial and nationalist movements upheld ideals of racial superiority and class values that
were part of the colonial administration itself.

Establishing A Cultural/Ethnic/Racial/Gender Hierarchy

Williams (1989) has argued that the demand to impose cultural homogeneity on a
heterogeneous populace is at the core of the nationalist project. This reflects the ideology of
nationhood in many plural societies in which one culture is held to represent national
identity while other ethnic groups are politically marginalized as “liabilities” to the nation
(Williams 1989). In part because the British favored them for civil service positions in the
waning days of colonialism, Creoles dominate the ranks of government (Bolland 1988:
201), creating the impression that power is wielded by and for Afro-Belizeans (Medina
1999). As a result, Belizean Mestizos and Maya often express resentment at their treatment
both by individual Creoles and by the state.
According to historical accounts, during the colonial era, Creoles—the descendants
of enslaved people from Africa and English colonists—developed Belize’s “culture”
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patterned after West Indian conventions in and around the capital of Belize City (Bolland
1988; Moberg 1996). The term Creole originally referred to persons of either English or
African descent born in the colony, but shifted to indicate mixed descent, and, later, to any
non-white native locally born. According to Stone (1994), this reflects a colonialist need to
situate locally born Creoles as closer to white colonists and in distinction from other
“incoming” ethnic groups. Thus the assumed superiority of “Creole” culture was born
(which also serves to diminish the real, material struggles of Creole people at the same
time), and the myth of “assimilation”: that other ethnic groups arrived in Belize after Creoles
and assimilated to their cultural dominance.
The assimilation of elite “Creole” categories into their ruling ideology fulfilled
colonists desire to appear as a “civilizing” force and is apparent in Belize’s founding
mythology, especially the Battle of St. George’s Caye of 1798. This battle is celebrated
yearly as the founding moment of the colony when British settlers and their slaves together
repelled the final Spanish attack on the settlement (this moment is captured in Belize’s flag).
The story now associated with this moment actually began 20 years later, in the wake of a
slave rebellion, when colonists were eager to defend themselves against accusations of
slave cruelty. The originally story magically converted to one in which loyal slaves helped
to save the settlement from Spanish tyranny. According to McPherson (2007: 16), “the
Battle of St. George’s Caye myth denied the middle class’s black material origins,
suppressed public recognition of its own racial hybridity, posited and unequal cross-race
fraternity, denied Maya claims to native authenticity, and demonized all things ‘Latin’.” All
of these suppressions continue into present conceptions of race and culture.
In actuality, the colony’s portrayal of racial tolerance came through elite (including
Creole) suppression of diverse expressions of African cultures (Stone 1994). This
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suppression muted the need for people of color to band together against the colonial regime
(the elite had no political reason to mobilize with enslaved people, but rather wished to
assert its Anglo affinity). The assimilation of Creole categories has lent itself to violent
enforcement of norms and values and the adoption of an official rendition of history as a
series of migrations and assimilation to Creole cultural standard, legitimizing assumptions of
Anglo racial and cultural superiority and hierarchical social structure (Stone 1994: 102).
“Hegemonic representations elicit tacit consent, if not unflinching collaboration, in a
general reproduction of the dominant order” (Stone 1994: 281).
Jesuit education which dominated since latter part of 19th century also encouraged
racial stereotypes and reproduced suspicion and mistrust between ethnic groups, a
phenomenon still intact today in Belize, and the Caribbean at large. Social domination
relied upon paradoxical denial of racial discrimination; the paradox is that colonial policy
propagated both racial and ethnic stereotypes to encourage “elite” rivalry, while sustaining
an ideology of racial egalitarianism that undercut possibilities of grassroots mobilizations on
basis of race or ethnicity (for black populations). This did not completely suppress activism
against colonialism, however, or gendered activism at large.
Post-colonial histories demonstrate that indigenous people, workers, women and
other subaltern people actively made and remade post-colonial nations. Women were
crucial to the creation of the Belizean nation-state despite their near invisibility in “official”
historical accounts. As Macpherson’s (2007) detailed archival and ethnographic history
makes clear, the making of modern Belize was a gendered process in which women of all
ethnic groups were actors. Buried in historical archives, this activism nevertheless
demonstrates the vital and variegated participation of women from Creole middle class
colonial reformers, to women in the male-oriented black power and nationalist movements,
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to contemporary activisms in its multiple forms.

Racial And Gendered Activism During Colonialism

In July 1919, Creole protestors initiated an anti-white, anti-colonialist riot in Belize
City. As veterans returned from World War I, the Creole working class was agitating for the
end of Crown colony rule. While other veterans and British sailors quelled the riot, social
unrest continued. Despite this, the colonial elite continued to hold political power in
Belize City and throughout the country. In response, the colonial state took on an
unprecedented social service role in 1930s in the midst of continuing labor unrest.
(Macpherson 2007: 282).
At this time, women’s participation in the labor force, both in formal and informal
capacities, was central to survival. Colonial reforms targeted working women and were
often maternalistic and paternalistic. Macpherson (2003b) suggests that these early social
reforms increased surveillance of poor people and pressured them to change their “habits”
without providing improved services or structures to alleviate poverty. The reforms “aimed
to remake working-class women as happy wives and mothers, and as grateful clients of
state services, particularly maternal and infant healthcare” (Macpherson 2007).
Macpherson (2003a) argues that the extension of the state services increased
surveillance of residents especially women, thus promoting the idea that individuals caused
their own suffering. Feeding programs, provided in support from UNICEF and the Red
Cross, for example, modeled “modern” behavior including the use of powered milk, but did
little to account for underlying social causation for illness. As with the social service system
in Britain and other commonwealth countries such as Canada (used as models in the
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development of health and welfare systems in Belize) the principles that underpinned the
system promoted clear notions of deserving and non-deserving citizens.
While reforms were meant to quell urban unrest, most working women found them
alienating. The Creole middle class sought legislative power within the colonial framework
rather than through nationalist alliance with the popular classes. Belizean Creole leaders
emphasized social respectability, an end to colonial dependency, and policies of “racial
uplift.” Some women enacted reform through involvement in the Universal Negro
Improvement Association (UNIA), formed by middle class, progressive Creoles. Marcus
Garvey established the UNIA in Jamaica as a pan-African movement for black liberation.
The Belizean UNIA was quite conservative and thus was able to acquire a level of
acceptance by Britain unmatched in any other colonized country (Macpherson 2003).
Reform, and progress according to UNIA philosophy, valorized a male-headed
nuclear household with a domestic mother and housewife, “while condemning single
motherhood, illegitimacy, female-headed households and interracial sex.” (Macpherson
2003). Needless to say, colonial reforms did not address existing inequalities based on
class, race, or gender nor did they aim to organize the poor to agitate for increased
structural equality, including labor protections. In fact, members of UNIA suppressed black
nationalist politics.
However, it is important to note that there were always people agitating for social
reform outside of this paradigm, For example, in 1922 a group of angry women, in reaction
to a lack of clean water, marched into the Government House grounds to take water from
the governor’s vats (Clarion, 11 May 1922, as discussed in Macpherson 2003). Such
grassroots social movements fueled anti-colonial efforts, including a struggle for women’s
suffrage. While the goal of colonial services was to make women submissive, it was
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possible to simultaneously foster a politicized citizen identity as working class women. For
years, women had been extracting much needed resources from the colonial state through
the Infant Welfare System, so did they demand that the colonial state provide for their
infants and children, even as women agitated for an end to colonial rule (Macpherson
2007: 193).
Rather than accepting view of themselves as passive users of state services, working
women in Belize came to think of social services as part of their citizen rights. Historical
accounts evidence the strong activism of Creole and Garifuna women in political
mobilizations against the colonial system. “By contrast, Mestizo and Maya women were
more securely contained within patriarchal households and communities, a factor that
compounded their disconnection from wage labor in rural Belize. Thus, popular political
consciousness was gendered differently in different working-class and semi-proletarianized
communities in the colony, and the politics of organized labor followed suit.” (Macpherson
2007: 21). Thus were dramatic differences between gendered activism in communities
such as urban Creole, and rural Maya.
In the 1950s, women used their new voting power to help elect nationalists who
moved forward an anti-colonialist, nationalist movement. The establishment of national
political parties, however, reflects the ongoing and constructed division between Creole
and Mestizo “cultures.” The anti-colonialist labor movement became one of the first
political parties, the People’s United Party, or PUP. PUP garnered support from rural Maya,
Mestizo, and Garifuna populations, as well as working class urban Creole people, partially
in support against Britain’s Caribbean orientation. In contrast, what became the United
Democratic Party adopted a rhetorical position as a haven of Creole power. In turn, UDP
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portrayed the PUP search for national (Central American) identity) as an attempt to
subjugate Creole people under Maya-Mestizo rule.
Ethnicity, like race and other categories is socially constructed, meaning that it is a
set of ideas about identity and relations that change over time and place. As with any
aspect of identity, ethnicity can be both constraining and liberating. The trouble arises
when categories are seen as “natural” or irrevocable, and when they are seen as
unchanging. As Bolland (1998) suggests, the shaping of categories of ethnicity are the
outcome of complex and multilayered political and ideological struggle. He suggests that
in the case of Belize, some of the factors that shape this development from the “outside”
include the cold war and relationships with the U.S., the emergence of Pan-African and
Black Power Movements, and Guatemala’s territorial claim.

Decolonization and Nationalism

While the Belizean nationalist movement gained the right to internal selfgovernance in 1964, Belize did not gain political independence from Great Britain until
1981 because of Guatemala’s (still unresolved) claim that the territory is actually part of
Guatemala. In response to this claim and to ongoing efforts to end colonial rule, Belizean
nationalist discourse focused on defending the homeland and territorial integrity of its
independent, sovereign state. Along with other former British colonial territories in the
Caribbean, Belize adopted the “Westminster Model” as its government system during the
lengthy decolonization period from the 1950s to 1981 (Nowottny 2008). During this time,
Belize’s cemented a two-party system. There is an often perceived ethnic divide in the two
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political parties: the People’s United Party is deemed a Central American party, while the
United Democratic Party has its historic roots in the Afro-Belizean population.
The People’s United Party (PUP) identified itself with the anti-colonial struggle from
its inception in the 1930s. Headed by George Price, PUP remained the populist party
until the 1970s. Differing stances on Central American immigration to Belize and
Guatemala’s claim continue to divide the parties, as much as their policies may now be
similar. Some scholars argue that the nationalist movement, and the PUP, finds roots in the
devaluation of the British Honduran dollar by the colonial government in 1949, which
dramatically increased poverty and labor organizing as a result (Grant 1976). Others site
the 1919 riots mentioned above, the decline in mahogany, and the global depression of
the 1930s as generating a labor movement from which the party took shape (Bolland
1998). The UDP formed from three other parties all involved in the struggle for
independence.
The nationalist struggle for independence in the 1960s and 70s formed around
instrumental players—Assad Shoman, Evan Hyde, and Said Musa (who later became prime
minister—who received educations in the United States and returned to Belize empowered
by civil rights struggle and Pan-African movements throughout the world
The nationalist Kriol saying “All a wi the one” (we are all one) promoted Belizean
identity as a sovereign nation: a nation independent and unique from both its colonial past
and contemporary nation-state neighbors. As George Price, Belize’s first leader as a selfgoverning polity, goaded Belizeans: “Do not say Creole, or Carib, or Mestizo… use the
expressions Afro-Belizean, Carib-Belizean or Maya-Belizean. Or better still, use only the
word Belizean.”
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The irony is that this movement is intrinsically linked symbolically through the use
(and some say appropriation) of indigenous identity and symbolism. Anti-colonial
nationalism claims as it goal the recovery of an authentic communal past. It assumes
colonized people share an original identity, which can be liberated or restored through the
rejection of colonialism. Nationalism in Belize, as in other places, links authenticity to
ideas of tradition rather than imitation, appropriation, or syncretism. As Medina puts it,

As a nationalist movement emerged in Belize during the 1950s, its leader sought to
produce the Belizean nation by producing Belizean history. Drawing on the 'Mayan
ruins' distributed across the Belizean landscape, he rooted the nation's origins in
ancient Mayan civilization. In an unusual move which reinforced the connection
between the emerging Belizean nation and the ancient Mayan polities of the same
territory, the government buildings in the new capital built in the 1970s were
designed and arranged to resemble an ancient Mayan plaza (1999: 50).

In Belize, nationalist efforts to reclaim a unique Belizean heritage were opposed by
some Creole leaders. As nationalist leaders extended Belizean history backwards in time by
claiming and incorporating the ancient Maya, some Creoles accused them of attempting to
“Mayanize” Belize:
The nationalists used the Maya in staking out their claims for nationhood as against
the colonial power; dozens of poems about this ‘Mayaland’ were churned out. The
architecture of the dead Maya was used to fashion the National Assembly, but the
living Maya have not been allowed to be architects in the fashioning of the nation.
The Maya as a people have been effectively excluded from having a deciding voice
in constructing Belizean Society (Shoman 1994: xvi).

In Anderson’s (1983) well-known conception of the rise of nationalism, colonial
states become national states, and nationalist imaginings are those of the colonial powers.
While he makes distinctions between newly emerging nation-states in the Americas and
the nation-states that emerged in Europe after the age of empire, he claims that in both
places nationalist movements began to read nationalism genealogically - as the expression
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of an historical tradition of serial continuity. This claim, however, suggests that all persons
within the nation-state subscribed to the same nationalist trajectory. What Anderson omits
are parallel identity movements and the fact that nation-states do not operate as a singular
mass. In Latin America for example, the social positioning of indigenous populations vis-àvis the nation-state was quite different from the elite who sought sovereignty from
European patronage.
Skurski (1996) in her work on Venezuela levels a critique at Anderson for
presenting the concept of the nation as inclusive and as capable of equally motivating
masses and elites to fight on its behalf. She declares that his simplicity ignores how the
Creole elite’s struggle for independence was inseparable from its efforts to resist both royal
and popular pressure for reform and to maintain control over land and labor. “Violent
conflicts over citizenship, including civil wars inflected by class and race and campaigns
to suppress indigenous peoples, rent Latin American republics during their independence
struggles and up to the end of the century” (1996: 274). Nationalism in Venezuela, as well
as Belize, does not carry a uniform subscription of meaning.
Anderson also disregards the foundational exclusion of women from his national
consciousness; he uncritically uses the term “fraternity” (associated with male bonding) as
an image of an inclusive and equalizing secular community. As a result, Skurski (1996)
argues, fraternity has become the emblem of cooperative association, with little attention
given to the historical exclusions that have shaped its development. She cites Mary Louise
Pratt’s (1991) argument that Anderson’s “community” approach reproduces certain
assumptions of liberal ideology, namely that he treats “communities” in an idealized
fashion as if they were finite, autonomous and homogeneous. In fact, as Anne McClintock
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sums (1996: 261) “No nation in the world grants women and men the same access to the
rights and resources of the nation-state.”
Women are typically constructed as the symbolic bearers of the nation, but are
denied direct access to national agency, “preeminently through the lack of franchise, but
more extensively in a complex repertoire of silencings and disabilities, which barred them
from property, education, profession and politics- all those opportunities that qualified men
for roles in the public sphere” (Eley and Suny 1996: 26). Despite exclusion from direct
action as national citizens (and perhaps because of this exclusion/lack of agency), women
have and continue to be subsumed symbolically into the nation body politic as its
boundary and metaphoric limit (Goldstein 2003; Olujic 1998).
As well, anxieties about the wellbeing of the nation often translate into politics
directed to and against women – especially in terms of biological reproduction and ideals
of the family. These often manifest in both social and legal regulation and control of
women’s bodies and sexuality (Ginsburg and Rapp 1995; Ginsburg and Tsing 1990, Martin
1992; Mendez 2002). This plays out as well in the routinization and normalization of
violence against women, in times of conflict but also during times of “peace” (Olujic 1998;
Schepher Hughes and Lock 1987).
Belize’s nationalist rhetoric, used in its struggle to wrest political independence from
Great Britain, places indigenous people, women, and the rural poor at the center of
national discussions. While the concept of the nation represents itself in abstract terms,
representations of national belonging “weave together images that promise collective unity
as well as collective exclusions and thus interlock, in Jameson’s (1981) terms, the utopian
and the ideological dimensions of national consciousness” (Skurski 1996: 375).
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However, as Nelson (1999: 170) points out about Guatemala, “The Mayan women
(mujer maya) is an important support for national, ethnic, and class identifications and for
the fashioning of both ladino and Mayan masculinities.” In the case of Belize, the Maya
woman (and women in general) also plays a strategic function in the fashioning of Creole,
or Afro-Caribbean identities. Black power gender dynamics, at least initially, denied
women’s political significance in the nation beyond bolstering black male identity.
Ironically, while this movement (in general and at first) politicized black masculinity as
naturally dominant over women, it promoted public discussion of domestic violence,
abortion and sexuality for the first time. In effect, it enabled the birth of Belizean feminism
in the 1970s (McPherson 2007: 27), which, as I discuss in the following chapter, rallied
around obtaining women’s rights and inclusion in the development of the Belizean nation.
As Skurski (1996) suggests, “While nationalism represents itself as an equalizing
project it is engendered by and constitutive of social hierarchies. It is tied to both practices
and representation of inequality such as gender hierarchy. Women produced in
permanent instability with respect to imagined community defined by their reproductive
capacity as mothers of the nation and imagined as dependent rather than sovereign.”
Duara (1996) reiterates that in order to understand national identity more fully it
needs to be studied in relation to other identities, or as part of the generalized category of
political identity. In this way we can see that the ambiguities, changeability and interplay
of national identity with other forms of identification can be as subversive of the nationstate as it is supportive. The nation-state is never able to eliminate alternative
constructions of the nation among old and new communities. For example, there is
scarcely a nation in the world where ethnic mobilization has not challenged the nationstate, as is the case with Belize.
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The way in which the nation is imagined, viewed, and voiced by different selfconscious groups can be very discordant, as is the case with indigenous and women
activists in Belize. That these sub-groups increasingly mediate outside of the nation-state
brings a whole other host of questions and concerns, both about the nature of nationalism
and of the position of the nation-state itself in late-capitalism. One thing for certain is that
nationalism and national identity are subject to constant moderation and reinvention in
reaction to new global formations. As Duara states:

National identities are unstable not only because they are susceptible to splits,
whether by alternative criteria of identity formation (for example religious rather
than language) or by the transference of loyalty to a subgroup (even where the
identity of this subgroup is new), but also because all good nationalisms have a
transnational vision (1996: 162, emphasis mine).

Transnational visions must be taken into account as important formations in late
capitalism (Ong 1997, 1999; Yang 1997); furthermore, they must be examined for the
practices and processes that bring them into being (Yang 1997), such as the increasing
proliferation of NGO and human rights networks. Furthermore, any analysis of the
subjective and imaginative must be linked to the economic and social (Ginsburg, AbuLughod, and Larkin 2002).
Belize’s nationalist folkloric multiculturalism claimed that ethnic identities were
non-political and simple celebrated “cultural diversity” as a national characteristic. This
nationalist discourse, for example, can still be seen in the referral of recent immigrants to
Belizean as “aliens” to Belizean cultural assimilation (Medina 1997). In this thinking,
privileging cultural or ethnic differences was seen (and continues to be in many ways,
including the struggle for indigenous land rights) as a threat to national unity.
Paradoxically, the government's rooting of the Belizean nation in ancient Maya cities has
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provided the grounds for Mopan and Q’etchi’ to identify and press claims as Maya or
indigenous persons under national and international law (Medina 1999).

Post-Colonial Policy and Discourse

Reagan’s presidential administration in the United States corresponded with Belize’s
nascent independence. At this time, the U.S. government targeted both the Caribbean
basin and Central America as areas of political investment and domination (in part as a way
to prevent, by force if necessary, the establishment of socialist governments in the area).
The U.S. became Belize’s primary trading “partner” and its main source of investment funds
through the USAID program. Reagan’s Caribbean Basin Initiative (CBI) defined
development as economic growth and expanded exports through US private enterprise
(Sutherland 1998).
Colonialism in Belize, largely based on resource extraction, left the country with no
industry or manufacturing base. Post-independence, in the 1980s, these USAID and
international loans constructed basic infrastructure such as the northern and western
highways, a new telecommunications system, and a new sewer system. As a consequence,
however, throughout its short national history, Belize has been saddled with unsustainably
high levels of national debt, political corruption, and trade imbalance. At the time of
independence, high oil prices, low sugar prices, and a recession in the world market
pushed Belize into bankruptcy and widened its deficit (Straughan 2007). In subsequent
years, the ratio of imports to exports has increased.
By the 1990s the economy was considerably weakened and the government had to
increase foreign borrowing to finance its investment projects. The IMF “suggested”
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structural adjustments in the economy including the reduction in the size of the
government. Like many countries worldwide compelled by IMF and World Bank loan
conditionality, the government embarked upon a Structural Adjustment Program (SAP)
which privatized many public assets including the port authority, the airport,
telecommunications, electricity, and water services (Straughan 2007). As well, and in
accordance with CARICOM free trade requirements, Belize reduced import tariff rates and
eliminated duties on imports, export taxes and gross receipt taxes. A 15% Value-AddedTax (VAT) was imposed on all sold items in order to compensate for the loss of revenue,
thus placing the economic burden of privatization on citizens.
Loan conditions and negotiation of payments of external debts have been the major
tools of political leverage used by lending institutions. Belizean development policies
reflect coercion from IMF conditionality as well as dominant global discourse. As part of its
SAP, the government began to implement export-led development of agricultural products
such as sugar, citrus and bananas. Neoliberal economic policies pressure governments to
comply with SAPs, and as a result, neoliberal discourse becomes incorporated into
everyday life, what Comaroff and Comaroff (2001) call the “culture of neoliberalism.”
The reality of Belize’s economic condition, however, makes it more difficult for
women than men to obtain employment outside of the home. Domestic production is still
dominated by the primary sector, which tends to have more male labor force participation.
This may be why women have higher unemployment rates and lower labor force
participation rates than men and are more likely to be unemployed for significantly longer
periods than men. This has changed somewhat in recent years with an increase in tourism
and jobs in the service-sector and pressure for women to take part in various development
schemes (Lundgren 1993). Women will often work outside of the home in the informal
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economy, selling food or lottery tickets, or providing other goods and services. Women are
also increasingly incorporated as cheap labor in the export-led economy.
In practice, both corruption and power have played important roles in leadership
and resource allocation. The United Democratic Party (UDP) won the General Elections
from the incumbent People’s United Party (PUP) in February 2008 and is the current ruling
party. Medina (1997) suggests that there is little substantive difference between the policies
of the two parties. When in power, both the UDP and the PUP pursue similar export-led
policies, key in the government’s “development” actions in southern Belize and which play
a major part in nationalist responses to the indigenous rights movement (Medina 1997).
Like most other countries, neoliberal economics has dramatically increased social
inequalities. An estimated one third of the population lives in poverty, (Ministry of Health
2006) with those living in the Toledo District (largely Maya communities) hardest hit.
As Belize adopted economic growth as measure of development through the
expansion of exports, the government rhetoric equated interests of investors with national
interests (Medina 1997). In order to attract foreign investors, Belize began to promote itself
as a stable democracy, with a peaceful and multi-ethnic population. What is important
here is that discourses of the nation and of democracy legitimize the government’s
development policies (Medina 1997). These policies involve controlling inflation, reducing
fiscal deficits, opening economies to international trade, increasing labour market
flexibility, and reducing direct government spending and service delivery in social policies
such as health policy (Muntaner, and Navarro 2001). High levels of debt severely restrict
economic growth, as repayment of loans consumes greater portions of national income
and leaves less for the provision of essential social services such as health care (Richardson
2007).
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In 2007, due to soaring levels of public debt, in accordance with the IMF, the InterAmerican Development Bank and the Caribbean Development Bank, Belize completed a
debt exchange program that allowed its foreign commercial creditors to convert debt into
bonds. The IMF suggests that, because of this action, the fiscal crisis in Belize to some
extent is temporarily redressed. The probability exists, however, that the subsequent
administration will inherit and pass on the responsibility for the legacy of debt
accumulated over previous decades to the next generation of political leaders and
constituents. Continued challenges are expected, yet the IMF is hailing Belize’s progress as
a significant step toward restoring the nation’s macroeconomic environment to a
sustainable level that promotes social progress. At the time of this study, public debt was
nearly 90% annual GDP (Richardson 2007).
Worldwide, indebted countries have implemented neoliberal policies and reforms
to stimulate economic growth with little concern for social consequences, especially for
women (Desai 2002). Privatization, essential to the neoliberal model, reduces the role of
the state and encourages governments to contract with the private sector to provide basic
services for the poor. (Smith-Nonini 1997). Often, profit in this arrangement rests only in
the private sector. Structural adjustment initiatives modify macroeconomic policies in
impoverished nations and intend to spur growth. In actuality, they increase poverty.
Overall, the downsizing of the state, and the deregulation of markets demanded by the
neoliberal development model, increases inequality. These conditions, however, are
advantageous “for corporate profits, for northern lenders and investors, for some
developing country elites and for the International Financial Institutions themselves”
(WHO 2005).
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Countless studies indicate that neoliberal globalization increases gender disparities,
differentiated in racial or ethnic groups and within specific national settings. These
components, however, are usually ignored when assessing the benefits or pitfalls of
globalization, which also ignore the sexual division of labor—both at home and in the
workplace (Bolles 2007). Neoliberal polices, in general, generate a racialized and
gendered global labor force, with women concentrated in low paying service sector work,
and in the informal labor market which lacks oversight or protection (Naples and Desai
2002). As well, there has been an overall increase in reliance on women’s unpaid labor
for services once provided through public programs (Anglin and Lamphere 2007). Belize
has seen a dramatic increase in women’s participation in low paying export production
jobs (Moberg 1996), based on the assumptions that gender workforces throughout the
world: women are seen to accept jobs unsuitable to men.
Neoliberal globalization results in an increase in “structural” violence (Farmer 1995,
2003) or “the violences of everyday life” (Scheper-Hughes 1992). The term structural
violence has been used to designate people who experience violence (and violation)
owing to extreme poverty (Kleinman 1997: 227). Farmer uses term structural violence as
“a broad rubric that includes as host of offenses against human dignity: extreme and
relative poverty, social inequalities ranging from racism to gender inequality, and the more
spectacular forms of violence that are uncontestedly human rights abuses, some of them
punishment for efforts to escape structural violence” (2003: 1).
Global neoliberal economic restructuring has meant further intensification and
rationalization of structural violence by realigning social relations to better meet the needs
of capital (Anglin 1998). Structural forms of violence render people socially and culturally
marginalized, deny opportunities for emotional and physical wellbeing, and expose people
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to assault, rape, and health hazards of sickness and death (Farmer 2001; Ginsburg and
Rapp 1995). Structural violence is engendered in such a way that it is both normalized and
accepted even though it is experienced as injustice or brutality at particular intersections of
race, ethnicity, class, nationality, gender, and age (Harrison 1995; Mullings 1995; Susser
1996; Williams 1992).
The poor are not only more likely to suffer, they are also more likely to have their
suffering silenced (Farmer 2003). Structural violence leads to intolerable living conditions,
discrimination in the housing market (Goode 2001) and “survival strategies,” like the drug
trade (Bourgeois 1996) or prostitution that may seem self-destructive to outsiders. Structural
violence entails an embodiment of violence when people can no longer afford basic
necessities. As Martin (1992) puts it, the female body is constantly under siege from state
and global influences. The differences of women’s experiences (both between men and
women, and between women) are largely ignored and undocumented in Belize; a trend in
keeping with its broader discourse on ethnic or cultural egalitarianism.

National Culture Policy Council

In 1993, the Belizean government appointed a “National Culture Policy Council”
to direct and promote a discourse of ethnicity among the general population (thus
continuing to conflating culture, ethnicity, and race). The Council began to pursue a
“pluralistic” policy whereby all groups must share and recognize one all-embracing
national identity (defined by citizenship), along with a compatible form of identity in one
of the Belizean ethnic groups (National Culture Policy 1993, page 2, as quoted in Medina
1999). The Council posits Belizean ethnic history as a series of distinct migrations to the
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territory, including Maya. Citing colonial era scholars, this history suggests that Maya in
southern Belize migrated to Belize from other areas because of the more “mild” British
rule.
According to this trajectory, first to arrive were Garifuna, then Maya refugees from
the Yucatan Peninsula as a result of the Caste War in Mexico, as well as Spanish and
Mestizo from Mexico. Then Q’etchi’ populations from Guatemala migrated to work on
coffee plantations; as well Mopan Maya from Guatemala, escaping labor regimes in Petén,
moved to the area. As Medina suggests, for each ethnic group, their arrival marks the point
in time when their history becomes intertwined with the history of Belize. Framed this
way, the historical development of Belize is reduced to the “mechanistic unfolding of
colonial capitalism, a natural result” (Wainright 2008: 43). Each population assimilated to
serve the needs of the colony. Importantly, all of Belizean society is described in terms of
race or ethnicity (conflated) with no discussion of class, gender or other factors that shape
identities.
As a result, Belize history rarely refers to the continued border crossings of Mexicans
and Guatemalans, migration from the Caribbean, or going migration of Garifuna between
Belize, Honduras, and Guatemala (Medina 1999: 143). History does note, with alarm, the
immigration of refugees from neighboring Central American countries. Such discourse
plays upon existing tensions between groups (historical tension between British and
Spanish influences and power) because of historical and economic circumstances, but
serves contemporary purposes, in this case to confound Maya claims to native status.
As part of its “multiculturalism” the government touts Belize's stable democracy,
offers tax and tariff concessions to investors, and attempts to hold down wages by refusing
to enforce or strengthen existing labor laws and by supporting the use of immigrant labor
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from Central America. Belize’s political independence also corresponded with a dramatic
influx of refugees from neighboring Guatemala, El Salvador, and Nicaragua as a result of
civil wars, political violence, and the intensification of poverty (due to Reaganomics and US
political invasions in the area). Many Central American immigrants settled throughout the
country (many ended up and continue to work in the citrus plantations in southern Belize in
low paid, unstable and non-unionized jobs). At this time, an estimated 30,000 refugees
entered Belize and are now primarily classified as Mestizo, but not as Belizean. A small
proportion of these immigrants were also thought to be Q’etchi’ Maya joining kin in rural
communities in the southern Toledo District (Palacio 1988:170).
According to in-depth research (Moberg1996, 1997; Medina 1997), the
“racialization” of immigrants and the impact of an export orientated, low wage employment
strategy (citrus plantations) has meant the demise of a Belizean, largely unionized labor
force and a heightening of racial tensions. Keeping workers suspicious of one another helps
to control attempts at labor solidarity. The People's United Party's 1989 campaign slogan of
“Belizeans First” appealed to these growing concerns about Central American immigration.
Xenophobia is part of Belize’s colonial legacy; polices toward refugees (particularly policies
of the PUP party in the late ‘80s) reflect the idea that immigrants must become assimilated.
Maya and Garifuna persons could not assume private land ownership, which put them in
direct competition with incoming refugees for employment and land. Refugees are now
charged with depriving citizens of their birthright.
These types of official discourses assign places in the nation based on contribution
to the nation. In many countries, for example, a “place” in the nation is based on a
discourse of deserving versus non-deserving; those who are not citizens are usually not
deserving of a place in the nation (although “non-citizens” often supply cheap labor to
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support the nation). Medina (1997) suggests that, in the case of Belize, the government
recognizes two different contributions to the nation: 1) ethnic contributions to “national
culture” and, 2) class contribution to “national development.” For this reason, the
government has extended “economic citizenship” to entrepreneurs, granting Belizean
passports to foreigners who invest at least BZ$50,000 in Belize (Medina 1997). While
citizenship is granted to investors, allegedly “alien” agricultural workers are neither invited
into the nation, nor seen to contribute to it, ironic considering that agro-industry has
stimulated economic growth.
Belizean discourse on democracy mitigates the dangers posed by ethnic differences
by emphasizing a love of peace and a high regard for democracy as key values that
characterize all true Belizeans and unify them across racial-ethnic lines. In practice, the
government assumes that to be Belizean is to be a citizen, and every Belizean belongs to an
ethnic group and can be labeled. The National Institute of Culture and History propagates
these categories and their assumptions of harmony. A recent exhibit at the Museum of
Belize in Belize City, for example, showcased a typical “natural history” type visual barrage
of ethnic groups complete with examples of clothing, food and products. Museum visitors
are given a mock Belizean passport, and colored thread. On its inside, the passports asks:
“Friends, student, teachers, anyone…to what ethnic group do you belong?” Depending on
their “category,” the visitor selects a colored piece of cord that represents your their identity
(Black/African=black cord, Caucasian=white, Chinese=orange, Creole=brown, East
Indian=purple, Maya=red…).
Obviously, classifications and categories may indeed be misleading as often
people’s choices and experiences transcend such limits. For example, in a study in Punta
Gorda with school children, a researcher discovered that many children belong to multiple
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ethnic categories, often speak of cultural practices in lieu of ethnic categories, and have
difficulty defining themselves in terms of government categories (Haug 1998).
Despite multicultural discourse to the contrary, racism and sexism continue to
proliferate within political and social norms. Contemporary Belizean nationalism continues
to conflate race, ethnicity, and culture. As Stone (1994) points out, “extensive racial mixing
has meant that ethnic categories assume primarily cultural and aesthetic meanings in
official and popular discourse. Yet the popular association of specific essentialized traits
with each ethnic category has codified reductive stereotypes that carry racially charged
undertones, especially as grounded in the history of slavery.” Now, people carry
stereotyped ideas of difference based on “cultural” preferences while not recognizing either
racial or ethnic discrimination.
Many Belizeans acknowledge the different experiences of ethnic groups through the
lens of other factors — such as socioeconomic status and rural location — to the point of
negating ethnicity. Discourse can masks differences and prejudices between people, in this
case the idea that all Belizeans are equal and equally valued as Belizeans. As Nagengast
(1994: 116) clarifies, “the state is not just a set of institutions staffed by bureaucrats who
serve public interest. It also incorporates cultural and political forms, representations,
discourse, practices and activities, and specific technologies and organizations of power
that, taken together, help to define public interest, establish meaning, and define and
naturalize available social identities.”
As one Belizean academic, Dr. Filiberto Penados, points out, a real concern
emerges from not acknowledging the differences in Belizean society in legislation and
policy (Curran and Uzwiak 2010). While ethnicity may be “constructed” it is nevertheless
real. In other words, very real differences exist in how people are treated in policy and law,
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and how law accommodates (and does not accommodate) ethnic, cultural, linguistic or
other differences. Hale (2005) describes this exact phenomenon as a shift from “cultural
pluralism” to “neoliberal multiculturalism.” The latter serves as a way for governments to
activate and maintain civil society through cultural difference. In Belize, people from
different ethnic groups are assumed to make different choices. In this case, presumed
cultural difference masks social inequalities at the structural level.
As discussed more in the following chapter, while the government strives to deny
native status to Maya communities in southern Belize, they are busy promoting the ecotourist potential of Maya communities as “exotic” others within the tropical paradise of
Belize. Here, Maya are presented as dioramas, as an embodied continuance of heritage
unspoiled by interaction with the nation-state (Castaneda 1996), and contemporary Maya
communities are associated with ancient Maya civilizations and ruins.

The Maya Movement in Toledo: Emplacing Indigenous Morality

As the most impoverished and rural district in Belize, Toledo has been a “testing
ground” for the government’s neoliberal “development” agenda and, in response, a site of
grassroots community organizing. As Belize embraced the neoliberal reforms discussed
above, the government began a vigorous search for new exports via resource extraction,
particularly fisheries, timber and agriculture. The Ministry of Natural Resources sold a
number of logging concessions in Toledo.
Maya leaders formed the Toledo Maya Cultural Council (TMCC) in 1978 and, as
part of its grassroots organizing, sought support from international organizations that
represent or work on behalf of indigenous peoples. For example, the TMCC became a
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member of the Central American Indigenous Council (CICA) and the Coordinadora
Regional de Pueblos Indigenas (CORPI). The TMCC (as well as the National Garifuna
Council) has also participated in the Indigenous Development Fund, and they have
received support from the Indian Law Resource Center in the U.S. (Medina 1999).
In doing so, the TMCC linked with a transnational movement that mobilizes
ethnicity in specific nation-state contexts to support international human right claims. For
the Maya Movement, this ethnic mobilization involves a deliberate application of “culture”
as uniting Maya people across time and into a homogenous community that bears rights as
an expression of shared, continuous values. As Medina (1999) points out, when Mopan
and Q’etchi’ representatives emphasized a generic Mayan ancestry—one substantiated by
geographic, pre-Columbian and architectural markings—their argument made use of what
Warren (1998) calls “strategic essentialism.”
This strategy reflects the emergence of what have been called “new social
movements” across Latin America (Alvarez 1998, Warren and Jackson 2002), which
foreground “cultural difference” as a mobilizing technique. Both the formation and struggle
for national sovereignty and for national level rights for specific groups within the nationstate have strong referents to “culture,” and, in turn, cultural difference. (Wilk 1995: 114)
suggests that emergence of an objectified national culture in Belize is an example of what
Friedman (1990) calls “the production of local difference on a global scale.” As discussed
below, this situation creates contestation between Belizean culture and Maya culture,
which, in turn, impacts notions about culture and gender. Werbner asserts that there are
two types of essentialism: one that silences through reification and the other that objectifies
for positive politics. The latter are rhetorical performances that construct moral and
aesthetic communities (Werbner 1997) as is the case with the Maya movement in Belize.
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At this time, “Indigeneity” emerged as a global discourse and strategy of
mobilization, exemplified by The United Nation’s Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
(formed during the International Decade of the World’s Indigenous People 1995-2004) and
transcontinental indigenous alliances (Collier 1999). Indigenous activism coagulated into
a transnational cultural political movement, the multiple and dense discursive practices
and trends that continually situate a legal politics of “Indigeneity” (Muhlenbach 2001).
Himpele (2008: xv) discussing this moment in Bolivia, describes this time as a transition
from “romantic: national images of indigenous nationalism to a spectacle of indigeneity.
As mentioned in prior chapters, by implication, all indigenous struggles for and about land
are always also struggles about identity and culture (Alvarez, Dagnino and Escobar 1998;
Martin Barbero 1993; Warren and Jackson 2002). At the UN level, indigenous delegates
use this relationship to territory to delineate indigenous moralities and philosophies, and to
evoke the notion of an indigenous "moral community" (Wilmer 1993:67). Delegates claim
that land, and the right to self-determination on and over land, is a moral right.
In many places in Latin America, indigenous activists have entered into electoral
politics to make specific claims to “native” status (Medina 1999). In accord with this
trajectory, grassroots leaders formed TMCC to develop a shared cultural identity as Maya
people, to mobilize to protect Q’etchi’ and Mopan culture and languages, as well as to
expand their shared land base. In 1988 the TMCC petitioned the Belizean government for
half a million acres of land to create a Maya “homeland” to replace the existing
“indigenous reserves” established during colonialism. These reserves allow Maya people to
use the land, but without title or ownership of this land. As part of its organizing campaign,
the TMCC emphasized “ancestry from the ancient Maya and identity with the people who
built the ancient ruins of Toledo” (Wilk 1991: 235).
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In 1995, leaders of the Maya movement brought a lawsuit before the Supreme Court
of Belize when the government granted a logging concession to a multinational firm to cut
timber in the Columbia River Forest, land that Maya communities use (Wainright 2008: 3).
The Belizean government granted this and other resource extraction contracts without
consulting people who live and hunted this land. In response to TMCC protest, the
government claimed that logging would benefit all the people of Belize, while ceasing
operations stood to benefit only Mayas.
The government countered TMCC’s claims in part by saying the claimants were
Mopan and Q’etchi’, not ancient Maya, and as such were immigrants to the country, just
like everyone else (Medina 1999: 151). In turn, the claimants should be treated like all
other Belizeans, and thus do not have ancestral rights to a homeland. The TMCC countered
with a claim to native status based on: 1) the existence of a culturally distinct community…
with historical origins that predate the effective exercise of sovereignty by the country or its
colonial precursor, and 2) customary or traditional land tenure or resource use that can be
identified as part of the cultural life of the community (Medina 1999: 152). This counter
claim echoes Indigenous place making that relies on an intrinsic and unadulterated
relationship with territory, and is a conscious practice of cultural essentialism.
Since the 1970s, Maya communities were already subject to “development”
schemes aimed at helping them incorporate into the economy, and to settle populations so
that they identify with property and the nation (Wainright 2008: 204). Through two such
projects, the Toledo Resource Development Project (TRDP) and the Toledo Small Farmer’s
Development Project (TSFDP), international development banks and spent roughly 5
million dollars on Toledo’s poor, rural communities to shift Maya’s from milpa maize
agriculture to “settled agriculture” (Wainright 2008: 202). These efforts were also part of
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the broader government project to have Maya identify with the then-emerging polity. The
projects failed and the Maya were blamed for the consequences of their failure (Wainright
2008: 210). The TSFDP was funded by an arm of the UN charged with financing
agricultural development (Wainright 2008: 217).
Maya leaders traveled to Washington DC to meet with the Indian Law Resource
Center. The lawsuit against government of Belize became an effort to win land rights under
the provisions of international indigenous rights law. When the national courts failed to act,
activists brought the case to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR).
The IACHR returned a favorable decision for the Maya communities in 2004.
In response to this lawsuit, the Belize government cancelled logging operations and
the Maya leaders were invited to assist in designing a new development scheme (state
funded with additional monies from regional development banks) aimed at increasing local
incomes. However, due in part to the mysterious death of the Maya Leader, Julian Cho, this
proposal was soon abandoned. In ensuing years, debt and poverty increased in the area
despite the fact that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights ruled in favor of
Maya land rights.
Juliana founded the Maya Rights Society in memory of Julian Cho and spearheads
the ongoing efforts to obtain compliance with the Inter-American Commission’s legal
ruling. MRS has only three staff members, all intimately involved in the Maya movement.
As the Director of MRS, Juliana works closely with local communities but in dialogue with
indigenous activism at regional and international levels. In 2005, MRS, in collaboration
with the village of Santa Cruz, started a process of building legal case for redress of
violations arising from the government’s failure to recognize and respect the indigenous
land rights of the Maya.
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As well, in 2006, MRS organized an event during the Prime Minister’s visit to
Toledo. Juliana worked with local farmers to stage a powerful presentation about the
failed development projects, the debt, and the larger land issues. The Prime Minister
promised to have the debts cancelled and the land returned. Activist Maya teachers then
convinced the government to allow them to take over the abandoned TDRP buildings, and
established The Maya Center a Maya high school discussed in the following chapter.
On October 18, 2007, the Supreme Court of Belize handed down its decision in the
case and affirmed the indigenous land rights of the Maya. Attorney Antoinette Moore,
representing the Maya, as well as “experts” on Belizean Maya culture, were able to prove
that Maya land rights derive from customary, historical land use practices. In concurrence
with United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, The Supreme Court
of Belize found that the government’s failure to protect indigenous rights amounted to a
violation of human rights. The Court then ordered the government to determine and
demarcate Maya lands in accordance with customary practices (Supreme Court of Belize,
claim No. 366 2008).
The government, however, failed to act on the 2007 ruling. In 2008, the Maya
Leaders Alliance filed a representative action on behalf of all the Maya communities of the
Toledo District. On June 28, 2010, Judge Conteh again ruled in favor of the claimants,
declaring that Maya customary land tenure exists in all the Maya villages of the Toledo
District, and gives rise to collective and individual property rights under sections 3(d) and
17 of the Belize Constitution. According to the final judgment, issued in June of 2010:

While the government issued a directive protecting lands in Toledo against
interference and indicated that it intends to create a framework for the demarcation
and registration of customary title, the government subsequently revoked that
directive, and specifically stated that “existing licenses, permits and concessions …
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shall be permitted to resume.” (vii) In the absence of such protective measures and
of any mechanism to identify and protect Maya customary title, the government,
and in particular the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment, continues to
issue and threaten to issue leases, grants, and concessions to lands – without
bothering to ascertain whether Maya customary rights may already exist on those
lands. The claimants justifiably fear that without affirmative recognition and
protection of their lands, their property, livelihoods, cultural integrity, health, and
lives are at risk. (Supreme Court of Belize, claim No. 366 2008/2010).

Expertise and Native Status
	
  
At this trial, convened in June of 2010, “expert” witnesses, in particular North
American anthropologists such as Richard Wilk provided testimony in support of continual
Maya occupation in the Toledo District. Debate focused on whether Maya living in
Toledo at the time of colonization, the Manche Ch’ol, are the same groups that live there
today. In argument, Belizeans Dr. Jaime Awe and Mr. Jose Cardona asserted “… the
original inhabitants of the Toledo District were Manche Ch’ol …(who) were forcibly
removed and wiped out from southern Belize by Spanish colonizers.” Lisa Grandia,
assistant Professor in Anthropology at Clarke University in Worcester, stated:
	
  
Externally imposed ethnic divisions such as those used by government in census
taking can be confusing to groups which have lived side by side for generations.
Throughout my research, Q’eqchi people repeatedly asked me if “Maya” (referring
to Mopan peoples, known as “Maya Mopan” in Belize or sometimes simply
“Maya”) were the same as Q’eqchi. Although the Mopan and Q’eqchi languages
are mutually unintelligible to native speakers, these groups nonetheless intermarry,
share agronomic and forest knowledge, and have maintained remarkably similar
village settlement patterns for generations (Supreme Court of Belize, claim No. 366
2008/10).

The use of “outside experts” while strategic, inadvertently reinforces that
indigenous people themselves are not experts on their own culture; rather anthropological
experts must attest to cultural validity Although Maya claims to “native” or indigenous
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identity are not usually disputed in Mesoamerica, in Belize they have been challenged, as
a number of groups compete to assert native status including both Creole and Garifuna
communities (Medina 1999). Indeed, Belizean Garifuna belong to Caribbean
Organization of Indigenous Peoples, which also includes the Caribs of St. Vincent. As
mentioned above, the popular history of Belize positions Mopan and Q’etchi’ as
immigrants to Belize like everyone else.
As a social movement, the Maya Movement puts forth notions of equality that
create resentment with other groups in Belize and contrast with the nationalist rhetoric that
all “cultures” in Belize have an equal claim to heritage. Claims to “native” status have
been read as claims to priority in competition over access to resources, jobs, and land
(competition which incorporates foreign investors as well). As part of its defense against
indigenous rights, the state has adopted the language of human rights, claiming that
granting Maya communities “special rights” threaten the very contours of Belizean
democracy. In 2003, Prime Minister Said Musa claimed, “The important thing is, I will not
preside over the balkanization of Belize! A homeland just for Garifuna, just for Creole; all
of Belize belongs to all of us. That’s the first principle.”
MRS must respond to these concerns in order to maintain the legitimacy of its
demands. As an editorial to the national newspaper Amandala states:
A legitimate question, then, is why the Maya and not other groups like the Garifuna
and Creole? Belize is a proudly a multi-racial country. There are many different
kinds of people with many different historical backgrounds and that is one of the
things that makes our country very special. I would like to emphasize that the Maya
are not in any way saying that other groups in Belize, such as the Garifuna, the
Creoles and others are not entitled to full protection of their rights. In fact, we
believe that if the Government is obligated to respect the rights of the Maya people,
it will ultimately take greater care to respect the rights of other groups too. In
contrast, if the Government is allowed to get away with violating the rights of the
Maya people, who is to say that the Government won’t start to think it can run over
the rights of all sectors of Belize society? (Amandala Newpaper
Novemeber 15, 2007).
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According to Medina (1999) this stance is also a response to Belize’s need to
defend its territorial sovereignty in its ongoing dispute with Guatemala. Indigenous politics
feed directly into nightmarish fantasies of balkanization, state disintegration, and
dismemberment. Feelings about the security of the national territory and borders are often
emotionally charged; as a result people are apt to support policies that reinforce border
regions or disputed territories, and also to support the use of force or violence to defend or
territory.
As Feldman (1994) makes clear in the case of Northern Ireland, the construction of
national identity often occurs through the circulation of images and discourse of violence
and exclusion. Feminist human rights scholars Hesford and Kozol (2005) dub this
discipline “cultures of security,” or textual and visual strategies that the state and media use
to promote fear of violence from the “outside,” and protection from this violence as long as
citizens comply with the “ideological, political, and legal frames of regulation and control”
(2005).
While, as Medina (1999) points out, Maya communities of Belize have not faced
violent uprisings such as those in Guatemala, indigenous organizing around identification
as Maya is fraught with violence inherent in opposing a nationalist discourse. The very
idea of separating a portion of territory from the rest of the homeland is like tearing an arm
from a body. By itself, the arm is of no value without the rest of the body. Anxieties about
the wellbeing of the nation often translate into politics directed to and against women.
The government response serves as a successful guise to cover up government
activity that has profit as its primary goal. As an editorial to Amandala opinioned:
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The former Prime Minister screamed “balkanization”, when our Maya citizens of
southern Belize tried to assert their rights over large tracts of land that they thought
was their own. And our present Prime Minister has claimed that a certain Maya
leader “wants to see the entirety of the Toledo District be placed under communal
Maya ownership without reference to other ethnic groups in the area.” We haven’t
encountered many Belizeans of other ethnic groups criticizing the Maya for their
stance. It would be interesting to put this matter to a referendum…If anything, the
Mayans may have succeeded in slowing Belize’s headlong rush down the path
towards becoming a “banana republic.” The “rest of us” might take this opportunity
that we have been given to learn some valuable lessons. The Mayans, long
stigmatized in some quarters as “simple people”, the poorest in Belize, have
managed so far to resist the kind of attempts to Balkanize them that have worked
all too easily on “the rest of us. (Amandala Newpaper
Novemeber 15, 2007).

MRS must reframe its struggle for land rights as one for equal rights against an
aggressive state bent on development at all costs; that indeed protecting land from
development aggression is not about separatism, but social justice at large. The
government has often accused the Mayas of Balkanization; MRA, however, makes it clear
that the right to land is not asking for separation or isolation but rather a cry for the Mayas
to be part and parcel of the development of Belize; a development that is meaningful,
sustainable and environmentally sound.
Hale (2005, 2006) suggests that to understand land rights struggles in Central
America today, we must come to terms with the contradictory policies and practices of
these institutions and, more broadly, with the menacing allure of “neoliberal
multiculturalism” which impacts the struggles for human rights in general. The adversaries
of indigenous land claims support a neoliberal economic development model that that
impoverishes major sectors of Belizean society, blocks the development of locally based
production, and promotes capitalist expansion in ways that threaten communities.
The scope and meaning of “cultural rights” become the focus of contention while
the outcome of struggles in this arena often remains ambiguous and highly contingent. The
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great efficacy of neoliberal multiculturalism resides in powerful actors’ ability to restructure
the arena of political contention, driving a wedge between cultural rights and the assertion
of the control over resources necessary for those rights to be realized. At the same time,
however, key transnational institutions within this neoliberal establishment—most notably
the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank—have been instrumental in
opening up the political space and providing funds in support of land claims by indigenous
communities. The Belize case follows, as Ramos (2002: 259) enunciates, the classic
pattern:

The nation-state violates indigenous human rights, Indians react, NGOS intervene
by submitting the case to international forums, international forums censure the
nation-state, and the nation-state takes measures to ease the pressure, cosmetic as
these pressures may be. Very often national and international public opinion
provides additional support in favor of the Indians. Frequently the international
agency in question is a development bank which sets conditions for loans pending a
given state’s assurances to treat its Indians better (Ramos 2002: 259).

As Appadurai (2006: 23) further suggests, this national bargaining leaves “the cultural field
as the main one in which fantasies of purity, authenticity, borders and security can be
enacted.” This is the field in which the struggle for indigenous women’s rights is mired.

Closing Thoughts: Globalization of Ethnicity and Gender

The Maya Movement, like many indigenous rights struggles within Latin America,
reflects complicated divisions of ethnicity, class, and gender within Belize. As in other
countries, Belize’s Pan-Maya movement used UN templates to secure claims of native
status as indigenous people with the nation, rather than an as ethnic minority. This
however, causes its own complications within the nation-state, which continues to
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emplace Maya as a distinct ethnic or cultural group.
The national discussion and contestation about indigenous rights contains national,
local, and state and global elements that contradict, compete, elide, and contradict one
another (Stephen 2005). It embodies schizophrenic contradictions (Ramos 2002) in which
the government promotes Maya “authenticity” while also attempting to incorporate Maya
people into the national economy. In Belize, like Mexico and other Latin American
countries, a social movement and ideology supporting the idea of indigenous autonomy
and self-determination coexists with polices that support privatization and individual
human rights (Hernandez-Castillo 2001a, 2001b; Sierra 2001, 2005; Speed 2003). Ideas
about what constitutes these rights are reconstructed on a continual basis (Speed and
Collier 2000; Speed and Sierra 2005; Stephen 2005). As I discuss in the following chapter,
an ongoing challenge exists between defending “collective rights without silencing other
subordinated voices, both individual and collective” (Sierra 2002: 13).
As with research in Mexico, the coexistence of these two strands exists in hybrid
forms at local, regional and national levels. As I discuss in the following chapter, this
includes a vibrant national women’s movement largely detached from the indigenous
rights movement in the southern part of the country. As many feminists have made us
aware, “agency” must be understood as activists sometime accommodate power as they
are restricted by social or economic constraints (Alvarez et al. 2003; Stephen 1997a,
1997b). In this instance, the history of the nation-state shapes both the women’s and
indigenous movements, as well as the contradictions of universal discourse as it disperses
in local contexts. This is particularly important for Indigenous women and local efforts to
address gender violence.
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There is a diversity of women’s experiences within historic and contemporary
activism in Belize that this brief outline could never divulge. Instead, the above sets up
some loose parameters that have come to shape the differing movements as they struggle
to address human rights in Belize. Together the women’s movement and the indigenous
movement are better understood as plural “globalizations” or “plural marginalizations”
(Gunewardena and Kingsolver 2007: 5) as activists in Belize straddle various social and
political borders and the strategies they use to exercise agency within the constraints they
encounter. A the following chapter attests, both movements and actors attempt to
challenge aspects of globalization as they take specific shape in Belize, and seek solidarity
with others who are engaged in similar processes.
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CHAPTER 5
MEDIATING CULTURE, GENDER, AND VIOLENCE

Introduction

As I step under the Maya Rights Society’s thatched roof to get out of the rain,
Juliana, the founder and director of MRS, tells me that her friend, a fellow Maya woman
who lives in town, is on her way over to speak with me. This woman, Evelina, is in a
domestic violence situation. We have spoken a few times before and Evelina is thinking
seriously of leaving her husband. Juliana wonders: will I speak with her again, and can we
talk with her to develop a safety plan of how she can best take her children with her when
she decides to leave? Evelina arrives and we pull up a few plastic chairs to talk under a
palm tree, away from the office and anyone who might stop by. She is nervous and
sweating, but determined. Unlike many women I spoke with in Punta Gorda, she has
some resources to leave her home, but she is scared. Some day, she feels, her husband
will find her, and punish her. We talk about how lethal he is, and what she can do to
protect herself.
Almost immediately after I arrived in PG and revealed that I had worked for many
years as a domestic violence counselor in the States, women began to talk with me about
experiences of violence, some current situations and some in past relationships. I do not,
however, detail these experiences below, as both McClusky (2001) and McClaurin (1996)
do in their research on women, gender, and violence in Belize. Both of these studies
discuss the conditions that shape women’s lives in Belize and demonstrate that gendered
violence is a dominant concern throughout the country. Instead, I focus on what these
experiences of intimate violence reveal about broader structures of marginalization, fear,
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and subjectification of indigenous people and women, and differing social justice tactics to
address these structures.
My interactions were most often with women who lived in PG or who traveled to
town from outlying villages, not with women who live in rural communities. I was not
able to gain “official” permission to talk to or interview women from male alcalde leaders
(there are no women alcalde leaders in Toledo), in part because this was not in the scope
of my research and because I was not in PG consistently enough to gain the type of
relationships that would have made such research possible.
While living in PG, I traveled often to both Belize City and the Cayo district to
interview and observe members of national women’s organizations and to speak with local
women activists. These fieldwork experiences helped me to: 1) contextualize the work of
MRS and the indigenous movement within various national histories and projects; 2) gain a
sense the history of gendered activism in the nation at large and; 3) explore how “culture”
figures into differing explanations of domestic violence. Below I discuss how these three
factors play into how MRS positions indigenous women’s rights, and the “cultural”
strategies they use to gain support to foreground these rights within the broad Maya
Movement. Specifically, I explore how MRS positions cultural essentialism in relation to
transnational indigenous discourse, national women’s rights discourse, and the discourse
of the global women’s movement.

Gender Rights and Indigenous Cultural Activism

Juliana founded the Maya Rights Society after she retuned from attending university
in the United States. She has become a leader in the Maya movement due to familial and
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historical legacies but also because of her demonstrated ability to “bridge” different social
movements and mobilize local community action. She showcases the political needs of the
communities she represents as a leader, while framing these struggles both in terms of
larger “social justice” concerns in Belize, and the “ethical” concerns of the transnational
Indigenous rights movement at large.
Juliana must negotiate linkages between different social movements, locally,
internationally, and personally. She says, “I am a young woman, but in this work, I have
accumulated vast experience and I have felt the cold reality of discrimination against both
women and against indigenous people.” In one conversation we had, Juliana related
several instances of sexual discrimination while in her position, not to mention the
constant need to prove her ability to lead a movement in a largely male-dominant
environment. As she stated in an address to the United Nations (paraphrased to protect
anonyminity): I a Maya woman from southern Belize, I bring a wealth of knowledge of
these communities, fluency in Q’echi’, and experience in mobilizing local residents.
However, this line of work for a Q’echi’ woman is not easy. It has been a challenge to
work with communities and governments who have little respect for women leadership.
Never before has a Maya woman directed an indigenous organization in Toledo, Belize
and so it is very new and men have a hard time accepting this change.
In response to her personal experiences, Juliana initiated a time to reflect on MRS
programs and the degree to which these were addressing gender concerns within the
broader indigenous movement. She made it clear that her commitment to such
programming came from her own struggles to gain and maintain legitimacy as a leader.
This struggle for legitimacy was not only local, but in interaction with transnational
indigenous leaders outside of Belize. Right before I arrived in PG in 2008, the MRS began a
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grant writing process to obtain funds for gender programming. In their analysis, one of the
major weaknesses of the movement – and a reason for many setbacks – is the lack of
substantial involvement of Maya women in the meetings and leadership of the movement.
Apart from the MRS, it is no exaggeration to say that Maya women have not been allowed
to become leaders and active participants in the movement, much to the detriment of the
Maya communities and their struggle. This effective exclusion has had a number of familiar
consequences: overconcentration of power in men’s hands and abuse of their authority;
disengagement of women from the movement; fragmentation of community leadership; and
more.
During my stay in PG, I assisted Juliana with writing material for these grants. MRS
was appealing to transnational funding from a global women’s human rights organization to
begin programming to train women to be leaders within the Maya Movement. This
experience turned out to be the near reversal of my position as a “ghost writer” in NYC, this
time “translating” local conditions into “evidence” to gain funding from the international
women’s movement, rather than translating the agenda of the international women’s
movement into document that could be useful to local indigenous social movements. Long
term goals of these grants include providing services and research to document and address
violence against women in these local Maya communities, and other economic and social
concerns that may hinder women’s political participation within the Maya Movement at
large.
As I discuss below, one grant to an international women’s funding organization
passed the first round; they, however, sent follow-up questions to MRS to better explicate
how “gender,” “culture” and “empowerment” figure into its proposed work with women,
as well as its existing relationships with national women’s groups. They wanted to know
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how, in other words, MRS successfully mobilizes “ethnicity” or “culture” in its work to
obtain collective rights, and work in conjunction with existing feminist structures?
Together, how can MRS and the existing women’s movement work to address domestic
violence in the country?

Women’s Rights and Development

I walk home from the MRS office through muddied streets past Coca-Cola and
Belikin beer signs and a bar advertising karaoke. Although it’s the dry season, rain falls
again, as it has nearly every day of the past week. On the outside of a stilted, pink house a
hand-painted sign in black paint states: “Jah rules” while a lengthy biblical passage scrawls
across the clapboard. School children in uniform call “Hello Miss” as I walk through the
neighborhood, and a girl carrying a plastic bucket offers to sell me panades, little fried
bean dumplings. Lost in thought, I cut through a path crossed with clotheslines and step
into the “Chinese shop,” an Asian-run convenience store packed with imported goods, to
pick up a few last minute snacks. A bleached-hair teenager runs the store and, ignoring
me, turns to speak Kriol to his friends.
That evening, Juliana asked me to help run an informal support meeting with
several Maya women she knows who are all in situations of intimate violence. While in
Belize City the prior day, I had mentioned to several friends who work at the NGO
Developing Women’s Empowerment DWA (a pseudonym) that Juliana was planning this
meeting in PG. I asked if they had any reading material about domestic violence law I
could use during the meeting. The Women’s Department, through international funding
from the UN, produces brochures on a range of topics, although none of them are
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translated into either Mopan or Q’etchi’. DWA works closely with the Women’s
Department; they packaged up a bundle of brochures and put them on the next overland
carrier flight to PG.
An umbrella organization of NGOs, DWA was established in the 1990s by a group
of women who were actively involved in addressing women’s issues, such as: teenage
pregnancy, family planning, economic empowerment, capacity building, and advocacy
activities with and on behalf of women. According to DWA, founding members were
loosely organized activists united by the common goal to advance women’s development
within the overall development of Belize. Having participated in both international and
national women’s development activities, the group saw the need for formal mechanisms
to strengthen local collaboration and networking.
McClurin (1996) points out that many local women’s groups in Belize owe their
existence to post-independence financial support from international agencies in support of
development strategies designed to integrate women both politically and socially into the
national fabric of the country: “The contemporary women’s groups in Belize thus owe their
origins not only to the traditions of volunteer, community-service oriented women’s groups
and women’s muted involvement in the nationalist and independence movements but also
in the globalization of women’s issues that occurred in the United Nations Decade for
Women and the emergence of women in development (WID) programs” (1996: 177).
Her claim, however, is only partially accurate. As McPherson’s (2009) detailed
research indicates, women’s involvement was “muted” only in historical accounts after the
fact. As mentioned in the prior chapter, different Belizean women were involved
strategically throughout colonial and post-colonial context and in ongoing struggles for
women’s rights. In fact, many NGOs cite a history of successful organizing at the national
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level and a legacy of visible and strong women activists throughout Belize’s history.
Known as “bembes” in the Kriol language, and “subers” in Garifuna, these women were
“vocal in their demands, taking up machetes, bats and walking loudly and bravely onto the
pages of history.” These terms immediately conjure in the minds of Belizeans a woman of
a certain stature and strength.
As the prior chapter mentions, class divisions between women due to colonialist
rendering of race impacted how women became activists. “The Bembe woman was laden
with middle class judgments about the poor woman’s sexual morality and worth. These
women, however, refused to be confined by middle class moralists, seeing themselves as
warriors, as nationalists; thus being a bembe, a suber, became part of their collective
consciousness” (WIN Belize, Nd). Class and race divisions, however, continue to have a
profound impact on local organizing around gender issues, and how local movements
interact (or don’t) with each other and with transnational organizing.
Alvarez (2000) points out that whereas many recent studies suggest that
contemporary international feminist activism largely has been propelled by a top-down
process through the outgrowth of the UN Women's Decade (1976-85) and the World
Summits of the 1990s, in the case of Latin America, the particularities of the regional and
national political contexts also impelled local movement actors to build transborder
connections from the bottom up. In Belize, activists were also involved in the birth of
Caribbean feminism and regional gender organizing.
The Belize Organisation for Women & Development, for example, was a founding
member of The Caribbean Association for Feminist Research and Action (CAFRA), an
autonomous umbrella organization formally funded in1985 at an all-day meeting in
Barbados of forty feminists and women activists from the region. CAFRA organizes around
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the belief that “The history of feminism in the Caribbean can be located in women’s
tradition of resistance during African-Caribbean enslavement, continuing through East
Indian and other bonded labour, and the women’s movements of the early 20th century
and the present” (N.d. The Caribbean Association for Feminist Research and Action).
Transnational and transregional organizing can have different effects on local
movement organizational dynamics and power relations, and can sometimes clash in local
movement arenas. This can have differential impacts on promoting desired policy
changes, but also can have distinct political consequences for activist discourses and
practices and for intramovement power relations with the nation-state. This is one way to
understand conflicts between women’s and indigenous rights movements in Belize as each
reaches to, and interacts with different dominant transnational discourse.
During the struggle for independence, the Belize Committee for Women in
Development (BCWAD), worked with the state to combat women’s oppression, although it
also challenged the assumption that women’s rights should not await independence or
economic development. BCWAD became the Belize Organization for Women in
Development, an increasingly working-class space that challenged the pattern of women
organizing within broader male-led movements.
Due to this activism and as part of its commitment to the United Nations Decade
for women, Belize set up a Women in Development Unit in 1979: its purpose was to
support and initiate efforts that would improve the situation of women and their integration
into the development process. As part of this “gender and development” model, The
Women’s Department has taken steps to mainstream gender into management positions,
conduct gender-based analysis of national budgets and promote the analysis of policies
within a gender framework. The Women’s Department states as its overarching goal: “The
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empowerment of women through education and training so that they uplift their status and
participate fully in the process of national development”
(www.humandevelopment.gov.bz).
The National Women’s Commission of Belize was established in 1982 to serve as
an advisory body to government on issues relating to women. Its establishment was part of
an overall effort of Government to meet a series of international commitments made to
improve the situation of the nation’s women and girls commencing in 1975 when Belize
participated in the First World Conference on Women. In 1990, Belize both signed and
ratified the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW). This international “Bill of Rights” for women set standards and principles for the
enjoyment of all civil, political, economic, cultural and social rights. The National
Women’s Commission is vested with the responsibility to advise Government for the
empowerment of women. The Director of the Women’s Department is an ex-officio
member of the Women’s Commission.
The National Gender Policy resulted from the country’s response to the 4th World
Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995. Several years following the conference, the
government of Belize, through the Women’s Department, organized a series of nationwide
consultations to provide feedback on the Beijing conference. The Belizean populace was
solicited for information on what they saw as the priority areas to be addressed in a
national plan of action towards gender equality and equity, and identified health,
education, violence, economic empowerment, and power and decision-making. A
national task force was established to develop the national plan of action. The policy, an
initiative of the Women’s Commission, sought to further legalize the plan.
What is important to this discussion is that Belize’s post-independence women-in-
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development model endorsed a discourse that defined women’s inequality as a result of
exclusion from the development process, with the goal of integrating women in existing
structures. This model, although later shifted to a “gender and development” goal, still
largely informs gendered activism in the country. An increasing number of women have
been appointed to senior positions in government and non-government advocates have
also increased efforts at the community level to promote and defend the rights of women in
the home and in the workplace. Since independence, however, no more that two women
at a time have been in the legislative branch of government. Typically, there is one
woman in the Cabinet and she is assigned to the Ministry of Human Services. In 2006, the
first woman was named as a justice of the Supreme Court (Moore 2007).
NGOs have also developed advocacy campaigns and mechanisms to report on the
country’s adherence to existing legislation. As part of these efforts, for example, WINBelize produced a NGO Shadow Report presented at the 39th session of the CEDAW
Committee and the United Nations in November of 2006. In addition to a general
evaluation of the implementation and realization of CEDAW, this report also includes
reflections on a number of critical issues of concern to women, including the equality,
development, and advancement of women. It critically assesses the status of Belizean
women in terms of selected areas of serious concern, such as: education, health, the
economy, decision-making, and violence against women (WIN-Belize 2007).
Partially a result of the “women in development” model of its inception, the
women’s rights movement operates in close circuit with the Ministry of Human
Development; both the Women’s Department and Commission on Women, in turn, work
closely with women’s organizations. Post-independence dozens of non-governmental
organizations proliferated, often to carry out to carry out specific development programs.
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In general, international agencies funded the advocacy campaigns of these organizations,
but by the early 1990s, funding began to decline and with it many of the activities of these
NGOs. The government then consolidated NGOs into three large umbrella organizations
and began to monitor their activities.
Alvarez (2000) suggests that in the 1990s, very different activist logic inspired Latin
American NGOs to pursue transnational linkages, coinciding with the UN’s declared intent
to promote greater NGO participation in the world summits of the 90s. The UN identified
NGOs and the intragovernment arena as potential venues for advancing women’s rights
locally, which in turn intensified involvement in international forums and fueled
transnational policy advocacy. In some cases, this involvement provided activists with
additional leverage to broker national compliance with international gender norms.
Belize responded to international and domestic pressures (from CARICOM
agreements) to grant more access to civil society in the governance processes, particularly
in areas of social and environmental policy. In 1999, the government established a broad
based Political Reform Commission to review Belize’s system of governance and develop
proposals for reform. This resulted in the legislature of an NGO Act in Belize in 2000, to
“enshrine the partnership and cooperation” between government and civil society
organizations. An NGO as defined by the Act “is a legal entity formed as a company
limited by guarantee under the Companies Act whose aims, nature and objects direct or
indirect, are consistent with the principles enshrined in the preamble to the Belize
Constitution and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and are designed to
contribute to sustainable human development in Belize”
(www.humandevelopment.gov.bz/?page_id=31).
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The government now includes civil society representatives on various Task Forces,
Councils, and Ad Hoc Committees around policy issues. For example, WIN-Belize sits on
the National Women’s Commission; while this permits NGOs direct access to channels of
advocacy (they sit at the highest levels of negotiation) it also largely influences their
policies, perspectives, and actions.

Domestic Violence

In collaboration with the global women’s movement, Belize’s women’s movement
presents domestic violence as an obstruction to women’s progress within the nation-state.
In it’s official presentation on domestic violence, the Women’s Department states:

“The primary objective of this day is to remember all women who have died
violently and the many thousands who continue to live with abuse; and to create
public awareness of violence against women and children and its impact on the
Belizean society. In response to UNIFEM’s call on International Women’s Day, 8
March 1999, the governments of the world passed a United Nations General
Assembly resolution, introduced by the Dominican Republic, that designated 25
November as the International Day to Eliminate Violence Against Women. In
doing so, they recognized the strength of a growing global movement to end a
tragic epidemic that devastates the lives of women and girls, fractures communities
and is a barrier to equality and development in every nation.”
(www.humandevelopment.gov.bz).

Belize celebrates 25 November as the Day Against Violence Against Women in honor of
three sisters from the Dominican Republic who were murdered by security forces of the
Trujillo dictatorship in 1960. Feminists throughout the region celebrate this day
simultaneously (Alvarez 2000: 36).
In March 2007, the Domestic Violence Act of 1992 was repealed and replaced
with the Domestic Violence Act 2007, the details of which remain virtually unknown to
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many women. Under this legislation, the definition of domestic violence was extended to
include physical, sexual, emotional, psychological, and financial abuse. The domestic
violence brochures that I mentioned above now define these different categories. These
brochures, produced in conjunction with the UNIFEM, are nearly identical to ones I have
seen in the United States.
Many residents remain unaware that they can seek legal protection while others are
skeptical that such protection would actually be achieved, or help them if achieved. Many
women I interviewed voice that corruption, male dominance in positions of power, and
lack of recognition of domestic violence as a crime, prevent many women from obtaining
protection orders, or following this legal model of retribution.
One NGO worker, for example, explains that women do not perceive of
“traditional” gendered relationship traits as constituting domestic violence:
Because a lot of women don’t think that if the man goes out and comes in late and
there is perfume on his clothes, that wife at home thinks he has been with another
woman and yet he comes in and want to have sex and forces her to have sex.
They don’t see that as being domestic violence. Women don’t perceive that as
such.

According an NGO CEDAW shadow report, police officers are minimally trained
to be sensitive to women in domestic violence and sexual abuse cases or situations. Often,
they do not respond in a timely manner, or do not respond at all. Lack of transportation or
other resources, and feelings of inadequacy in dealing with such situations also frequently
affect response time. Those responsible to assist persons in these situations are frustrated,
overworked, and unable to perform their tasks due to significant lack of training and
resources. One rural indigenous woman expressed the following:
There is tons of domestic violence here. I feel sometimes, where is the rights? I
know a poor lady; she was badly beaten. She went to the police. The man was
never put to jail. And the man didn’t never help her to feed the kids, nothing! I
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think he give money to the officer and he just kind of shuts up and that continues.
We have really a bad officer right now in the village, and I would really like to talk
to somebody for him to be transferred. Because after 2 or 3 years they get really
corrupt and that’s not good.

“If it is a high rank that does it, nothing is done to him. They just say in words that
they are going to, but they never, nothing is done,” she concluded. Many women spoke
about corruption in the police force and lack of confidentiality for domestic violence.
Often police will know both perpetrators and claimants and will not press charges or will
release those who have been charged. In many instances, those charged with protecting
the rights of women are not sensitive to the effects of crimes against women. This
sentiment was expressed not only about police officers, but also about others in the
judicial system (Curran and Uzwiak 2010).
Solutions for intimate violence are predicated on narrow definitions of violence
and on model of women leaving abusive situations, often impossible without mechanisms
of financial support. As McClusky (2001) points out in her study on gender in Belize, the
country is small and insular. When safety planning with Evalina (mentioned above) her
biggest concern was that, in planning to leave PG for Belize City, it was only a matter of
time before her husband would find her. She could not “hide” at her parents, either, as
after 15 years of marriage her leaving would be considered desertion. This model of
domestic violence is based on northern conceptions of domestic violence and on what
constitutes “empowerment;” in this case women leaving a situation of abuse.
And as another woman revealed:
I have a good friend, like three or four years ago I said to her, girl, you need to
leave that boy because that boy doesn’t love you. The other day I was really sad
because her hand was broken. He gave her a good beating for what reason I don’t
know. You know why, we woman we need to get empowered, not let those guys
take advantage of us.
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Another participant explained about women in violent situations: “Most of them [stay]
because they think that they can do nothing else to get money to feed the kids or
whatever.“ And another woman shared, “My ex-husband used to tell me, I know you can
do nothing because of this and this and this, you are a dumb duck and yeah, yeah, yeah. I
said, oh yeah? Give me a little break and I will show you! But the first time, when they
belittle you that way, it is hard to get up from the ground. It’s hard!”
“Empowerment” suggests that attainment of education will facilitate women’s
ability to protect and assert her rights as protected under law. Many women also express
the belief that with increased economic opportunities, gender roles may shift. A
participant shared, “Since women have opportunity under education it is getting a little bit
out of the old cycle. We are breaking a new cycle, which is good.” Another participant
spoke about actively changing gender roles: “The men, I am talking about my sons. I
taught them to wash, sweep, cook, which way back my mother would not even let my
brother’s sweep because they were not ladies. And that is not correct. They can’t even
dish out their food because they are not a girl.”
Another mother declared, “I have four girls here. I tell them you never let a man
dominate you. [You can’t] be like a little duck and no matter what they do to you, you
think that is okay. And that is what happens here in Belize. And I taught them…if you get
married you don’t get a slave: you get a wife! Because that in the future is going to help
you because your mama is not going to be with you all your life time…” Changing gender
roles also means encouraging women’s self-sufficiency. A traditional healer shared:

If you don’t have your backyard garden where you have your things and you don’t
have the money to buy it, you need an orange to eat, you need some good
lemonade, you need a good fertile egg to eat, and you don’t have it? You know
like little basic things? So I am trying to, when I talk to ladies, I am trying to tell
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them, you can do it! You can do it if you want but if you sit down and think that
you are not good for nothing, you make your own day.

Reports of domestic violence are on the rise in Belize and mainstream women’s
advocates, as well as the media, describe the incidence of cases as “pandemic.” When I
asked women’s advocates whether domestic violence has become more prevalent than in
times past, most responded negatively to this query and stated that, rather than more
prevalent, domestic violence is now more visible. This is due to many reasons including
increased documentation and tracking of cases, and services aimed at educating residents
about domestic violence.
This “visibility,” however, is not across the board and varies dramatically in
different districts. According to Women’s Department data, only a fraction of women in
Toledo district report cases of domestic violence to the magistrate’s court compared to
several hundred cases in the Cayo district, for example:
The domestic violence data, as well as the focus group discussions, reveal an
underreporting of domestic violence, primarily in the Southern region of the
country. Some women expressed that a lack of confidence in the ‘system’
prevented them from seeking the assistance of the police or the Family Court.
Additionally, some women were unaware of where to turn other than to the Police,
and what the procedure would be to seek assistance. Even those who went through
the system became frustrated at the time it took to see results, or worse, they lost
confidence in the system; consequently, in discussion with other women, they have
expressed their dissatisfaction causing other women to not seek assistance.
Responses to interview questions also revealed that in the opinion of the women,
the punishment for convicted perpetrators is lenient under the law, causing the
perception that it was a “joke” (WIN Belize 2007).

Advocates give many explanations for this disparity including the reluctance for
women to pursue legal protections through the Belize court system. These explanations
echo the vast amount of literature about domestic violence in the United States.
A national women’s movement NGO was “asked to determine whether those
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ultimately affected by Belize’s obligation to create, modify, and implement policies and
procedures, in conjunction with CEDAW requirements, are aware of the means at their
disposal to improve their lives and, or living conditions; as well as, to determine what
issues affect women in both the Urban and Rural areas of Belize” (WIN Belize 2007). This
report found, among other things, that many women, especially rural women, experience
high rates of poverty, unfavorable living conditions, lack of access to education, and lack
of adequate health care.
One women’s NGO staff member explained in a study on access to health care,
“There is no data pointing out that it [gender inequity] is more in this district or that, it is in
all districts, but they have different expressions. Undesirable outcomes because of gender
issues. In the south it may express as maternal deaths, and in the north it will express as
homicides due to domestic violence and both of them have a gender issue as an
underlying cause” (Curran and Uzwiak 2010).
“Gender and development” assumptions, however, remain part of the public
system (and have been there since its inception in colonial times) and do not account for
differences between women, or between men and women. These differences include age,
sexual preferences, religious or cultural practices, and economics. As another NGO
worker expressed, “I think when we look at the whole issue of gender, the fact that we
might say that women have different needs than men, but we have to go ask them further
that women of different ethnic groups, women in different stages in their lives need
different [health care] services” (Curran and Uzwiak 2010).
When asked about links, or perceived links between poverty and
disenfranchisement that underpin a “gender and development model,” a government
official stated:
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We would want to think it was areas with more poverty, but if you look at the
outcomes, that are telling us, or the stories that are telling us, how deep the gender
issues are, the differences in gender, it is across the board. You have the homicides
in domestic violence that is across the board. You have the young girls being
affected by HIV and that is across the board because we have relationships
between young girls and older men; it’s like a trans-generational transmission of the
virus: old men having sex with young girls (Curran and Uzwiak 2010).
In its CEDAW presentation to the United Nations, WIN-Belize stated, “Rural
women’s involvement in community development is still very minimal due to cultural
pressures. Moreover, the majority of the support systems, such as counseling centres,
micro-credit offices, the Belize Family Court, and health centres are all located primarily in
urban areas; leaving no, or, very little, support to rural women” (2007).
While women’s organizations have attempted a shift to incorporate power and
access to resources into its assessment of gender, a fine line exists between disaggregating
data based on differential access to resources, and reifying ethnic categories as a cause for
this differential access. Designated census-driven ethnic categories are insufficient and
inaccurate as an explanation of experience for many people. Reified categories of
ethnicity also mask the link between socioeconomics and lack of access to resources. In
other words, assumed “cultural” differences between women mask the very real structural
barriers that women may face as members of marginalized communities. At the same time,
citing “rural location” as a cause for inequity also masks that most women who live in rural
areas, in this instance the majority of people living in the Toledo District, are Maya.

Running the Domestic Violence Group

That night when we ran the small domestic violence support group, Juliana invited
Louise from the Toledo Women’s Department to attend. Louise showed a video that was
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produced for the Women’s Department to explain domestic violence. The video was
graphic; it showcased the testimony of domestic violence survivors who were visibly
wounded or scarred from physical beatings. One woman revealed scars across her head
where she was beaten with a bat. Another showed her hand where her abuser chopped off
her finger with a machete. Some of these women spent time in prison after they were
arrested for defending themselves from violence. Most of the women in the video lived in
Belize City and nearly are of them were Creole. While the video played, many women
looked away, became silent, or fiddled in their seats.
After her presentation, Louise spoke about the sheer impossibility of her job in
Toledo– planning and facilitating single handedly numerous of presentations to local
populations, most of them Maya communities. Nation-wide, the women’s department
was setting up these workshops in order to educate women about the somewhat recent
revisions to the national domestic violence law. In her attempt to hold local workshops in
various Maya communities, Louise was only able to get translators occasionally. Often
women were forbidden to attend these meetings, or if no translator were available, had
limited ability to interact with the material presented. According to the WIN Belize study:
A number of women shared similar experiences of receiving invitations to attend
their village meetings, but the men, their partners, did not feel that they belonged
so they did not attend the meetings. Similarly, persons going into the villages to
conduct women’s sessions indicated that men served as translators, thus making
the gathering uncomfortable for the presenters and the women participants (WINBelize 2007).

Limitations of domestic violence law and nascent forms of legal accountability for
perpetrators in Maya communities are largely understood as “cultural” obstacles.
The assumption is that with education about the legal system, women’s actions will and
should change, that, of course, the option of recourse through the legal system can serve
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all women once barriers are surmounted, and domestic violence is taken seriously as a
crime.
As women move into towns and in closer proximity to infrastructure, they may
begin to access the Magistrates court in situations of violence. And yet this is not an
attractive or even viable option for most women, Maya or otherwise, due to the corrupt
nature of the local police, lack of taking violence seriously as a crime, and the
predominant notions of acceptable gender relations. The above is not to downplay real
barriers that women face as female members of their communities and the expectations,
spiritual, mental and physical, that make up their daily lives as women. Again, as research
demonstrates, community norms such as early marriage, lack of schooling and views of
women’s behavior in relation to men all impact women’s choices, in general and in
situations of violence.
Louise echoed these concerns, and spoke to the group about “culture,” about
women not being able to attend her meetings without the permission of men.
Furthermore, some young women indicated that even when government and nongovernment agencies provided occasional training on various issues, the trainers would
speak in a language not readily understood by community inhabitants, especially in the
Mayan villages. Also, trainers expected that everyone had some level of literacy.
Consequently, the training was often unsuccessful.
According to WIN-Belize (2007), there are still some “cultural” influences/pressures
on young women (15 years old) to leave school and marry or to begin a family of their
own. Several young women indicated that even though they wanted to continue their
education, they were unable to so due to financial reasons or because their family fears
that they would become pregnant. In most cases, the father, even when he is also a
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student, is unaffected and not asked to leave school for any period of time, unlike the
female.
According to WIN BELIZE focus group data: “In many instances, particularly in
rural communities, traditional myths prevail over scientific information about how the
reproductive system operates. Culture and tradition have also influenced rural women’s
decision not to use contraceptives. This is still the case as was found in the focus group
discussions. Alarmingly, young women indicated that they were unaware of how to
become pregnant. Many women are still not empowered to resist any sexual
advancements from their partners” (WIN Belize 2007).
In the mainstream women’s movement, problems of indigenous women are
explained as a lack of participation in the nation-state and in economic sufficiency.
Looking at gender violence from development standpoint masks how structural violence
coagulates with intimate violence. It also sets development, or attainment of modernity,
as the goal of women’s rights. As Louise echoed in her explanation of poor attendance at
her workshops, Maya women are seen as reluctant to educate themselves due to barriers
inherent to their culture traditions, or in need of “development” to integrate themselves
into the national economy. As demonstrated below, these opinions are also apparent
within Maya communities and women’s development organizations.
MRS does not position “culture” as oppressing women, but as a potentially
grounding and liberating source of power, and as a way to combat government oppression.
This stance is in keeping with many transnational indigenous organizations and social
movements, and resonates with international advocacy efforts, including the shadow report
discussed in Part One of this dissertation. This stance, however, is largely in contrast with
how Belize as a nation-state—in general—positions indigenous culture in reference to its
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multicultural policies, as well as the wider women’s movement throughout the country,
both products of and in opposition to colonial policy and practice, nationalism, and social
reform.

Indigenous Rights and Gender

Emplacing Gender

The organizing of women in Belize also corresponds to the dramatic shifts of
indigenous activism in the 1960s and 1970s (Warren and Jackson 2003). Many groups
including the Maya in southern Belize, were making demand on the state to overcome
political marginalization and poverty at a time when nation-states were implementing
development projects at the expense of poor and indigenous populations (Ramos 2002).
The rise of indigenous discourse at the UN (and local movements) corresponds with: 1)
proliferation of subjects of political action, that is groups of people who develop affinities
based on common oppression or who have organized to pursue shared goals; and 2) the
rising acknowledgement that “these subjects themselves are multiply constituted—crosscut by internal divisions and inequities, held together by discourses of collective identity
that are manifestly partial, constructed, and contingent” (Hale 1996: 37).
In Latin America, human rights have allowed Indigenous people to demand
collective rights and autonomy. Indigenous Movements began to work with the 1989
International Labor Organization (ILO) Indigenous and Tribal Peoples Convention 169, and
UN templates to distinguish themselves as groups and communities. As in other places,
this action, however, demands the question of how these based on collective rights both as
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theory and legally, address the specific demands of indigenous women. At the heart of this
concern is the contradiction between indigenous and human rights, and, subsequently
between women’s rights and indigenous women’s rights in particular locales.
The contestation around claims to native status in Belize mentioned in the last
chapter has implications for the kinds of identities Mopan and Q’etchi’ strategically claim
in their struggle to obtain land rights (Medina 1999). Challenges to “nativeness” provide
additional impetus to organize across linguistic boundaries as Maya. Warren and Jackson
(2003) refer to this strategy as “essentialism” or the effort to unify across historic, linguistic,
and economic differences. As a mobilizing strategy “essentialism” entails creating
discourses and actions of common roots and historical pasts, including the use of “culture”
as an organizing principle. Like many such movements, the Maya Movement used
essentialism to establish cultural continuity in order to gain official access to resources and
land.
While a strategic part of the mobilization, this ethnic or cultural “continuity” reifies
idea of tradition frozen in time. Name suggests that a Pan-Mayan identity implies an
imagined thread leading back to a pre-Columbian past, to a culture that is “still”: the Maya
are “still” living in localized communities; the Maya “continue to inhabit the lowlands and
highlands of southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, El Salvador, and Honduras just as they
have for the past two thousand years.” “Still” scholarship highlights the randomized,
authentic and timeless “they,” representing enduring human values rather than unique
historical or contemporary significance (Wainright 2008).
Wainright (2008), taking inspiration from Casentanda’s (1996) extensive work with
communities in the Yucatan, explains “Maya culture” in Belize (and in general) as a
product of discursive (and I would argue visual) practices in which Maya alterity has been
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appropriated for use in Western constructions of what it means to be “civilized.” This is
evident in perceptions of Maya women in gender and feminist discourse on women in
Belize, from “mainstream” women’s movement as well as within Maya activism itself.
Colonial discourse and representation, and nationalist constructions about Maya continue
to produce the Maya as “others” (Said 1988). This is in keeping with postcolonial
skepticism of representational practices in general, and by speaking for others, contributing
to epistemic violence (Wainright 2008).
As Nelson (1999: 5) claims, the term “Maya” was not often used as a self-referent
until the 1980s, when indigenous activists redeployed the term to indicate a solidified panMayan identity. Hervik and Kahn (2006) argue that the Pan-Mayan movement (Fischer
and Brown, 1996; Warren, 1998), with its rhetoric of essentialism and its strategic denial of
difference, is firmly located within a “surrealistic” discourse, one that creates selves and
others for political, cultural and academic reasons. What they fail to mention is that while
“surrealistic” in any bounded or reified manner, these categorical referents, are socially
relevant. This, indeed, is precisely what this Belizean court case, the social movement that
generated it, and the differing responses within Maya communities and the nation at large
indicate.
Indigenous women have and continue to be subsumed symbolically into the nation
body politic as its boundary and metaphoric limit. As Belize history attests, indigenous
women are often constructed as the symbolic bearers of the nation, but are usually denied
direct access to national agency. Ironically, the Maya Movement, as it interacts with the
transnational indigenous movement, has relied on “traditional” and culture-bound
embodiment of Indigenous women. In the late 1990s, members of Maya villages in Toledo
and Stann Creek districts of Belize worked with geographers from the University of
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California, Berkeley to produce the Maya Atlas: Struggle to Preserve Maya Lands in
Southern Belize (TMCC and TAA 1997).
The atlas extends the objectification of the cultural practices of dwelling by
documenting their “emplacement” in great detail. As the authors explain, “As with other
counter-mapping projects, the Maya Atlas articulates an argument for indigenous rights to
a distinct cultural space in a way that would resound with a transnational audience”
(Wainwright 2008: 243). This is an example of mapping “indigenous morality” onto
territory in an effort to claim this territory as culturally significant (ad thus sacred under the
morality of indigenous human rights).
Wainwright questions how the Atlas represents Maya women, sex, and gender and
suggests that gender norms are apparent in the text through heteronormative descriptions
of family structure and marriage, excluding those unmarried, widowed or queer. Nor,
most important to the discussion here, “is there any mention of spousal abuse, arguably the
most prevalent mode of gender-based violence in southern Belize” (2008: 258). The
abjection of women and girls that sustains such violence, he argues, is especially evident
in photographs. He mentions one image in which a woman stands with her back to a wall
upon which hang woven belts for sale (suggesting that she is “restrained, sexually
available, and simultaneously other, “exotic.”). In this image, he reiterates, evidence of all
that the Altas requires of Maya women: affiliation with tradition, crafts and sexuality.
This “spatialization” of land claims assumes a gender dimension that eliminates
nuance of the sake of cohesion of indigenous identity. Through marking, the map represents
the larger community in such a way that women’s spaces are static and a territorial, while
men’s movement and work is celebrated. As Wainwright sums: (2008: 259) “If we recall
that the overarching reason for making the Atlas was to win land rights, we must ask: what
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is at stake in the scaling of ‘Maya land’ in terms of the men’s movements and production?
Is there any doubt that men would define and control the ‘Maya homeland’? Women’s
contributes to this spatialization center on their inherent “feminized nature,” and their
subsequent inherent connection with “Mother Nature,” and respect for “Mother Earth.”
Wainwright underscores how the Atlas not only reflects this symbolism, but
produces it. “Women are not simply excluded but are rather included in such as way as to
be marked off, separated, and silenced through representational practices that are neither
strictly ‘negative’ nor erasures (the absence of women altogether)” (2008: 257). Certain
characteristics that signify the Maya are emphasized while others are not, erased, or made
negative. This echoes the cover of the shadow report I discuss in the first half of this
dissertation. Maya women fulfill fantasy of the primitive.
More than representation, however, the specific way women were included in the
Atlas reflects their overall direct (leadership) involvement in the land rights case. As
Wainwright reveals, so-called women’s issues appear in the Atlas under the heading
“special topics”: “women are thereby included in a way that renders them voiceless: a
necessary point of departure, an abject marker of a ‘Maya tradition’ that they embody but
cannot speak of” (2008: 258). In the discussion and production of the Atlas, as well as the
larger movement at this time, women were rarely included outside of supportive roles to
male leaders. In fact, except for the cooking staff, all of the Maya people involved in
producing the Atlas were men.
The representation of Indigenous women as submissive bearers of culture and
tradition was evident in my multiple conversations with different people throughout the
country, especially with Belizeans who live elsewhere. Many have never visited Toledo
and express how “far,” “distant,” and “rural” the area can be. The ways in which Maya are
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imagined and categorized as Maya within the nation-state have consequences. Maya
people have been marginalized and discriminated against as this category. Filiberto
Penados, Belizean academic and member of the Maya Rights Society board, states:
Indigenous people are surrounded by assimilatory forces that destroy their sociocultural fabric- values, organizational capacity, knowledge and general confidence
in themselves. The very institutions and interventions such as the school, that are
aimed at helping are more often underpinned by a form of racism that construct IP
and “lacking” “backward,” “ignorant” these interventions and institutions assume a
‘civilizing’ agenda and end up becoming assimilatory and colonizing projects.
Indigenous youths are surrounded with negative messages about their own identity.
“The school, the media and other institutions which shape the perceptions of
young people have implicit discriminatory practices that erode any positive image
that youth may have about cultural background.

This can be considered “symbolic violence,” when social oppression and hierarchies are
seen as both naturalized and deserved. This concept of symbolic violence (Bourdieu
1991) occurs when the socially dominated come to believe that their status is legitimate
and accurate. As discussed below, part of MRS programming attempts to address and
work to eradicate this symbolic violence through its use of strategic cultural essentialism.
This strategic essentialism is in itself not static, but pliable, and mixed with other strategic
lines of argument (Warren and Jackson 2003).

The “Culture Conundrum”: Women and Development

This “symbolic violence” also figures into common perceptions of women’s role in
development and ability to access microfinance and gender development. For example,
until very recently, WIN-Belize had no interaction with the Maya Rights Society. They do,
however, with a local women’s development organization in PG called the Fajina Craft
Center of Belize, an organization of self-empowerment for the marketing and promotion of
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traditional Mayan Craft. Fajina Craft Center was organized in October 1995 by the leaders
of village women’s groups in order to work and sell their traditional crafts cooperatively
and to generate income for sustainable livelihood.
As Lundgren (1993: 367) assessed after researching women and “development” in
Belize, “income generating projects, supported by the government, various foreign
nongovernmental organizations, the U.S. Peace Corps and religious organizations,
however well meaning, run the risk of further proletarianizing women as they draw them
into various projects which may provide short term employment, but which have little
realistic chance of generating adequate income over the long term.”
Lundgren insists that we must look at this gender and development scheme in the
context of what she calls “commodification of ethnicity.” She states,
“women, most frequently Mayan or Garifuna, are being ‘taught’ their traditional
ways by foreigners or are encouraged to exaggerate or package their ‘culture’ so as
to make it into a commodity… the reinvention of ‘traditional’ craft making is being
used to mystify their experience of ethnic or ‘race’ based discrimination for both
themselves and those who want to buy a piece of their lost culture. Both buyer and
seller collude to create a false sense of shared experience and respect, which in
practical reality is a shared history of dominance and exploitation” (1993: 68).

In her opinion, women are left to sustain “development” from international NGOs
that have left the area, leaving unused infrastructure and a sense of failure; the result, “as
income-producing ventures fail and women feel increased pressure to participate in wage
labor activities, is the creation of a new, superexploited proletariat” (1993: 377). These
schemes do little to provide meaningful choices or to change negative perceptions of
indigenous culture. Of course Lundgren’s assertion echoes those of many scholars who
investigate the rise of tourism (and the branding of ethnicity in commercial enterprises in
general) in innumerable places throughout the world, in tandem with neoliberal discourse
and development policy that posit microenterprise as the solution in “backwards” places.
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In Toledo, for example, The Maya Village Homestay Network,

…encourages foreigners to visit traditional Maya villages by staying in the homes of
the Maya Indians. Guests can observe and actively participate in daily village life.
Tourists are connected with a Maya family that will provide meals, a hammock,
and involvement in daily lifestyle activities such as tortilla preparation, farming,
and land tilling. The program provides a hands-on experience of Maya life as it has
been lived for centuries in Belize. It is an adventure for that special independent
group of travelers desiring authentic contact with the people and culture of foreign
lands in a naturalist environment (www.southernbelize.com/homestays.html)

Far from merely an opportunity to see Maya culture up close, these homestays offer
mass mediated difference, with a promise of self-discovery, and also provide Maya families
with a slice of social activism:

The face-to-face contact inherent in the ‘Indigenous Experience’ would go a long
way towards improving cultural understanding between host and guest. Those
participating in such an experience would be blessed with a higher level of cultural
sensitivity. To establish a mutually enriching relationship between visitor and host
with due regard to their human rights and dignity
(www.southernbelize.com/homestays.html).

Furthermore, if you participate as a homestay “volunteer,” you will “ensure that
respect is shown for the religious, cultural, social environmental and physical traditions of
the indigenous people of Toledo.” Homestays offer visits to local craft cooperatives, and to
NGOs. Here, heritage can be consumed and experienced. When women participate in
development projects such as craft cooperatives, they fulfill national images as keepers of
culture, while commodifying heritage to meet economic needs. This “development”
echoes all too well the New York Times article I discuss in Chapter 3: the sale of culture
and empowerment through commerce. When people come to PG to buy belts and baskets,
they are also participating in visual tourism, a practice that WIHRA endorses through it’s
fundraising trips to “sister sites.”
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NGOs with development models form to the address marginalization of women
then often abandon them, leaving women to pursue their own inclusion in local economic
structures that often do not have the necessary resilience or resources. Both the Fajina Craft
Center in Belize (mentioned below) as well as local centers in various villages struggle to
stay afloat in the sporadic tourist traffic that trickles through the area. However, as my
research and a plethora of other studies indicate, people can appropriate and redirect
“development” narratives without sublimation (and in fact may continue to pursue
economic development projects as the only viable local alternative). Just as “culture” can
be used to provide an “authentic” experience or product for tourists in the area, it can be
cited as a cause of oppression within other circles.
In fact, within local Maya organizations in Toledo, “culture” is cited as both source
of empowerment and obstacle for women’s “development.” The Toledo Maya Women’s
Council, for example, like the Fajina Craft Center, was established in 1997 to support
income-generating activities including handicraft production and corn milling as
community, cultural activities. Their study, however, entitled “Enhancing Women’s
Participation in Local Governance,” funded by the Department for Internal Development
in 2005, cites culture as retarding women’s participation. TMWC held workshops with
village leaders and women’s group leaders with the goal of “promoting women’s
participation in local development processes by providing information on local
governance structure” (TMWC 2005). The study recognizes that women have minimal
representation and participation in decision-making at the community level. “It was
recognized that cultural barriers are major factors causing poor participation” (TMWC
2005).
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“Women do not bring problems to the alcalde or the chairman, it is just not our
culture. A woman talks to her husband and her husband brings it to the meeting if he
thinks it is important,” the report states. Women also identified the following “cultural”
obstacles to participation: fear of husband, shy to come out in public, jealous husband, if
husband arrives home before woman, then a dispute may arise, women do not have time
to attend meetings as they have too many responsibilities at home, women and men both
believe that a women’s role in only in the home, men do not tell women that there are
community meeting they will be attending, in order to attend a meeting, women have to
obtain permission from their husband (TMWC 2005).
“Women are considered inferior, they were not required to give their opinions or
anything especially when it came to injustices in the community. Most of the men require
that they speak only when given permission to do so” (TMWC 2005). Furthermore, “a lot
of their husbands are very jealous so they are not allowed to speak either directly or in the
presence of another man even in a group setting. One woman stated ‘we cannot dare act
like we know a little more than him, especially in public” (TMWC 2005).
The Toledo Maya Women’s Council has had, historically, a difficult time making
connections with MRS. According to Juliana, TMCC sees her work and involvement in the
land rights movements as “male.” In Juliana’s opinion, however, promoting craft
production as potential income generation is not enough to change entrenched gender
dynamics, especially given the time-relevant imperative of the indigenous movement at
large. Instead, in her opinion, Toledo needs programs that will increase women’s
participation in indigenous leadership. However, craft and income groups may provide
more than what might appear on the surface, and may give women a change to talk and
organize around pressing issues including violence.
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In either case, culture reveals itself as a slippery and elusive concept, one with
differing consequences in application. This speaks to the importance of how, “people
everywhere actively use their local cultural logics and social relations to incorporate,
revise, or resist the influence of seemingly distant political and economic forces” (Ginsburg
and Rapp 1995: 1). In this case, however, “consumption of culture” feeds into needs of
“exotic other.” Social relations are commodified when people and objects are exchanged
(hooks 1992), even if these take the form of images, performances and other exchanges or
enactments. These, however, as Kahn sums (2006: 72) are often gained through the visual
politics of sight: “it ranges from tourists snapping photos and ethnographers envisioning
culture to colonial powers erasing difference, displacing people, raping women, torturing
bodies, and appropriating native cultures (Rorty 1996).”

Ethnic or Cultural Evidence

Consumption and production are also about power and choice (Strathern 1991).
Maya people themselves, of course, are not static despite representations that may render
them so, and interact in contradictory ways with discourse and images, as do all people.
As well, in this case, indigenous women, through links to transnational structures, exist
both inside and outside the temporality of the state, which allows us to understand local
political consciousness as being both tied to the discursive contours of nation-state while
not being fully contained within them.
People are not merely subjects or objects, but interact in webs of action and
meaning. Once, in a conversation with a Creole woman in Belize City, she expressed
surprise and pleasure that an outspoken Maya woman was now a leader in the indigenous
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rights movement. Juliana is often in the media, on the news and radio, and writing
editorials. She proves both a visual and auditory embodied representation that counters
presumptions about indigenous women and culture. To MRS, culture, as pride in tradition,
can coexist with a dynamic social movement strategy.
As Juliana stated at 5th Session of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues at
the United Nations, (paraphrased to protect anonyminity): It is my firm belief that the
continued existence of indigenous peoples is closely linked to their ability to influence
their own fate and to live in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social institutions
and legal systems. Maya communities in Belize are under tremendous pressure to
change…Right now, it is crucial for villagers to understand their heritage, their rights under
the lawsuit, the opportunities available to them.
For more than 20 years, anthropologists have recognized culture as a site of
contested debate (Appadurai and Breckenridge 1988) and a way to call into question
assumed ethnic, gender, or other identities. As Turner (1993) argued, culture has in this
context become a means for groups to mobilize themselves in quests for equality and
social justice. In international law and politics, the political possibilities emerging from
affirmations of culture must increasingly be taken seriously in that “those who can make
the strongest claims to possessing a culture are more internationally empowered to protest
local injustices” (Coombe 1999:16). As Himpele (2008: xvi) asserts “Activists who have
taken up anthropology’s defining category of culture in these terms assert the vital stakes in
representing their identities and their struggles to defend and empower specific modes of
collective cultural life.”
The Maya Movement politicizes “culture” and heritage in order to make culture part
of its social movement mobilization. This is done largely through cultural organizing, the
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creation of cultural “evidence”, and the performance of cultural memory. Below I briefly
discuss several examples of how MRS uses cultural essentialism to address gender rights
and violence in the lives of indigenous women through three of their campaign objectives:
heritage, education, and youth. The first example uses culture to address transnational
indigenous discourse, the second national-level discourse, and the third, global women’s
discourse.
As Ginsburg (1994) asserts, representational media needs to be seen as
“culture/media” because it is often used to serve the specific cultural goals and practices of
the groups who use them. Clearly, indigenous delegates have voiced their claims with the
awareness that culture “has become a source of values that can be converted into political
assets, both internally as bases of group solidarity and mobilization, and externally as
claims on the support of other social groups, governments, and public opinion all over the
globe” (Turner 1993:424).
Vast literature addresses the tension between the agency of social actors, and the
constraint within which they operate (Appadurai 1990, Glick Schiller et al 1992, Hannerz
1996); how people create and disseminate identities (Gel 1998; Ginsburg 1991, 1993,
1994, 1997) and as part of struggles for social justice. As with the examples below,
cultural production can increase solidarity within a group of people. Production can also
become a site of ideological and political struggle as differing notions of culture interact
with dominant norms, and policies of social exclusion (Alvarez 1998, Fox and Starn 1997;
Hale 1996; Warren 1998). Historical circumstances limit and create possibilities of
cultural essentialism.
Gender rights, indigenous law, and tropes of human rights and autonomy are being
appropriated by indigenous organizations as central elements of their own claims and as
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referents for determining their particular demands. “Within organizations, such
appropriation tends to select among traditions and to lead to idealized constructions of
past customs as referents to think about present practices. These essentialist discourses are
elaborated by indigenous or mestizo intellectuals in order to strengthen identity processes
and help indigenous people build their own imagined communities as a way of contesting
the hegemonic vision of the state” (Sierra 78).

Part of the success of catapulting the Indian issue into the realm of international
law is due to the cracks in the very construction of modern Western ideology. If, on
the one hand, the humanist quest for universalism had come to be the hegemonic
idiom in which human rights are expressed everywhere regardless of cultural
differences, on the other hand, universalism coexists with the equally humanist
quest for relativism, according to which values are not universal but culture-bound
and as such should not be submitted to universal principles. This contradiction is
the immediate result of yet another contradiction, between the logic of nationality
and the logic of ethnicity. In other words, the mismatch between the principles
that rule a nation-state and the cannons that orient ethnic identity produces a social
vacuum that is open to a great deal of experimentation (Ramos 2002: 256).

In the cracks arise self-representation and strategic mobilizations. Cultural
“evidence” can provide a way to express historical oppression, including gender
inequality, despite the level of intentional “cultural activism? This echoes Bhahba’s (1994)
articulation of a “third space” in which, for indigenous and other minority groups,
traditional lines of identity are blurred in the process of political mobilization.
MRS positions cultural production as part of its struggle for social justice. Situating
“evidence” as both product and process reveals the conflicting and challenging power
relations that MRS and the Maya movement must navigate. MRS generates and adapts a
wide range of self-representations in response to national level discourse on indigenous
rights, transnational and Pan-Mayan discourse, as well as international gender rights.
Below I discuss a series of self-representation strategies from The Maya Learning Center to
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editorials in the newspaper, to the embodied presence of Maya people as they converge on
the capital to hear the Supreme Court judgment after an 8-hour bus ride.

The Visible Evidence of Cultural Production

Marcos and I sit out the MRS office to drink the juice from a coconut he just
machete-ed from a nearby tree. The hot afternoon caused us to rise from our chairs,
stretch, and step outside for a breather. Marcos runs the cultural education programs at
MRS and is passionate about his job. He takes pride in the fact that he has visited most of
the Maya archeological sites throughout the country. He posts photos from each site
above his desk, and his passion for Maya history informs his current stance on
conservation. MRS established an educational program for Maya youth and with funds
from US-based Maya archaeologists, MRS conducts workshops on Maya history and
cultural preservation. At present, MRS concentrates on youths living in eight different
communities close to sites of Maya cultural heritage.
Marcos presents workshops at schools in the area, educating Maya and all children
about the importance of conservation. He shows me the PowerPoint he has developed,
and the quizzes he gives to both students and teachers after each presentation. One slide
says, “Conservation is the protection of important cultural resources from destruction and
theft. Conservation is important so that people can learn about and enjoy Maya culture
today and in the future.” The next slide states that archeological sites are important
because:

–They teach us about the past.
–They show the roots of the Maya people.
–They give Maya people pride about their history.
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–They give all Belizeans pride about their diverse past. The old Maya were the first
people to live in Belize and they are still part of Belizean culture today.
–They are interesting and exciting places for visitors to see. They can help local
people to make money from tourism.

MRS also works in partnership with The Maya Center of Learning (a pseudonym).
The Maya Center for Learning promotes intercultural education, training, and research by
fusing modern and Maya values, knowledge and philosophy. You should visit, Marcos
suggests, and so I do. Juliana offers to drive to The Maya Center for Learning the next day
as she has some business to attend to.

Visiting The Maya Center for Learning

The next morning, I wait for Juliana at the market; it’s Saturday and the one day
that many indigenous people come into PG to sell and buy in a vibrant market that runs
along the seafront. From behind the market, the sea stretches left to right as far as the eye
can see. Children throw themselves off the fishing pier, visible from the end of the market
queue. Many women wear hand-woven skirts and blouses, while men wear pants, rubber
boots, hats, and machetes. Groups of men talk about me as I approach and openly stare as
I pass. Usually one will make a comment, anything from a simple “good morning” to “hey
baby.” Women say less unless I address them first.
Just at that moment, Juliana swings by in her truck with her sister and niece. We
start our drive to Blue Creek village and on the way we stop to swim in the river. The day
is cool from yesterday’s rain. Several women wash clothes on tilted flat rocks a few
hundred feet away from the swimming hole. Juliana talks about this village and the nearby
lands where Garifuna, East Indian, and other families live. She believes that it is important
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to educate everyone about Maya rights. This is only practical as many local farmers, not
just Maya, stand to lose access to land due to government logging and oil contracts. “Some
people don’t realize that this is about all of our rights to maintain a livelihood,” Juliana
explains, “it isn’t about Mayas wanting to have more than their share.” We swim for a
short while and forget about stress. PG seems far away.
We arrive at The Maya Center for Learning and Juliana wanders off to talk to
program administrators, and I stroll around. In a small thatched building, a woman is
showing a teenage boy how to make corn tortillas. As she pats them into a circle in her
palm, he mimics her hand movements. They throw the tortillas onto a large comal already
crowded with tortillas, and she teases him that his tortilla looks like a dented moon, flat on
one side. He smiles sheepishly, but does not seem upset. All of the students at The Maya
Center for Learning spend time like this, learning how to prepare traditional food that, in
turn, feeds the entire school. The Maya Center of Learning was started “to get young
people involved in the documentation and revitalization of cultural values and
knowledge.” This includes teaching men how to perform traditional women’s duties and
visa versa.
The cooking teacher stirs a gigantic pot of stewing beans, and they start to talk
about the upcoming festival at the school, Maya Day. Maya Day adopts the theme,
“celebrating our identity” and carries out a series of activities for 13 days prior to the Maya
day celebrations of March 29, known as 6 Noj by the Maya calendar. Activities
commence with an annual torch run from the Maya temple Lubaantun to The Maya Center
for Learning. The Torch Run, as one member explained to me:
Symbolizes the borrowing of the fire of passion from our great grandparents to
reignite the desire for our existence as a people. Other activities during the 13 days
will include a live marimba and harp competition, Maya Ceremonies, playing of
the traditional Maya Ball game, “chaj Chaay” and the traditional Maya Fireball
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game. Finally, during this year’s May Day celebration, which will begin at 9am,
visitors can enjoy a variety of presentations and competitions like marimba and
harp dancing, best traditionally dressed, firewood splitting, corn husking, corn
grinding, and caldo eating.

If you attend Maya Day, “You will have the opportunity to “live, experience and reaffirm”
a living culture that is fundamental to the prosperity of the Maya people, the Toledo
District and the national development of a multi-cultural nation-Belize.”
When we leave The Maya Center for Learning the sun is setting. We stop at a
thatched restaurant to buy penades, cornmeal filled with fish or beans and fried. Under the
open-sided building a large television projects blue light onto the field beyond. Several
children watch Pinnochio and chant along with the movie’s dialogue. I step from the
electric light onto the darkening road and look at the Maya Mountains off in the distance.
Soon, we climb back into the car to eat the penades and drive back to PG. As evening
becomes night, Juliana begins to sing songs in Q’etchi while her 3 year-old niece sings
along.

Indigenous Justice: Alcaldes and Domestic Violence

We swing by the school to pick up the kids for lunch. Throughout the country,
children and professionals alike take a midday break for lunch; many working women
come home at this time to cook or provide their children meals. The MRS office closes for
an hour and Juliana often heads home for a family meal. Today, her mother places a plate
of fried fish on the table, left over from yesterday’s fish-fry, a dish of rice and beans, and a
haphazard stack of tortillas in a plastic container. Several of Juliana’s sisters and their
children sit down together; we lazily brush away the ever-present flies as we begin to eat.
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I ask Juliana’s sister Selena about the study she conducted last year about Maya
women and the justice system. The study examines the Maya’s dual justice system: Belize’s
criminal justice system on one hand, and the traditional alcalde system on the other. We
pick the fried fish apart with our fingers as we talk. Her mother places a casserole dish of
chocolate cake on the table. Selena leans forward as our conversation deepens, and she
shifts her youngest child from one side of her lap to the other. The child leaps up, grabs a
piece of cake and runs to join her cousins playing in the next room.
“Women don’t access the alcaldes, really, and yet the Belize system doesn’t
understand Maya women either,” she explains. Selena works for a local non-profit and
conducted this research on her own time, after work and on weekends. It investigates the
extent of access and knowledge of traditional justice system and whether Indigenous
women make use of its provisions and protections. The local government system in PG is
two-fold, with the alcaldes and the Belize Criminal Justice System.
The alcade system may have roots in Spanish colonial administration throughout
the region, but it was transformed under British colonial rule (Bolland 1988). Original
alcalde leaders served as military leaders; under British rule, due to the remoteness of
Toledo and the unwillingness of inhabitants to interact with colonial administrators, the
alcalde was afforded the authority to settle minor disputes. Alcaldes were brought within
the official National Justice System in 1913 via the passage of the Alcaldes Ordinance Act,
which prohibited alcaldes from exerting power over land disputes. They retained
distributive power over “abandoned and unclaimed land” until 1964 when the government
of Belize instituted land leasehold system giving the state sole authority over land.
Alcalde leaders serve for two years after being elected by men who attend the
election meeting. While women can technically attend these meetings, it is discouraged.
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Despite this, Alcalde leaders are expected to be able to solve minor conflicts of both men
and women. There has been an erosion of alcalde power through the 20th century; by 1990
their power was limited to minor juridical and organization roles with limited resources.
They are respected but lack empowerment to deal with rising political interferences among
community leaders.
With the growing cash economy granting younger Maya men greater prestige,
higher education, and better transportation, there has been an increase in local community
differentiation, and in turn a steady decline in practice and respect for traditional leaders.
This led to the formation of the Toledo Alcaldes Association in 1992 which re-affirmed
alclades roles as elected community leaders who govern. Alcaldes differ from village
chairpersons, as they have a juridical role for which they are paid a small government
stipend. They are viewed as an “inferior” court, as they can judge disputes, and punish
misdeeds and petty crime. The government now regulates the election of alcaldes through
the Ministry of Rural Development.
The majority of women interviewed for this study never used the alcalde system.
Paraphrasing, the study suggests that some women felt ashamed to publicize their
problems so they preferred to deal with it on their own by forgiving the matter, hoping that
it would not happen again. And, some who have domestic disputes refused to report it to
the alcaldes because they were afraid that once judgment was ruled against the husband
that they would be hurt even more. This could either happen by the husband himself
physically torturing her again for humiliating him in public or by the fact that he might be
taken to jail for domestic violence and she would be left to fend for her family alone.
Selena feels that more research needs to be done in this area. Every single woman
she spoke with in the course of the study indicated that it was extremely difficult to access
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the justice system in each community for different reasons. The greatest challenge was
articulated among the women that have and may still be experiencing domestic abuse.
Many women stated that the alcalde cannot help them during a domestic violence
situation, sometimes because he may be friends with their husbands, and because he does
not deal with the abuser in a manner that will lead this person to believe that he has
committed a very serious offense.
Women also expressed that it is very hard to explain to another man the problems
they are facing with their husbands. This is compounded by the fact that the alcalde may
have committed the same crime and the woman knows it. Women would prefer to relate
experiences to another woman. Many times the woman who encounters problems with
their alcaldes chose services provided in the nearby town as the alternative even though
doing so presents a whole new set of problems and obstacles.
The study suggests that gender roles and male power within alcalde system
threatens sufficiency of community and its own legal mechanisms. Women have never
voted or participated in the election of the communities’ alcalde but are subject to the
system to access justice. It further suggests that it is not “culture” but power that changes
over time, partly in relationship to economic development and traditional structures that
are also part of colonialist structures including control of land.
According to this document, the alcade system was rooted in Maya cosmo-vision,
or unwritten customary laws, traditions and practices learned by example and oral
teachings, restorative and reparative justice. The solution, it suggests, is in strengthening
the alcalde power while making this power more accountable to women. Women, in turn
need to be more involved in their own representation in the traditional justice system.
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Opposed to the national women’s movement’s suggestion that rural women (read
Maya) in southern Belize need to participate in the national infrastructure and access the
Belize criminal system in cases of domestic violence, this study suggests strengthening the
alcalde system, what has traditionally been a bastion of male power. The indigenous
justice system works against the position of the national women’s movement, which in turn
works from the assumption that liberal rights and democracy, and accountability to the
national justice system, will decrease domestic violence.
It is important to recognize that positioning the indigenous legal system as the
prevailing normative system becomes a central referent for indigenous identity. Sierra
(2001) points out that in Latin America, the use of indigenous justice systems has led to a
revival of old debates about legal pluralism. What is new, however, is that indigenous
movements are interested in studying their normative systems as a way of legitimizing their
political demands of the nation-state. According to Muhlenbach (2001) “The concomitant
claim made by indigenous peoples' representatives, namely that national and international
legal regimes are at present unable to deal with indigenous issues justly, is selfdetermination, a move that has powerfully challenged liberal democratic models of polity
today.” MRS, like other like organizations, promotes the study and use of traditional law
with the aim of vindicating certain traditions and strengthening indigenous normative
systems (Sierra 2001: 81).

Global Feminist Funding

As mentioned above, MRS submitted a funding request to an international women’s
agency in pursuit of money for leadership training and gender programming. When this
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proposal made it through the first round to receive funding, MRS had to answer some
follow-up questions. I assisted with responding to these questions, the first of which was:
“What are your strategies to develop and/or strengthen your alliances with other feminist
and women's movements in your country/region?” This was part of the response:
MRS began in response to a critical need to secure land rights for Maya in southern
Belize and continues to forefront this priority. Far from simply an indigenous rights
organization, however, our mission is to uphold human rights for all people
through education, justice and sustainable development. We conceive social
justice as transcending specific issues. This is reflected in our current
collaborations with other feminist and women’s movements and our focus on the
sustainability of our initiatives.
On a national level, MRS has initiated the first stage of collaboration with WINBelize, a network of service-oriented organizations throughout the country. WINBelize coordinates, facilitates and advocates for policies, mechanisms and service
aimed at promoting the empowerment of women in Belize. Again, local women
seeking information on their legal rights as citizens of Belize prompted MRS to
initiate this connection. In particular, women were seeking information on legal
recourse in cases of domestic violence. To this end, MRS has also begun
discussions with The Women’s Department of Toledo District in an effort to
collaborate on support services and advocacy for survivors of domestic violence.
MRS will continue to strengthen its collaboration with the larger Maya social
movement in Mexico, Guatemala, and Honduras. Organizations throughout this
historical Maya area are united in efforts to reclaim cultural heritage and secure
political and social rights for Maya people. Many of these organizations have
initiated their own gender-specific programs from which MRS can learn.
One priority of MRS is to sit at the highest level of political negotiation. To this
end, we have worked collaboratively with several international bodies, namely
UNIFEM and UNICEF. In 2006 UNICEF sponsored MRS to speak at the 5th Session
of the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues at the United Nations. In 2006
MRS was also invited to present at paper at a regional workshop in Guyana. These
achievements laid the groundwork for future collaborations with international
bodies. We have targeted several that deal specifically with gender and indigenous
women with whom we foresee future collaborations (Non-dated material, part of
fieldnotes and rough draft of grant material).

The second question was: How do you ensure young women's participation in the
decision making of your organization? MRS’s response:
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Our decision to seek funding for gender programming comes from direct work
within local communities and first hand knowledge of gender dynamics as
members of these communities. We have initiated data collection and research
projects to substantiate our claim that gender inequity is of primary and pressing
concern to the realization of human rights. The design and execution of these
initiatives also reflects our goal to promote gender awareness and the participation
of young women in the direction of the organization.
In 2007 a researcher (a young local indigenous Maya women) conducted a study in
four villages in the Toledo District to determine the extent of indigenous women’s
knowledge, accessibility and protection from the Traditional Justice System, or
Alcaldes. This study revealed barriers to women’s participation in this system and
made specific recommendations to strengthen the system to provide more gender
conscious services. Most of the women interviewed suggested that, “gender
inequity has kept women from participating in the actual decision making
processes in their communities.” In particular it stressed the importance of women
taking on decision-making and leadership roles in their communities. It also
highlighted the crucial role of young women as agents of change within their
communities; as access to education and other forms of young women are more
willing to take on such roles. The conclusions of this report led MRS to seek
funding for gender programming.
In tandem with economic support for formal education, MRS established an
educational program for Maya youth. With funds from US-based Maya
archaeologists, MRS conducts workshops on Maya history and cultural
preservation. At present, MRS concentrates on youths living in eight different
communities close to sites of Maya cultural heritage. MRS also works in
partnership with The Maya Center for Learning Center of Learning. The Maya
Center for Learning promotes intercultural education, training and research by
fusing modern and Maya values, knowledge and philosophy.
These initiatives support our belief that the realization of human rights, including
women’s rights, is interwoven with the preservation of our cultural heritage. In all
of these programs, young women take active roles and gain pride as both young
women and as Maya persons. These grassroots efforts actively create young
women’s leadership as well as position young women to take on decision-making
roles. These initiatives also bring young women into ongoing contact with MRS
and create a space of dialogue in which young women’s concerns are incorporated
into those of the agency at large. In addition, MRS developed and continues to
work closely with the Maya Youth Council, a coalition of youths from various
Maya organizations. Our goal is to create a standing position for a young woman
from the MYC to sit on our advisory board (Non-dated material, part of fieldnotes
and rough draft of grant material).

Neoliberal capitalism plays a distinct and continuing role in this process: the
commodification of culture and the consumption of culture play distinct part in the
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economic structures of human rights. As NGOs seek funding and support for very real
state oppression, they engage with the mill of ethnicity. In reference to seeking grant
monies: “indigenous minorities are now channeling their energy less into pressuring the
government to do what it was obligated to do and more into amassing funds to supply their
communities with the basic services they once expected from the state” (Ramos 2002:
273). In this case, MRS is appealing to a transnational fund body that has no knowledge of
local organizing or gender issues. MRS must then possess skills to “spin” what they do;
they must self-represent in accordance to funder’s expectations.

Cultural Essentialism as Critique of Development

MRS produces “evidence” to insert itself into public debates, despite the factors
that may marginalize their participation in these debates. They use media such as
editorials and news coverage, as well as email to international supporters, to critique local
and national policies and practices. They have created a space within the Maya
Movement and within the nation’s development agenda for self-representation. The
government, in turn, has attempted to de-legitimize these self-representations by appealing
to other Belizean’s conceptions of self, group or ethnic identity, and national identification.
In other words, they have tried to discredit Maya’s self-representations that counter
accepted ideas of “Mayaness.” Despite attempts to discredit these interpretations, Maya
activists have inserted embodied representations of themselves into the national imaginary,
countering notions that they are passive victims to policy.
In Belize’s Channel 5 television coverage of the 2007 court rendering, Maya
activists subverted folkloric representations of themselves by inserting themselves en mass
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into the urban landscape of the largely Creole Belize City. The newscaster opens the clip:
The debate over communal, traditional, and ethnic rights in Belize is not a new
one. In fact the reason that it comes up so often is that despite all the talk the issue
has yet to be resolved. Leading the charge over the last decade have been Maya
activists from the Toledo District. Today they returned to Belize City with an
increasingly popular weapon, the constitution and a team of lawyers (Belize
Channel 5, May 4, 2007).

The video coverage cuts to a 2002 clip of Maya people signing an agreement with the
Prime Minister. Maya people stand in the background as leaders lean over the agreement
with pens in hand. The then leader of the MLA leans into the microphone to state: “I am
optimistic.”
The newscaster begins again, “Six and a half years later, with no in title hand and
the government giving concession for oil exploration in Toledo that optimism has turned to
frustration and anger. And so those same Maya leaders have taken their struggle to the
Supreme Court by filing two constitution claims.”
The camera then pans to a room packed with Maya men and women. People of all
ages crowd into orderly rows, women and men intermingle and many children sit
solemnly. Men wear baseball caps and t-shirts or button-downs. Some women wear skirts
and woven blouses, others are in jeans and cotton shirts. The camera cuts to a clip of Greg
Choc standing at a podium in a well-pressed white button-down shirt. He proclaims, ”We
have come to make a claim, a place at the table where all Belizeans deserve to be.“ Martin
Chen, then chairman of the alcaldes association steps up:

We want the government of Belize to respect the rights of the Maya people. We
are not asking for special rights or consideration. We are simply asking the
government to respect our ownership of village land-base and our long-standing
use and occupancy of land as directed by the constitution of Belize.

The camera pans the room. Antionette Moore, one of the attorneys for the villages, holds
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up some documents and states,
In these there have been allegations or statements that there have violations of
human rights of the people of Conejo and Santa Cruz and by extension all of the
indigenous people of Belize. What is says specifically in the lawsuit is the right to
life, the right to equality and the right to property have not been respected by the
government of Belize. You have said in your lawsuit that your right to life, your
very right to survival is being violated by the government because you can not use
the land in the ways that you have traditionally always done. You cannot use the
land to get your food, you can not use the land to fish, to hunt, to gather the
materials that you need for medicine, for your housing. You cannot use the land
and thus you and your children, these children in this room, can not survive. That
violates your right to life.
The newscaster states, “Moore and the Maya are being assisted in their efforts by
Dr. James Anaya of the Indigenous Peoples Law and Policy Program at James E. Roger
College of Law in Arizona.” Dr. James Anaya states: “Its one thing for the government to
say it recognizes these rights, it’s another for them to actually, in practice recognize these
rights. And it’s not done that. This is not about Balkanization, or about giving the Mayas
something other Belizeans don’t have, it is simply about letting them continue on the lands
that they already possess and use according to long standing traditions that have developed
over centuries. And this is an issue that has faced countries across the hemisphere and
indeed across the world.”
The newscaster states, “This isn’t the first time the Maya have taken the government
to court.” The newscaster then explains the Maya’s prior court case against the
government for allowing logging concessions. The screen shows the table where the Maya
leaders, the lawyer, and Dr. Anaya sit. Behind the table hangs a hand-painted sign that
states, “Maya struggle is Belize’s struggle.” Juliana sits at the table, the only female Maya
leader present.
Juliana ends the media clip with this statement: “Although this lawsuit is a new step
for us, it is part of a long chain of struggle that stretches back long ago, before I was born.
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And this claim will continue until our rights are respected and the Maya have won our
rights to land in Toledo. I want to make very clear to all my brothers and sisters
throughout Belize, we are fighting for the rights of all Belizeans” (Belize Channel 5, May
4, 2007).
In this brief clip we see the moral emplacement of indigenous rights in tradition,
and the rhetorical construction of a relationship to land that is intrinsic to survival. We see
this moral emplacement connected to the national constitution of Belize and to the
oppression of indigenous people as collective identity within Belize. We see local
organizers speak to how the government does not recognize their identification as a People
over their “ethnic” identity within the nation state. Juliana connects these, citing the
oppression of indigenous people since colonialism and linking this to the social justice
imperative of human dignity for all people. The Maya here are at once individual and
collective. They have stepped off the cover of the magazine or human right report, so to
speak, and into real time. They have asserted their “visual citizenship” alongside other
Belizeans as well as a group deserving of distinct rights within their national identity.
Here, new identities are produced and what it means to be a part of a community of social
change is challenged.

Consuming Culture

Despite my own skepticism about cultural essentialism, my experience at The
Maya Center for Learning and with MRS’s many other cultural activities were often
surprisingly moving. At The Maya Center for Learning, for example, I felt the students were
building strong self-esteem and investing in a sense of shared community. The school
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engenders, through experience, a respect for practices that may be dismissed or denigrated
in other schooling. But is this cultural reification? Does it matter if it is? As Warren and
Jackson assert (2003: 8) the issue for anthropologists is not proving or disproving a
particular essentialized view of culture, but rather examining how these are constructed in
practice and disputed in political rhetoric. This echoes what Prins (1997) calls the
“paradox of primitivism,” or the tension that essentialized or exotic images of indigenous
people, effective to mobilize political agency, may in fact “taint” the cultural heritage the
community attempts to preserve (or recreate).
However, as Seremetakis suggests, cultural production can become mediation, or a
creation that bridges personal and public memory. Furthermore, particular cultures or
social strata cultivate their own alterity and expression in response to modernity and
violence (1994: 21). Cultural representations play a pivotal role in the formation and
maintenance of social protest (Fox and Starn 1997: 6); such protest, in turn must be
understood as culturally laden and historically specific.
Montejo (2002) insists that anthropologists must contribute to the selfdetermination of the indigenous people that they study, and listen to the multiplicity of
their voices. His concept of ethnocriticsim refers to a way to be critical of images and of
“Mayaness” in order to eliminate stereotypes of Maya and other indigenous people in the
context of national efforts to revitalize Maya culture and achieve political power at
national level. Stereotypes make it more difficult for Maya women to approach a rights
based activist of human rights along with other women’s groups in Belize. Ethnicity,
nation, and gender are not simply representative or discursive; they are material in that
they produce concrete effects (Frankenberg 1993).
MRS, through Juliana, articulates human rights language to express demands and
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realties. As the above discussed media clip reveals, however, MRS still has to face
hegemonic discourses that “put into play tradition and law” (Sierra 2001: 84). MRS must
strategically address violence in lives of Maya women without naturalizing it by giving it a
cultural character (Wainwright 2008). MRS must also contend with tourists and volunteers
(witnessing publics) who want to consume Maya difference, and yet who support the
indigenous movement. MRS presents Maya culture as “timeless;” in doing so, it becomes
more difficult to critique structures that may keep women as subordinate and symbolic.
Also, culture and indigenous rights become a way for the government to incorporate Maya
communities into economic and into neoliberal structures.
The Maya Movement must address the hegemonic views of the state as well as that
of transnational indigenous “evidence.” “Essentialized” universal discourses do not speak
to national concerns; instead MRS must make them speak to these. While their goal may
be to mobilize and promote Maya culture, this is a fluid and contested process, with
differing notions of culture within and between communities, organizations, and structures
that sometimes conflict. Maya identities are contextual moments that include the history of
national construction of ethnicity or culture. While it is deployed intentionally, “culture”
also interacts with conflicting and contested ideas of identity. The Maya Movement,
conceptualized as a social movement that addresses this discord, strives to create and
mediate this discord for its larger purpose, as well as to strengthen and politicize practices
of “Mayanness” that come from a changing community itself.

Closing Thoughts: Consequences for Lived Experiences of Violence

Indigenous women are caught between cultural essentialism and “women in
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development” ideas, neither of which accurately represents the variety of their lived
experiences. As women seek redress for intimate violence both through alcaldes and
through Belize’s legal system, this reveals how each fails to assist women. In the case of
domestic or intimate violence, neither “system” is responsive, or accountable to
experiences of indigenous women. Neither system appropriately addresses symptoms of
violence in indigenous communities as linked to global historical processes of
marginalization. Both systems, however, are tied to larger conceptions of justice, which
are in turned linked to human rights norms. These networks, however, may be better
understood as “meshworks” (Harcourt 2003) that are neither local or global, but something
of both:
Women’s rights movements and antiglobalization social movements, in their
heterogeneity and self-organizing character, are incipient meshworks of this kind.
Meshworks involve two parallel dynamics: strategies of localization and of
interweaving. Localization strategies contribute to the internal consistency of each
particular point in the network, as well as making it more distinct from the rest.
Interweaving, on the other hand, links sites together, making use of and
emphasizing their similarities (78).

As “meshwork’s” both movements are sophisticated, taking and circumventing what
is on hand locally, regionally, and globally to pursue legal protection and recognition of
Belize’s particular circumstances. This is also what provides the potential for these seeming
disparate movements to work together in specific ways. This, however, is challenging at
best. On the ground, neither movement does much to help alleviate real suffering in
specific cases of indigenous women and domestic violence. In both instances, human
rights organizing largely fails for women experiencing violence. This is not because of a
lack of effort on the part of activists, who themselves are multiply constituted (Stephen
1995) and navigate conflicting “layers” of need; rather it is because the cost of “translation”
(Merry 2006) is too high.
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In the more contemporary multicultural recognition of difference (discussed here as
neoliberal multiculturalism) as Povinelli (2002) has shown, the operative logic is to make
the “primitive” transact harmoniously with the modern, multicultural nation-state. In fact,
the primitive’s “difference” itself is turned into a “value” that is consumed by the
multicultural citizen (Ghosh 2006). This inevitably sets up situation in which tradition is set
against capitalism. The Mayas “place in the nation” is to remain in a timeless state, to
provide a historical link to a unique national culture, and to otherwise comply with its
development as a nation-state. Even within the Maya Movement, women have been
placed a companions, as keepers, of Maya men’s development within the nation state of
Belize.
In keeping with this, the “progress” of Belizean women in general is often placed in
opposition to “stuck” or “fixed aspects of indigenous women. As feminist and women’s
rights advocates have long acknowledged, this situation, in terms of gender rights, creates a
paradox. As Warren and Jackson (2003) suggest, conventional portraits often stereotype
indigenous groups as either victims or survivors of state violence. Both MRS and the
women’s movement attempt to accommodate both the expectations that such historical
processes produce while attempting to push these static categories. This creates both new
forms of articulation for political purposes as well as compliance with structures of
governmentality.
In my experiences with women’s rights advocates in Belize City and other parts of
the country, there is a lack of nuanced understanding of gender violence in the lives of
indigenous women; this reflects an overall trend of national studies that emphasize the
remote and isolated life-ways of indigenous people as the cause for their statistical
depravations. In the case of various women in Belize, many factors (too wide for the scope
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of this research) crosscut women’s experiences with globalizing forces. For example,
while new employment options may increase some women’s autonomy outside of the
house, and thus impact experiences of gender violence, this may also contribute to
women’s marginalization within this workforce.
The confluence of gender, race, ethnicity, culture affect women within nation-state
differently, and historical understandings and policies about these differences have
impacted women differently over time. Women play a key role in globalization of Belize
and yet remain economically and socially marginalized. This is even more pronounced for
indigenous women. Women interact in differing ways and negotiate with global economic
restructuring. NGOs attempt to combat how global processes, as they take on the contours
of specific nation-states, exacerbate women’s economic vulnerabilities. Globalization is a
set of processes with distinct, gender-specific implications (Gunewardena and Kingsolver
2007). Women have different embodied experiences with globalization between and
within nation states (Doug 2006; Gunewardena 2007; Ong 1987; Tapias 2006).
In general, even if indigenous movements consider women’s demands important,
they are often relegated as secondary in light of concerns of jurisdiction and autonomy
(Sierra 2001; Stephen 2005). As is the case with Belize, this means that recognition and
pursuit of women’s rights is postponed (within the indigenous movement itself). In partial
reaction to this postponement in the past, MRS attempting to initiate processes to have
women participate in the public decisions of their communities and in their organizations.
As global discourse elides the lived experiences of indigenous women, MRS bends
this discourse and applies it in different ways to meet differing needs. On the one hand,
the strategic use of “culture” in these applications allows MRS to use the universal
discourse of human rights, a sophisticated and yet exhausting “translation.” Although
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transnational structures may allow funding, for example, local context, however, is still the
last to matter. Transnational discourse and organizing force those who really understand
their own lived experience—like MRS and members of the Maya Movement—to be pulled
by these larger cultural processes to both represent themselves and to be represented in
ways that don't necessarily reflect their lived experiences.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS AND REFLECTIONS

“Sisterhood cannot be assumed on the basis of gender; it must be forged in concrete
historical and political practice and analysis” (Mahonty 203: 24).

A Summary: Multi-Sited Revelations

Both the “international arena” of New York City and the “national arena” of Belize
proved excellent examples of how human rights are negotiated, contested, and deployed.
NGOs are strategic sites to investigate tensions between global human rights discourse,
national discourse, and other “rights” discourses such as indigenous rights or women’s
rights (Speed and Sierra 2005). In this dissertation, NGOs provided me a strategic way to
consider how human rights, as an assumed “transnational justice system” (Merry 2005),
accommodate global capitalism, state-level violence, and neoliberalism in specific locales.
As well, NGOs allowed me to consider how the ethical authority of human rights function
outside of the formal legal mechanism of human rights law.
During fieldwork, I explored several key areas: 1) how NGOs interpret, analyze,
and represent women’s experiences of violence or suffering as human rights claims; 2) how
NGOs then deploy human rights claims through various circulatory means at local,
national and international levels in order to meet differing political goals; 3) how differing
NGO representations of “culture” as it pertains to violence against indigenous women
reveals the malleability of human rights claims; and 4) what this malleability may reveal
about the moral or ethical practices of human rights. Throughout the dissertation, I
explicate tensions between the “agency” of indigenous activists and the “objectification” of
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“essentialized” culture; culture understood here both as a product and a process (Mahon
2000).
While the dissertation focuses on gender violence and indigenous women as the
locus of investigation, in both ethnographic settings I situate claim making in our current
neoliberal epoch and within widespread “ethical” criticisms over both the representation
and deployment of human rights in general. In each site, I document how the human rights
of indigenous women are both plastic and circumscribed at the same time. I examine
images, discourse, and situated action to reveal the mediated practices of claim making.
Representational practices—be they visual, textual, or enacted—raise questions
about the supposed impartiality or universality of human rights themselves, as these claims
intersect, collude, and disrupt other rights-based claims. In response to these tensions, this
dissertation explores the “strategies of mediation” that social movements and NGOs use to
bring human rights claims about gender violence into the “public sphere.”
Throughout the dissertation, I assume human rights to be malleable and negotiated,
as the ethnographic contexts of human rights advocacy shift. While attempting to pin
down the particulars of these contexts, this study is also couched in broader concerns.
Boiled down, this dissertation is about how NGOs and activists, as makers of human rights
claims, advocate with conditions of violence and what shapes their advocacy as they also
negotiate with the neoliberal internationalization of human rights as discourse and
practice. I ask: how do human rights strategies function, or not, as tools of advocacy?
What is my role, as an ethnographer, activist, scholar, and feminist in these strategies?
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Transnational Disjuncture and Possibilities

The first half of the dissertation makes explicit the contradictions of human rights
work as its products—discursive and visual—actively tog between the consumption and
spectatorship of violence, and grounded reality. I explore the limits of the aesthetic of
empathy to create genuine social action and look at the consequences of what assumed
morals actually produce. Specifically, I document how the transnationalization of
women’s rights has created new representational frames for women’s experiences with
violence, as well as new avenues for activism, advocacy and reparation.
Activists at WIHRA use testimony, strategic subject positioning, and visual imagery
(of women throughout the world) to claim a universal legal subjectivity, and to situate
women’s human rights in an international civic sphere. The use of legal rationality and
feminist mobilization provide WIHRA the moral authority to make claims on behalf of its
“sisters.” In this ethnographic example, WIHRA’s moral authority allowed it to create a
UN shadow report in an attempt to destabilize definitions and conceptions of violence
against indigenous women.
These chapters suggest, however, that the celebratory cast of transnational
women’s rights simplifies the neoliberal structures and processes that NGOs must navigate
in order to make human rights claims. WIHRA adopts a moral authority to sustain its
feminist stance of social activism within UN structures. Within its own operations, this
stance becomes a façade, hiding how the agency has shifted from its grassroots inception
to accommodate neoliberal models of productivity and managerial ethos. This façade
continues to hold, in part, because of WIHRA’s relationship to its witnessing public.
WIHRA’s witnessing public can be considered a transnational civil society; WIHRA
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translates and packages human rights “evidence” for consumption so that “witnesses” can
both affect social change and feel effective while doing so. It is of course vital for WIHRA
to maintain a witnessing public that feels well informed, connected to pressing issues, and
engaged as social actors. The maintenance of this “witnessing public,” however, is a
complicated process that relies on the exploitation and mistreatment of staff in the process
of pursuing protections against violence for other women. In a simple view, this creates
subjectivities that are in direct contest with the presumed morality of human rights
themselves as well as an agency whose efficacy relies on regulating individuals from the
“inside.”
Moral and feminist ethical parameters, an activist agenda, as well as the
assumptions of “doing good” that are embedded in human rights, preclude the NGO, and
particularly its leadership, from active reflection and ongoing self-critique. The danger is
that the taken-for-granted notion that simply inquiring into injustice—with others through
civic dialogue—leads automatically to just actions. Many members of WIHRA’s vast
witnessing public support its programs via donations, volunteering, signing petitions, and
visiting sister sites. This compliance with WIHRA and its success further validates its
practices. In a circulatory effect, the more powerful and performative WIHRA’s actions
(and thus the more accountable to funders, the press, and the public) the more justified
their hierarchal approaches seem and the more disposable their staff comes.
The external transnational human rights system, in this case, means the erosion of
social justice within WIHRA. As the NGO complies with neoliberal structures and values,
employee fear, burnout, and turnover result. More than a replication of corporate
structures of productivity (although it is this also), employee fear and subsequent burnout is
linked to personal ideological beliefs in both human rights and feminism; thus employee
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turnover stalls social movement progression. As well, WIHRA’a disciplinary apparatus of
power obfuscates production and the power structures of human rights claim making.
Despite convoluted internal practices, WIHRA maintains its façade and its commitment to
feminism and social justice through the production of “evidence.” This “evidence” also
prevents workers from recognizing how their own fear and burnout are part of this
institutional structure. Because they believe ideologically in the “evidence” they produce,
staff members unwittingly consent to their own neoliberal self-governance.
In chapter 3, I delve into how WIHRA creates evidence, specifically through
testimony, subject positioning, and visual realism. I present concerns of representing and
witnessing gender violence, including mainstream representation of violence against
women, and in consuming the “exotic other.” WIHRA, in keeping with what has become
a de facto (and highly successful) strategy for human rights NGOs organizing
transnationally, mobilizes its witnessing public through creation of media rhetoric, be it
stories or images, that create an empathetic and compassion response in viewers. This
strategy creates human rights subjects that congeal, and are thus easier to conceive,
control, and consume. In the case of the shadow report under discussion, this strategy
presents a gendered indigenous subject position with a moral relationship to land, territory,
and particular enactments of neoliberal violence.
Those who wrote the shadow report rely on WIHRA’s moral authority to create
new categories of violence and suffering. While the report articulates a sophisticated
analysis of “violence against indigenous women,” it does so, in part, through the now
archetypal positioning of indigenous women as members of an ethical or moral
community. This positioning complies with UN norms, which still rely on the consumption
of the “primitive.” While a successful way to distinguish indigenous women as particular
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bearers of rights, subject positions articulated in this manner are also in relationship to the
neoliberal forms that demand them in the first place. The successful results of emplacing a
moral claim to indigenous rights, however, leads us away from judging the truth or falsity
of these discourses to focus instead on their efficacy – on why they work or don’t work in
specific locales.
Advocates at WIHRA, with an eye to their witnessing public, represent indigenous
women in ways that may not help “witnessing publics” see them as non-passive, capable,
persons. Indigenous women—in general—often inhabit a contradictory place in human
rights discourse as embodiments of cultural or national traditions and, simultaneously, as
victims in need of saving.
As Avni (2005: 207), former WITNESS advocate and Director of Just Vision, asks
through her work: does the paradigm of identifying and documenting the victim or
perpetrator always appropriate or useful? Can this type of documentation rob victims of
their agency, treating them as totally disempowered, while stigmatizing perpetrators
without addressing the root causes of conflict. And as Kennedy (2002) questions, what
other forms of local political and social initiative to contest abuse might be explored or
supported?
These framings need to be understood in the context of efficacious and conflicted
organizing of different global movements, as well organizing in local nation-state contexts.
Activists at WIHRA aestheticize indigenous women, and worry about production values
and their own performance as feminist activists within the highly politicized global arena
of human rights. No matter their potential to mobilize needed resources, witnessing
publics remain, to some degree, voyeurs of the suffering of “others.” The relationship of a
witnessing public to what it witnesses is a “helping” one. Members of a witnessing public
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consume violence and/or suffering through an embodied relationship to witnessing media.
They, in turn, become experts on the experiences of others. WIHRA’s moral authority,
once again, allows it to use experiences to create social change. The production of
identity—as a member of a witnessing public—at the same time entails the production of
subjectivity, the “exotic other” in need of saving.
We have to consider, then, how constructs of ethnicity and of satiating the need for
the exotic other through human rights tropes elides, marginalizes and even effaces local
context, in this case indigenous women’s experiences with violence, as these are made to
fit transnational human rights discourse and media.
In the case of The Maya Movement in Belize, WIHRA’s shadow report may provide
a potentially helpful tool in litigation or applying for grants. It has little currency or
applicability, however, in the struggle for indigenous women’s rights on the ground, at
least not without a great deal of “translation” on the part of local Belizean activists. In
reality, the shadow report’s main function is to promote women’s rights within the UN
system and to justify WIHRA legitimacy within this system.
Arundhati Roy (2004) suggests (to avoid eliding local context) that activists need a
“rhetoric from below,” which stems “not from official policy makers but from and to those
who feel the daily effects of official policy…Solidarity rhetoric has in these moments a
material, not only a moral, basis” ” (71). This suggestion, however, as with other similar
assertions, risks romanticizing the agency of actors. No doubt we need grassroots
organizing to bring voices into power. As these chapters demonstrate, however, when
agencies and social movements interact with human rights structures it is nearly impossible
for them to retain this critical function. However, as Yamin (2005) proclaims:
As long as human rights groups do not challenge these assumptions, portrayals and
policies, they tacitly resign themselves to this horrifically unjust state of affairs as
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normal. Of course human rights organizations must develop policies through
which to prioritize actions and best employ their scarce human and financial
resources, whether in ESC rights or civil and political rights. Different NGOs will
necessarily do so in different ways to preserve their organizational identities and
roles. However, the notion that a sense of futility of becoming mired in the
complexities of distributive justice questions should justify restricting human rights
groups to placing band-aids on the “pathologies of power” that are literally killing
entire populations, dramatically undermines the potential of the international
human rights enterprise, and converts it into little more than a palliative in an
utterly perverse world order. Applying the label human rights is no way a magical
panacea or guarantee of effectiveness with respect to any issue, as the gross breach
between discourse and practice in even the narrow area of torture attests. (Yamin
2005: 1123-1124).

In the second half of the dissertation, I discuss how MRS and Belize’s women’s
movement like WIHRA, must negotiate conflicted ideas of “culture” in claiming women’s
rights, especially around gender violence. Culture as it is used in the transnational
movement arena has implications for the type of cultural experiences that national social
movements in Belize claim. MRS must navigate transnational imaginings of indigenous
people (propagated through essentialized human rights “evidence”) and the legal advocacy
that goes along with it, while combating the nation-state reframing of its social movement
“cultural Balkanization” that disrupts the development of the nation as a whole. On the
other hand, Belize’s nation women’s movement understand culture within a largely
“women in development” model that posits indigenous women as embodiments of stalled
modernity.
The “women in development” model of the Belizean women’s movement, while
effective to mainstream gender participation in government and quasi NGO structures,
does little to address the needs of indigenous women in southern Belize. Here women are
subject to development projects that often pull funding and abandon women; indigenous
women struggle to maintain strategies to increase their interaction with economic
structures.
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These confluences that render women more vulnerable to economic reforms in our
globalized world do not necessarily rob women of ability for agency or activism. Women
interact and respond in a plethora of ways that may collude or contradict within nationstate particulars. Women in mainstream women’s movement confront gender very
differently than activists within the indigenous rights movement; both movements shed
light on the intricacies of violence in lives of indigenous women even as they reveal the
complexities of addressing these intricacies.
As well, the focus on individual responsibility in paradigms of domestic violence—
as opposed to underlying reasons for suffering such as lack of access to resources or
poverty—takes away from understanding how the state masks social inequalities, thus
operating as a form of social control. As with many places in the world, this situation also
creates contradictions where women’s empowerment, including ending, avoiding, or
preventing intimate violence, depends on access to juridical and social structures that are
non-existent, corrupt, ineffective or potentially degrading and that only increase women’s
vulnerability within their communities. Efforts to address gender violence must look at how
indigenous people are structurally marginalized within the polity and how economic
neoliberalism shapes the resources available to different women.
In light of conflicting notions of culture, the Maya movement uses the strategic use
of culture to pursue human rights protections. In chapter 5, I explore this “cultural
essentialism” in a series of negotiated encounters: in the midst of dominant perception of
indigenous culture with post-national landscape of Belize, the “continuity” of heritage
demanded by transnational place-making, and lack of development and modernity
ascribed by general tropes of women and development. MRS is actively constructing new
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social identities for indigenous people with the polity, and in response to the very real
needs of a social movement that must sustain itself, in part, through international funding.
Chapters 4 and 5 reveal a series of contested and negotiated efforts at activism as
each social movement—the indigenous and the women’s—deals with its specific historical
positioning vis-à-vis the Belizean nation-state, and the particular transnational discourse
and moment to which it ascribes. There is overlap of course, and room for collaboration,
just as there are barriers and challenges. These movements need work across boundaries to
both propose links that incorporate indigenous women within national society; at the same
time national legal reforms, such as the Domestic Violence law, are not enough to ensure
women’s rights.
Both locations—New York City and Belize—and the diversity within them reveal
how women and activists negotiate the globalized system of human rights. Actors are
differently positioned and must deal with the specific contexts of these multiply constituted
locales. Together, the chapters synthesize the discursive and the material, and the
performative and the structural (Bolles 2007), to dissect human rights as they represent
violence and lived experiences. They also outline how bureaucratic and state responses to
suffering often deepen the problems they seek to ameliorate, specifically the sidelining or
silencing of women’s experiences with violence.

The Neoliberal Paradox

Apart from the philosophical or ethical quagmires of NGO claim making,
researchers need to also consider the real dangers of these practices in the form of minority
oppression, in the case of women and indigenous people. When we pit ethical concerns of
human rights claims against aggressive state intention and violence, these concerns of
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“representation” may seem trivial. Indigenous women are often caught in the midst of
these debates, however, and in effect embody the tensions of conflicting justice systems,
warring philosophies, and real manifestations of state and community-level violence.
Neoliberal economic globalization has meant a worldwide increase in statesponsored violence, displacement, conflict, and development aggression. Enactments of
genocide and crimes increase need for access to international structures of justice. There is
danger, however, in a lack of critique that results from the assumption that NGO or
transnational human rights work is inherently good. An NGO can claim a right to funding
and to representation precisely because it is assumed to be “doing good.”
While I decry the limits of representation, narration, and testimony and the risks of
“bearing witness” to violence, there is paradoxical imperative to do so given the
acceleration of violence and state control and the neoliberal economic model that is
increasing poverty and suffering worldwide. Harvey claims, “The universality presupposed
in ‘rights talk’ and the dedication of the NGOs and advocacy groups to universal principles
sits uneasily with the local particularities and daily practices of economic life under the
pressures of commodification and neoliberalism” (Harvey 2005: 178). While true this
statement also simplifies human agency, and the malleability of discourse that is both
contested and reinvented.
Ethnography reveals that the relationships between human rights and neoliberalism
are complex and contradictory: human rights provide both new neoliberal forms of
citizenship, and new practices of human rights within local spaces. This “duality”
recognizes both the power of neoliberalism as a destructive global force, and the power
and variance of social movements that pit themselves against violence and social suffering.
This battle is messy as actors may collude with power structures—by choice or in
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ignorance—in order to advance what may be seen as the “bigger picture.”
This, of course, mimics how human rights discourse, as it interacts with neoliberal
structures at the UN level, can compromise the social justice components of claim making.
Although achieving human rights protections in general and indigenous rights in particular
may appear as an uncomplicated victory, both may in fact obscure how these rights serve
corporate profits and engage activists in processes that compromise social movement goals
at large. Human rights achievements may also mask how conceptions of “culture” feed
into perceptions and reactions to the indigenous movement, as well transnational
witnessing publics’ need to consume the “exotic other.”
Some research suggests that the economic and political crises of the new
millennium have slowed the pace of commitments to the pursuit of equality for all.
Despite this, many organizations at local, national, and global levels now position gender
as a central factor in policies for alleviating poverty or promoting economic growth.
When the state adopts multicultural or indigenous rights discourses through a development
paradigm, however, this may create subjects appropriate for the emerging neoliberal state
(Hale 2005; Speed and Sierra 2005). Hale (2005) argues that collective rights, granted as
compensatory measures to “disadvantaged” cultural groups, may in fact integral part of
neoliberal ideology.
At the same time, however,

Oppressed peoples, in the vast majority of cases, have no alternative but to wage
struggles for rights and redress using the language, the legal and political tools, and
even the funding of their oppressors. They regularly engage in subversion, imbue
the dominant with alternative meanings, find room for maneuver, and in so doing,
bring about consequences that are quite different than the ones that the dominant
actors have in mind. Yet these conditions also impose formidable constraints,
which analysts caught up in the “romance of resistance” often tend to gloss over or
minimize. (Hale 2005: 111).
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How to Critique Social Activism?

Human rights images, text, and action emerge from networks of meaning and
power. In the ethnographic context of a transnational NGO in New York City, concerns of
“witnessing” human rights abuses are linked through political economic formations to
structures of fear and control. My research reveals that the moral politicization and making
visible of violence against women relies not only on the embodied violence of
representation, but also the embodied violence of production, including my involvement
as an activist researcher.
To assert that testimonial narrative and images of suffering can be simultaneously
empowering and voyeuristic is also to recognize the complex rhetorical dynamics of
embodied witnessing. To speak about how existent models of human rights action and
advocacy play out on the ground is also to consider how these might happen better, as
well as to stress the importance of understanding the structures that shape people’s actions
and decisions within particular contexts.
As Hesford suggests:

The call for greater self-reflexivity about the dynamics of rhetorical witnessing need
not lead to the creation of spectacular, narcissistic, or melancholic rhetoric or
politic of location, but rather…requires attention to the risks and traces of trauma
and identification and the ungovernability of their representation (2004: 129).

She suggests that the role of scholars and advocates is not simply to turn passive or silent
voices into compelling speech, but to reconfigure rhetorical listening and witnessing in
ethical terms – which recognizes a call for action. This, she argues, may open new critical
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spaces to offset indifference to violence, national denial, and the averted gaze of
governments and countries in the face of violence conflicts and war (2004: 130).
Her concerns echo particular anthropological and activist dilemmas of how to use,
present, and disseminate research and discourse that may compromise struggles for social
justice. In revealing or not revealing data, we must contend with the possible
consequences for women who, as these chapter demonstrate, are more than simply a
discursive conundrum in the international arena, but caught, quite literally, between
competing justice systems at the state level.
Long-standing debates in the field have shifted in recent years to concerns about
how anthropologists can best research human rights abuses in an increasingly fractured
and violent world (Das 1994, 1997; Nordstrom 2005). As Sierra (2001: 88) states,
“Whenever possible, it is important for social scientists to support subordinated voices,
such as those of indigenous women, and to look for legal alternatives that take into
account the specificity of women’s demands based on women’s own cultural
experiences.” Activist researchers are concerned with how to articulate collective human
rights without reproducing static and normative notions of culture that anthropology has
discredited. Sierra (2001: 76) asks, “how can anthropologists contribute to the recognition
of rights in a way that does not reproduce homogenous views about indigenous normative
systems, and that takes into account the specific demands of indigenous women?”
Stephen (2000: 822) sums: “The insights of anthropological analysis—particularly
historical and cultural analysis—are key in clarifying the rationales that may be provided
for treating some people differently than others and thus constructing them as suspects who
become victims of political violence and human rights abuses. Anthropologists have a
responsibility to put their analytical tools to use in telling the stories that are difficult to
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hear, but must be told.” My participation as an ethnographer and researcher corroborates
that while this is possible, it can engender other troubling enactments.
When anthropologists and other social scientists attempt to “tell stories” it is often
from the volatile and vulnerable positions of witnesses to violence, and as “ethnographic
insiders,” or applied activists, artists, and researchers. Green (1995) suggests in an article
about violence in Guatemala that intellectuals can act as intermediaries, and lend their
voices on behalf of those who have lived and witnessed the macabre; “anthropologist as
scribe, who faithfully documents what the people themselves narrate as their own histories,
that which they have seen, smelled, touched, felt, interpreted, and thought” (1995: 108).
While this act of the scholar is crucial, it is also necessitates acknowledgement of
mediation by our own witnessing, our fears and our positions within the structures that
demand such stories in the first place.
This is particularly relevant with human rights stories and the transnational system
of human rights that relies of biographies and images of violence. Researching and writing
about violence is never simple as the subject is fraught with contradictions and differing
perspectives - essentially, violence is contested, as is power. Too often the past is
considered frozen, transformed into discrete units on a time-line, and left to our objective
analysis. In this case, women’s experiences of violence are transformed into discrete units
of “evidence.” Montejo (2002) insists that anthropologists must contribute to the selfdetermination of the indigenous people that they study, listen to the multiplicity of their
voices, and use “ethnocriticsim” as a way to be critical of images and of “Mayaness” itself.
Are anthropologists in such positions (attempting to be both advocates standing
alongside activists and providing the critical insight of ethnography) failing to maintain an
objective analytical focus? Without one, are we in the inadvertently serving neoliberalism
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(in a disturbing parallel to our former service to colonialism) by facilitating the fixing of
cultural identities in law and inadvertently reinforcing the legal regimes that underpin
neoliberal power?
Speed (2006) suggests that an approach of collaborative research that merges
activism and cultural critique—although it doesn’t fully resolve these questions— is
precisely what is needed in the current moment of the anthropology of rights.
“As pain and injustice proliferate across the world, the project of scholarly activism
remains one of desperate urgency” (Fox and Starn 1997: 13). The concern of how to
include subjects in their own representations is not new; this critique has been present in
photography since the 1970s and in anthropology long before this. As Meiselas (quoted in
Strauss 2007: 111) states:
There is no denying in this digital age that images are increasingly dislocated and
far more easily decontextualized. Technology allows us to do many things, but
that does not mean that we must do them. Indeed, it seems to me that if history is
working against context, then we must, as artists, work all the harder to reclaim that
context. We owe this debt of specificity not just to one another but to our subjects,
with whom we have an implicit contract.

The study and representation of violence is fraught with contradictions and
differing perspectives. Like power, violence is contested. “Vested interests, personal
history, ideological loyalities, propaganda, and dearth of firsthand information ensure that
many ‘defintions’ of violence are powerful fictions and negotiated half-truths” (Robben and
Nordstrom 1995: 5). As anthropologists, is it ethical to write of these things? According to
Taussig not only can we, but we must write against social injustice and repression (1987).
Schonberg and Bourgois (2002: 390) suggest that recognizing these “deep
contradictions and pitfalls” keeps researchers from being paralysed politically, analytically
and aesthetically. In their work with IV drug users and photography, they advocate
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humbly practicing a “good enough” version of photo-ethnography (following
anthropologist Nancy Scheper-Hughes’ call for a “good enough ethnography”). Such an
approach allows critical engagement with the violent injustices of everyday life in the face
of paralyzing and depoliticising postmodernist critiques. In my opinion, this approach,
and humility in the research endeavor itself, also recognizes that human interactions are
inherently unequal, shifting, and troubling. This does not mean that researchers should not
engage in and social action as social justice, but to recognize that these actions are not
pristine.
In light of the above, the question for human rights becomes: “how to avoid
reproducing the spectacle of victimization while also not erasing the materiality of
violence and trauma, and recognizing the interdependence of material and discursive
realms” (Hesford and Kozol 2005: 13). The answer, they suggest:

We need, therefore, to recognize women’s human rights through the dialogic
processes of looking and being seen, of providing and witnessing testimonials, of
reading and writing practices. This dialogic process is also a transnational and
transcultural process whereby reading or seeing human rights violations locates the
viewer, the reader, and the witness within local and global communities (Hesford
and Kozol 2005: 11).

This dissertation is an attempt to do just this.
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